WINGING IT.....

May you be given to see that which is upon you that you might rise up as on wings of Eagles and reclaim that which has been stolen from you as world citizens of human physical. May you see that God in His Lighted Wisdom and Compassion shall scoop you up into Himself if you but will awaken and see thine plight and change your directions—the hidden dark secrets and actions are being revealed and the WAY is being opened unto your capabilities of seeing and hearing—AND ACTING.
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COPYRIGHT POSITION STATEMENT AND DISCLAIMER

The Phoenix Journals are intended as a "real time" commentary on current events, how current events relate to past events and the relationships of both to the physical and spiritual destinies of mankind.

All of history, as we now know it, has been revised, rewritten, twisted and tweaked by selfishly motivated men to achieve and maintain control over other men. When one can understand that everything is comprised of "energy" and that even physical matter is "coalesced" energy, and that all energy emanates from God's thought, one can accept the idea that the successful focusing of millions of minds on one expected happening will cause it to happen.

If the many prophecies made over thousands of years are accepted, these are the "end times" (specifically the year 2000, the second millennium, etc.). That would put us in the "sorting" period and only a few short years from the finish line. God has said that in the end-times would come the WORD—to the four corners of the world—so that each could decide his/her own course toward, or away from, divinity—based upon TRUTH.

So, God sends His Hosts—Messengers—to present that TRUTH. This is the way in which He chooses to present it, through the Phoenix Journals. Thus, these journals are Truth, which cannot be copyrighted; they are compilations of information already available on Earth, researched and compiled by others (some, no doubt, for this purpose) which should not be copyrighted. Therefore, these journals are not copyrighted (except SIPAPU ODYSSEY which is "fiction").

The first sixty or so journals were published by America West Publishing which elected to indicate that a copyright had been applied for on the theory that the ISBN number (so necessary for booksellers) was dependent upon the copyright. Commander Hatonn, the primary author and compiler, insisted that no copyrights be applied for and, to our knowledge, none were.

If the Truth is to reach the four corners of the world, it must be freely passed on. It is hoped that each reader will feel free to do that, keeping it in context, of course.
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DEDICATION

TO ALL WHO WOULD SEE AND HEAR--
AND TAKE ACTION!
INTRODUCTION
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SUN., MAY 8, 1994

As we move quickly along with offerings of information regarding the unfolding of proven corruption in your marketplaces, your governments, your religions and the incredible corrupted control over you-the-people by the INJUSTICE SYSTEM, I can only say that, here in the beginning, we are just WINGING IT.... As ones "with" are willing to share with those "without" so that strides can be made in reclaiming that which was yours, we will move quickly in offering that which is pertinent in the changing times.

SPEAKING OF "WINGS"...

We want to wish our beloved friend and colleague, LYDIA OGDEN, congratulations on graduation and Happy Birthday. This one, friends, REALLY has meaning and I shall speak on this subject this afternoon: Departure from Earth plane. Lydia gained her wings this week and we honor her for when truly within the Lighted Presence of God--it is a HAPPY BIRTHDAY! of the best kind.

The last treatments of the medical profession were simply too painful and would be intolerable indefinitely as to the constancy of the pain involved in the treatment of her illness and once the treatment was done--there was and is no way to undo the undertaking. Her lung cavity was filled with a substance to hopefully stop the oozing of fluid into the chest cavity. I warned that it would be the worst type of nightmare but she was talked into the procedure. Alas, she rapidly deteriorated while in constant torture. She asked permission a week ago to take leave and then chose to depart the physical that she might better serve else-

where for she knew she would never again be able to overcome the compromised status of her body. We welcome her aboard.

Since this is a subject most frequently asked about, we will speak to the subject this afternoon and, if you wish to share, please consider the tapings from the meeting. We have other business to attend but I will take time to address transition and death of body. If you are not on the "tape" list, it can be referred to as "The Mother's Day, '94" tape(s).

You who have been following on with our recent ongoing efforts to get Ronn Jackson free, you will want an update. Since we have a meeting this afternoon to cover some topics on this "Mother's Day, 1994" we will bring current information appropriate to his status. We will also speak briefly about Gunther Russbacher.

GUNther

Our people have not been able to actually locate Gunther as all information is shrouded by secret-keepers. I can tell you that he is OK. Please, readers, keep up the good work in contacting him and these other people who hold freedom in their pockets. EJ. has had the State Department AND American Express Services working on getting "behind" the scenes with both a physician and social worker to see what the man may need. We will keep the vigil for it is through the standing watch WITH brother that we can best serve.

JACKSON

He was to have been released yesterday. Arrangements have been made, and are at stand-by as we write, to get him delivered to his proper destination after release. We will not share how or when that will actually take place. He has not, at this writing, been released. Why? Well that is a most interesting story, indeed. I SHALL TOUCH ON IT SO THAT WE CAN GET OUR MESSAGE MORE CLEARLY ACROSS TO THE MONITORS AND SURVEILLANCE TEAMS OF THE ADVER-SARY.
I can promise you, gentlemen, that the DELAYS will only bring
more uncomfortable discoveries to light.

At first the major roadblock was in the information being written
by CONTACT on money, Ronn's "Constitutional 'case'" and the
Banking Committee, Buckley, et al. Then the terrors struck in
the stomach pits over what Ronn can reveal about RONALD
REAGAN. But today we have a newer and more terrible con-
cern on the part of the "Elite" big boys--MJ-12. All of you reg-
ular readers KNOW that MJ-12 is a remarkably STRONG
committee. You also KNOW that it deals with "outer space
ALIENS" and craft. I will keep my silence only as LONG as
you gentlemen in charge KEEP YOUR AGREEMENTS.

Does Ronn Jackson know about MJ-12? Oh, indeed, and when
he was going to "talk", his incarceration was EXTENDED. He
was then going to offer to Rick, for CONTACT, the information.
Well, we all believe it far wiser to GET HIM OUT! We don't
need to get into trouble with anyone over ANYTHING. Let us
allow them some face-saving while they effort to sort their own
problems. I will say this much regarding MJ-12--a couple of
members of that committee were, at one time, "Projects" of Mr.
Jackson! Neither of us need to share that information at the
moment but I am weary of the "games". I think the Elite con-
tinue to try the patience of even the "angels". THE CONSTITU-
TION MUST BE RECOVERED AND RESTRUCTURED
AND RE-INTRODUCED--THROUGH THE CONSTITU-
TION!

NEWS RELEASE FROM HAWAII:
STATE SOVEREIGNTY

EXCELLENT NEWS from The Phoenix Project, Hawaii, Dr.
Ron Carlson, Committee of 50 States:

"TODAY THE SEVENTEENTH LEGISLATIVE SESSION
PASSED THE SOVEREIGNTY RESOLUTION, ALSO
KNOWN AS THE 10TH AMENDMENT RESOLUTION.

EMPOWERING LOCAL GOVERNMENTS IN THEIR BID
FOR HOME RULE."

We offer congratulations for the upstart of a wondrous new ad-
venture as you work to regain that which is YOURS.

We will see to it that information regarding this is entered into
the paper for there are some meetings coming up which are
VERY IMPORTANT to you if you are to reclaim FREEDOM.
I will also ask that you watch for the "Michael Silverhawk"
material. I have no time nor space to enter these documents into
this writing.

THREATS?? MR. GREEN

Word has come back as heavy threats from George Green who
states that he has received a "threatening" letter from someone
telling him to back off the Hkkers and the Institute OR ELSE.
(Or something like this, we got it third or fourth hand.) How-
ever, I am privy to a "copy" of said document and I can guar-
antee that it is NOT as Mr. Green presents it to be--further, I
hope Mr. Green follows through with his threat to take it to the
FBI for prosecution. We can hardly wait for Mr. Green to
bring in, AGAIN, the FBI.

I will offer the document in point. No one in this area even
knows who it is from. I shall keep that to myself for I want no
further implications cast upon Dharma or E.J. or anyone from
this area. The paper in point came from a source postmarked
Missouri:

QUOTING:

94 22 4

GG You have done your best. You have done your worst.
Now it is time to backoff. Your mindless attacks are not God
directed. They are despised by the Creative Forces. Change
now before it's too late. You are given more warning than
most.
END OF QUOTING.

I would suggest, further, however, that Mr. Green is also arranging to have his own threats sent to HIMSELF. Indeed, I certainly do hope that this DOES INDEED BRING IN THE FBI!! Do I know who this is, in point of the note above? Oh YES, and it is actually a friendly warning by someone WHO KNOWS what is going on at the highest levels of "intelligence". AND, when GG confronts the FBI "AFTER" they come into the picture and track the "information sender"--it will be Mr. Green in WORSE trouble. This person in point of is of very high status and stature. Or, maybe it's just a "little old lady from Pasadena" (Missouri). I congratulate the person for caring for George's soul!

JACKSON NOTICE

A week or so ago, Jackson wrote a "notice" or "bulletin" for distribution. However, the people to whom it was sent were, we believe, unable to get it out. I would like to enter it here so that it is available.

It arrived here on April 27, 1994.

QUOTING:

RONN JACKSON:

It seems only yesterday I filed case #CV-N-93-401-DWH in U.S. District Court in Reno, Nevada. I must admit I was only mildly upset with the Government at the time and, now, what a difference a few short months make.

Since the news of the issuance of the Declaratory Judgement on March 4, 1994, I have received thousands of inquiries, letters, and comments and there is still a great deal of confusion about the order by the court, and its meaning. I'm going to try to clarify and answer those questions about the decision as each appeared in the "order".

Item #1: The 16th Amendment [Income Tax] to the Constitution was invalidated, in my opinion. The court had no alternative. I filed a 53 page affidavit showing the deficiencies in the ratification process of the States and as contained in the archives of those individual states. This information was compiled by "Bill Benson" and is a part of his book, THE LAW THAT NEVER WAS. The judicial can only deny this information for so long. Judge Hagen showed a great deal of courage on this point. Perhaps he feels as most of us who are involved in returning our country to the Constitution and, most of all, to God. Let's get rid of the garbage in Washington, D.C. that calls itself the U.S. Government.

Item #2: "The Federal Reserve Act of 1913" as was originally written was "non-positive law" and only applicable to the Federal United States which means federal territory only. Any other inference is to be without basis in fact or law. This confirms the existence of the two terms "United States" and "United States of America". This item also confirms that Government rules and legislates on bluff and deception and implies that it has jurisdiction where it does not. This is, also, "money's" influence over Government and proves the theorem: "Any self regulating and self governing entity is self serving 'if the price is right'."

Item #3: "The Gold Reserve Act of 1934" was found to be fraudulent on its surface. What this decision is saying is, "FDR" and the administration at that time used the law to defraud the citizens of the sovereign union states and stole their gold. Each successful administration is an accessory after the fact.

Item #4: The court found that title 26, USC, (The Income Tax Law) to be applicable only to the Federal United States (Federal territory and insular Federal property within the several states), as was all other non-positive law. In effect, the decision reaffirmed that if a law does not comply with the Constitution, that law does not apply to the citizens of the
Sovereign union of states, only to Federal territory, and Federal citizens. ("We" are citizens of the sovereign states.)

To sum up what the court said in its order:

1. There are two citizenships in this country:
   B. Citizens of the sovereign union of states.

2. There are two entities in this country:
   A. United States
   B. United States of America.

3. The United States Government only legislates for the "federal" United States unless the laws passed conform to the Constitution.

4. "Acts of Congress" only apply to the Federal United States (non-positive law) and do not apply to the "United States of America".

5. That the U.S. government relies on adhesion to a law and therefore implies that, as an entity, it has jurisdiction where it does not. It governs by implication and exceeds its authority, depending on ignorance to rule.

6. That the U.S. government is a "federal" government, NOT A NATIONAL GOVERNMENT.

7. That the U.S. Government for the most part is unlawful and unconstitutional and is fraudulent in legislating by saying, "The people want it."

In making this order, the court has agreed with me in saying the U.S. Government, as an entity and individually, is morally, ethically, spiritually, and financially BANKRUPT and needs to be replaced in its entirety. Their actions demonstrate that government believes in the "One World Government" and believes that the citizens of this country are just going to sit back and let this happen. Well, this is an open message to little Billy Clinton and his Merry Bank of "Leftist" Bimbos: The citizens of this country are the meanest and most deadly of all people in all of history and we will see you and your groups of traitors like the "CFR"-"FRB"—and all such others—fry in Hell. I do so solemnly swear!

My fellow citizens of the SOVEREIGN UNION STATES, it’s time we united and rid ourselves of this malignancy called the "U.S. Government".

Ronn Jackson

END OF QUOTING.

***

May God bless your work as you embark on the greatest adventure of your experience, the regaining of your nation. I salute you.

Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn
CHAPTER 1
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THU., APR. 28, 1994

KEEP STIRRING THE POT

NIXON'S FUNERAL

COMMENTS?? About the only comment I can find to express is "Oh my!" What an interesting list of farewell speakers were chosen! How sad and depressing that the beauty of the nation's top songs and "meanings" were expressed with such beauty and so "nothing" in content. Did I actually hear Kissinger at the point of tears? This is one of THE major players in the destruction of Nixon. Well, perhaps it was a dirty job but "somebody had to do it."

And the rest? Have you ever witnessed so many politicians together in their old age perhaps wondering what their own transition celebration would be like? No, I have no comments and neither do I JUDGE; it is not for me and it is not for you—to JUDGE A MAN. IT IS YOUR RESPONSIBILITY TO JUDGE EVERY ACTION BY THOSE YOU SET INTO SUCH HIGH OFFICE AND ALLOW THEM TO DESTROY AND COMMIT TREASON AGAINST THE VERY MOTHER THAT BIRTHED YOU.

We will move away from Jackson's story for this day and return to Rodney Stitch's Defrauding America. We are going to take up in the ending portions of his updated printing so that you who have the original will be able to catch up and also because it becomes more pertinent to this day. We are noting that our various authors are finding discrepancies in each other's material—EXCELLENT! They are also finding interactions appropriate and eye-opening. I am not going to correct much as we move along—that is better coming forth from the authors themselves as they reach unified "conclusions". When we get around to the "old" Phoenix Project and its relationship to our current project, then we will have a team worthy of recognition of TRUTH of presence and circumstance. It is usually more interesting when you have ones of your own expression who HAVE BEEN THERE.

As we write this day I am choosing to again turn to the subject of Israel. I know that you think, "Oh dear, more blasting and assaults and everybody better duck." No, we are simply presenting more of the SAME material as already offered but with more and greater CONFIRMATION. Remember that we have a "battle" but WE ARE NOT AT WAR! MAN WILL HAVE HIS WARS--IT WILL NOT BE NECESSARY THAT WE DO SO.

My hopes are, however, that you are awakening to your circumstances and considering a revolvement and reclamation of your nation and LAWS and regaining of FREEDOM. I know that most people refer to that action as "revolution". I choose not to define a reversal BACK into truth to be what today is defined as "revolution" for in most instances "revolution" represents WAR. You need no "wars" but rather you must define your actions and move into winning one battle at a time until you have retaken your property and freedom. Evil will ultimately devour itself. "I" pick no quarrel as my mission is to offer you readers FACTS and TRUTH that YOU MIGHT CHOOSE YOUR OWN ACTIONS FOR IT IS YOUR RESPONSIBILITY AND NOT MINE. But, dear ones, I am here if you want me!
DEFRAUDING AMERICA, Part 20
by Rodney Stich

CHAPTER 28, PG. 507

ISRAEL, THE MOSSAD AND AMERICA

Israeli officials and agencies, and particularly its intelligence agency, the Mossad, aided and abetted many of the criminal activities described within these pages, inflicting great harm upon the American people. Without the assistance of the Israelis, some of the treasonous and subversive acts against the United States would not have been possible, especially the October Surprise operation. Israel was needed to transship the arms to Iran and to act as end-users on the bill-of-lading.

KILLING PEOPLE WHO DISAGREE WITH ISRAELI POLICIES

Similar to CIA activities, and possibly worse in some respects, the Mossad doesn’t hesitate to assassinate people whose lawful conduct irritates the Israelis. Gerald Bull, a Canadian scientist who developed the Super Gun used by Iraq, was killed by the Mossad at his Brussels apartment in March 1990 (Profits of War, Ari Ben-Menashe). Israeli assassination squads killed Bull to halt his development of the Supergun project for the Iraqis.

During that same time frame, Israeli agents were assassinating others, as reported by former Mossad officers Ari Ben-Menashe and Victor Ostrovsky in their books (Profits of War, by Ari Ben-Menashe; By Way of Deception, by Victor Ostrovsky and Claire Hoy). Nineteen people were killed by Israeli agents within several weeks in 1990, including eight German scientists hired by a company in Miami and who were traveling back and forth to Iraq; a German scientist, Hans Mayers, in a car "accident" in Munich; four Israeli businessmen, and two Pakistani scientists in Britain. A television production aired on June 17, 1993, focused on the many killings by the Mossad, including the botched killing in Sweden of the wrong person by Mossad operative Michael (Freddy) Harari. One of the favorite stunts was to put a pressure sensitive plastic-explosive bomb in the victim’s bed. When the intended victim lay on the bed the bomb went off. Another tactic was to place plastic explosives in a telephone handset, and when the person answered, and the caller identified him as the intended victim, the bomb would be set off by a signal carried over the telephone wire. Although the plastic explosive was small in size, it usually caused fatal injuries. [H: Remember, readers: The New York Trade Center was bombed with use of what is called "AN ISRAELI BRIEF-CASE BOMB".]

Victor Ostrovsky detailed the specifics of several of the killings by Israeli agents, describing the composition of the Israeli assassination department inside the Mossad as a small internal unit called kidon, divided into three teams consisting of approximately twelve men each.

Ostrovsky described the shooting down of a Boeing 727 operated by Libyan Arab Airlines by two Israeli jets, killing over a hundred people. He told how two Israeli agents killed Arab scientist Yahia El Meshad, by slipping into his apartment with a passkey and then cutting his throat while he slept. He also told how the Mossad killed a PLO official in Paris who was preparing to meet with the French Secret Service.

[H: I will interrupt here to point out that part of the reasoning behind offering the sordid experiences of Ronn Jackson in "his field of service" is so that you can catch onto some reality that these are actually things that happen and happen constantly and easily.

I also ask that you all turn to the letter of Rayelan Russbacher in this edition of the paper and really read it. I will reprint portions herein because I ask that you think back to the incident with Dharma on "that" Sunday a while back when we had to move into action to protect our people. Bo Gritz ridiculed our interaction and made great sport of the events to cause total discounting of the incident. No, it was very real indeed and it was also entangled with Mossad
agents. I reported that Ekkers (and an accompanying Special Forces officer) were enroute in the area of San Luis Obispo County to meet "Robert Walker", et al. Well, readers, Robert Walker is Gunther Russbacher and Gunther Russbacher is from a very, very high-level ruling family of Austria. If you think these encounters by death squads do not happen or are as "silly" as Gritz made it appear--forget it, go back and read Jackson's presentations--and THOSE involved were only drug dealers and filthy politicians. The Elite will not back off until they have to do so and our desire is to have that happen without encounters of hostility by beings out of your time frame and space warp. The Elite are just waiting to find the proper moment to dump the LIE of space alien invasion upon you--what will be your attitude? Well, so be it, for that is the reason we are so careful in this offering--so that you will KNOW differences and that TRUTH shall prevail even in the midst of the false stories and lies. Technology on your place is phenomenal so almost anything that you THINK is science fiction--is reality of experience these days. We will get back to this a bit later.]

A December 14, 1992, issue of SPOTLIGHT carried a story about Israeli assassination squads operating in foreign countries under the title, "Foreign Killers Run Loose in U.S." The article related how Israeli-trained assassins, funded by U.S. taxpayers, are entering the United States, often with the help of the CIA, leaving a trail of unsolved and unreported killings. The report explained how the United States is funding Mossad's criminal operations in Third World countries.

Ben-Menashe's book portrays the Mossad's hiring of Arabs who unknowingly carried out terrorist attacks against Americans, inflaming the American public against the Arabs, who didn't know the attacks were planned and directed by the Mossad. He also tells how Mossad agents paid Palestinians to seize the Mediterranean cruise ship, Achille Lauro in 1985, which ended in the killing of one of the passengers. Ironically, the passenger was Jewish. Ari Ben-Menashe wrote in his book, Profits of War, that the attack upon the cruise ship was financed by Israel and its intent was "to show what a deadly, cutthroat bunch the Palestinians were." The American public was told that the attack upon the Achille Lauro was a Palestinian operation when in fact it was engineered and financed by Israel.

ISRAEL'S ADMISSION OF WORLDWIDE ASSASSINATIONS

A London Observer article carried in the San Francisco Examiner on November 24, 1993 was headlined, "Israeli official admits unleashing assassins." The article described the practice of Israel's military-security establishments carrying out assassinations on a global basis, many of them specifically authorized by Israel's prime ministers, including Golda Meir. The article admitted the mistaken assassination of a waiter in the Norwegian town of Lillehammer, thinking the victim was a PLO terrorist, Ali Hasan Salameh. Israeli officials admitted the disclosures by retired Major General Aharon Yariv on state-controlled Israeli Television, but felt that the information should have remained secret.

SPREADING OPPRESSION

UN official Lt. Col. Tren Lagerkrantz said that the U.S.-funded operation carried out by the Mossad has brought "nothing but oppression, cruelty, bloodshed, corruption and ultimately turmoil" to the backward regions where it operated.

(The same, of course, applies to U.S. Intelligence Agencies.) The SPOTLIGHT article quoted Lagerkrantz:

Since Congress has decided to grant the most aid to governments who agree to let Israel train and equip their security troops, it has been precisely those African nations where the Mossad has been most active Sudan, Zaire, Somalia, Liberia--that have suffered the worst outbreaks of famine, violence and disorder.

AMERICAN VICTIMS

Israel didn't limit their assassinations to Arabs. Israeli forces deliberately machine-gunned and bombed a virtually unarmed
U.S. Navy communication ship, the *U.S.S. Liberty*, off the coast of Lebanon on June 8, 1967. The *Liberty* carried clear markings indicating it to be an American ship, and Israel knew that. As the Israeli aircraft approached the *Liberty*, the fighter pilots radioed and protested to their base, "It's an American ship!" Tel Aviv disregarded the pilots' protests, and ordered the fighters to attack. The brutal and bloody assault continued for almost half an hour, during which time missiles, napalm, and torpedoes were used to kill thirty-four U.S. Navy men and in juring 171 others.

The U.S. sailors had intercepted Israeli radio communications relating to a planned attack on Syria which occurred the following day, and Israel felt the Americans would expose the sneak attack.

For damage control, to prevent the American public from learning the truth, the powerful U.S.-funded Israel lobby in the United States sprang into action with disinformation to the media, and pressure on members of Congress who were recipients of their political contributions (i.e., U.S. taxpayer's money). It worked. The American public never learned the truth. Even White House officials acted to protect Israel, publicly accepting Israel's apology that the attack was an accident. The American service men were expendable, as they were in Vietnam and other CIA operations.

Seeking to evade blame, Israel asserted that they thought the *Liberty* was another ship, the *El Quseir*. They were lying. But that Egyptian supply ship was in Alexandria, a fact known to Israel. The ugly truth of the deliberate killing of U.S. military personnel by Israel was shown through radio messages intercepted by the American embassy in Beirut, which were slowly and belatedly leaked out. In 1991, former U.S. Ambassador Dwight Porter revealed the radio communications intercepted by his office in Lebanon on that fateful day in 1967, revealing that Israeli commanders knew the ship was an American ship and that they were killing American sailors.

Porter's revelations are supported by Seth Mintz, a Major in Israel's IDF (Israeli Defense Forces). (Residing in Houlton, Maine. He was a U.S. citizen who went to Israel in 1962, joining the Israeli Army in 1965, and assigned to the IDF war room during the Six-Day War with Syria.) Mintz was present in IDF headquarters for several hours before starting the attack on the U.S. communication ship. Shortly after Mintz made these statements he was threatened by Mossad agents, causing him to recant his earlier statements. In a dispatch in Ha'aretz on November 7, 1991, Mintz expressed "grave anxiety over the media interest in him" relating to the *Liberty* affair. He told Ha'aretz, "Everyone is after me now and that is what I'm afraid of. I don't need the Mossad (Mossad is the Israeli highly secret intelligence service and worldwide network of agents, much of it is funded by the United States) and Shin Bet (acts in a similar manner as the Mossad, performing for the military), knocking on my door." His knowledge of Mossad's assassination squads and their practice of assassinations certainly justified his anxiety.

The orders to attack the U.S. Navy communication ship came from a high Israeli official, reportedly General Yitzhak Rabin, who later became Israel's Laborite Prime Minister. President George Bush's White House staff tried to portray Israel's Rabin as a peacemaker, despite his long history of terrorist activities.

**STEALING U.S. MILITARY SECRETS**

Secret weapon technology sent to Israel has been repeatedly copied, stolen, and sold to foreign countries, violating agreements with the United States. In *Dangerous Liaison—The Inside Story of the U.S.-Israeli Covert Relationship*, authors Andrew and Leslie Cockburn describe the symbiotic relationship between the United States and Israeli intelligence networks, the stealing of nuclear fuel by Israel from the Nuclear Materials and Equipment Corporation plant at Apollo, Pennsylvania, in 1968; Israeli and CIA involvement with the Medellin drug cartel and Guatemalan death squads; and other treasonous activities. *Dangerous Liaison* describes the cover up of the nuclear fuel theft by U.S. and Israeli officials, abdicating the loyalty to the United States and protecting those inflicting harm. Their book portrays
the role played by the CIA and Mossad in drug trafficking, including relations with the Medellin drug cartel, and their role in the Guatemalan death squads.

Reports in the March 15, 1992, *New York Times* and *Wall Street Journal* related the long pattern of illegal sales by Israel of U.S. weapon technology. The articles revealed that Israel does this by either installing the U.S. components in an Israeli weapon system, or disassembling the weapon to discover how it works, and then constructing its own, selling the secret technology to foreign countries who may be hostile to the U.S. interests.

Israel received Patriot missiles worth hundreds of millions of dollars from the United States, and was required to keep the technology secret. Instead, Israel sold the patriot missiles and their technology to other countries, including China, in clear violation of U.S. law. A State Department report (*New York Times*, April 4, 1992), accused Israel of engaging for nearly ten years in a "systematic" pattern of reselling cutting-edge U.S. military technology to Third World countries, some of whom were adversaries to the United States.

The report described how Washington officials protected this unlawful transfer of U.S. technology by ordering U.S. investigators in Israel not to check on the destination of U.S. technology sent to Israel, as is required of all other countries. Israel, using money supplied by U.S. taxpayers, retains powerful Washington law firms and bribes U.S. officials to carry out their dirty work against the United States.

**DOTAN AFFAIR**

Another example of Israeli attacks upon U.S. interests was the Dotan affair, in which U.S. corporations paid bribes to Israeli officials, the bribes coming from U.S. taxpayers. Over $11 million in bribe money was diverted from General Electric Company through a small New Jersey front company to European bank accounts controlled by Israel Brigadier General Rami Dotan, who was convicted by an Israeli military court of theft and fraud. The case involved bribery, money-laundering, violations of the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act, insider trading, and espionage.

A General Electric official, Herbert Steindler, was considered a partner in the illicit schemes. Both General Electric and Pratt and Whitney knew the United States was being defrauded, but it was profitable for them to remain quiet, to become co-conspirators. Falsified Bills of Lading and shipment of fictitious equipment were all part of the scheme that was paid by U.S. taxpayers. Shell companies were used for facilitating the payoffs.

General Electric agreed to pay $69 million in fines, penalties and damages, and pleaded guilty to defrauding the United States in the sale of military equipment to Israel. Israeli officials impeded the investigation by U.S. officials, despite the fact that U.S. funds were involved.

**Duplicating its denial of involvement in the October Surprise affair, the Israeli government claimed itself innocent in the Dotan matter. But the facts speak otherwise. It is believed that the millions of dollars diverted from engine orders of United Technologies and General Electric through front companies were for the purpose of Israeli covert operations.**

**[H: Please note that anywhere a market is opened up in "other" countries, even Russian, General Electric IS ONE OF THE FIRST CORPORATIONS TO MOVE IN!! THIS FACT HELPS NEGATE ACCUSATIONS OF TECHNOLOGY FLOWING "FROM" THE U.S.—IN OTHER WORDS, THERE IS LEGITIMATE MAIN-LINE OPERATION NOT EVEN NOTED BY THE U.S. This is the same for many other operations, like Kissinger Associates, et al., but it is a cute way to divert attention and not longer be locked into U.S. rules and regulations.]**

Most of the diverted money came from U.S. foreign-aid programs destined for Israel. This money-diversion had been known to be standard and unlawful practice for years to mem-
bers of Congress, its investigative arm, the General Accounting Office, and White House officials.

Congressman and House Energy and Commerce Committee Chairman John Dingell stated that Congress has been reluctant to embarrass Israel politically. This attitude exists because of past retaliatory measures inflicted upon members of Congress by the Israeli lobby when Israel's activities were questioned.

POLLARD AFFAIR

Israeli agents paid a U.S. Navy intelligence analyst, Jonathan Jay Pollard, to steal military secrets, using a Washington apartment owned by attorney Harold Katz. Israel paid Pollard for his treasonous activities from the money given to Israel by the U.S. The seriousness of the spying operation was reflected by the life sentence given to Pollard on June 4, 1986, by Chief District Judge Aubrey Robinson in Washington. But Israel's Zionist lobby in the United States protected Israel from any fallout.

ISRAEL, THE MOSSAD, AND DRUG TRAFFICKING

Several of my CIA informants, some of whom were pilots with me in the Middle East, described to me in minute detail the role they observed which the Mossad played in drug trafficking into the United States. These CIA people described their direct personal and business contracts with the Mossad, relating to the drug trafficking from South and Central America into the United States.

They described how Mossad agents, including Michael Harari and David Kimche, for instance, were present at many of the drug transshipment points and especially in Panama. They described to me the joint shipment of CIA and Mossad drugs in CIA and DEA aircraft, with the Mossad drugs identified by triangles on the drug packages, resulting from disassembling of the Star of David on the bags.

CIA AND THE MOSSAD

The CIA and Mossad have a symbiotic relationship, jointly inflicting great harm upon the United States, from the treasonous activities of October Surprise to the devastating drug epidemic destroying America. Together, they have inflicted unmeasurable financial and other harm upon the American people. Both engaged in assassinations and, while the CIA has by far the record in mass assassinations going into the tens of thousands, the Mossad has the record for individual assassinations in Europe and the United States.

Several of my CIA contacts have warned me against saying anything unfavorable about the Mossad or Israel in my book, making reference to the pattern of assassinations by the Mossad when they believe their interests are adversely affected.

The treasonous and subversive CIA October Surprise operation could not have occurred without the cooperation of the Mossad and other Israeli officials. They knew the October Surprise operation was defrauding the United States and became co-conspirators. It was profitable for Israel. Israel was then able to blackmail officials in the government of the United States, including Presidents Ronald Reagan and then George Bush. Besides, any member of Congress who dared to investigate and retaliate against Israel faced the prospect of being defeated at the polls as the Zionist lobby routinely funds opposition candidates.

Former Mossad agent Ben-Menashe described Israel's involvement in the October Surprise operations, which conformed with statements made to me by several CIA people with whom I had been in frequent contact for several years, including Russbacher and Riconosciuto. Israeli agents were at the Madrid, Barcelona, and Paris meetings, as related to me by Russbacher and Ari Ben-Menashe. Israel knew the October Surprise operation was an act of treason, and they aided and abetted it.
ENORMOUS POWER OF THE ISRAEL LOBBY

One of the most powerful forces in the United States is the Anti-Defamation League, whose parent is B'nai B'rith. Much of the money used to bribe members of Congress and other federal officials is sent to the United States by Israel, which obtains the money from U.S. loans and grants that are rarely repaid. Through its powerful Zionist group it can fund campaigns to defeat politicians not adhering to Zionist wishes.

ADL blocks any exposure of wrongful activities by Israel and its Mossad. It spends huge sums of money to oppose members of Congress whose interests are not aligned with Israel. Much of all of this money comes from the U.S. taxpayers who provide loans or grants that are not repaid. One tactic used to silence those who report or criticize the Mossad or Israel's conduct is to label them an anti-Semite. It is risky business for a public official to defend U.S. interests when it means confrontation with the Zionists. Apparently anyone who disagrees with Israel is anti-Semitic, and the vast control by Israel over the U.S. media will be sure the American people hear this version.

ADL has been able to defuse any attention focused upon unlawful activities of people connected with Israel or the Mossad. The ADL lauded a major Jewish crime figure, Morris Barney Dalitz of Las Vegas, who regularly donated heavily to the ADL. Dalitz was called Chairman of the Board to such crime figures as Meyer Lansky and Benjamin "Bugsy" Siegel. Lansky and Siegel were members of the original "Murder Incorporated", also known as the Meyer and Bugsy Gang. An ADL chairman, Irv Rubin, was accused in 1992 of plotting a murder-for-hire operation.

In American Jewish Organizations and Israel, author Lee O'Brien states of the Anti-Defamation League of B'nai B'rith (ADL):

In later years, ADL has turned to ... aggressive measures ... outright surveillance of individuals and groups, the results of which are fed into both the Israeli intelligence-gathering apparatus, via their consulates and embassy, and American domestic intelligence, via the FBI. Top ADL officials have admitted the use of clandestine surveillance techniques.

The Anti-Defamation League of B'nai B'rith has been functioning as the action arm of the Israeli Mossad in the United States. In 1993 an ADL spy scandal erupted in San Francisco, after which it was discovered that the ADL had been acting as proxy for the Mossad. The scandal surfaced after it was discovered that San Francisco police inspector Tom Gerard was stealing police intelligence files and selling them to the ADL. (San Francisco Chronicle, May 8, 1993)

It was learned during the investigation that Roy Bullock was an ADL operative spying on numerous individuals and groups in the United States. According to an April 9, 1993 Los Angeles Times article the ADL disguised payments made to Bullock by funnelling the money through Beverly Hills attorney Bruce Hochman, who in turn paid Bullock. Hochman was a prominent ADL figure, and a member of a panel appointed by Governor Pete Wilson to recommend the names of attorneys for federal judgeships. This helps explain why the inordinately high percentage of federal judges are Jewish.

During a three-hour press interview in the Philippines Gerard revealed that he was a former CIA operative and had evidence that the CIA trained, supported, and encouraged death squads operating in El Salvador, Honduras and Guatemala during the 1980s. The sheer brutality of the carnage was too much for him, and he left the CIA in 1985. "This was not good guys versus bad guys," Gerard said. "This was evil, evil. ... This was something the devil himself was involved in. And I wanted no part of it."

Gerard described how the CIA supported the death squads that tortured and murdered thousands of people in Central America, including political opponents, union members, peasants, clergy, throughout Central America. Gerard stated that the San Francisco police and the FBI have joined forces to dis-
credit him. Following its standard practice of lying, a CIA spokesman denied that Gerard had any relationship with the Agency.

CIVIL RIGHTS UNDER
ISRAEL'S GOVERNMENT

Civil rights are largely ignored in Israel. Only those with Jewish mothers have full stature in Israel, a form of apartheid. Christians and Moslem Palestinians are deprived of their basic human rights in Israel, and United States has been subsidizing this Israeli socialism, or Israel's form of apartheid. The Israeli government regulates and controls almost every facet of personal and business endeavors.

In late 1992, Israeli officials deported 415 Palestinians from their homes, forcing them into the mountains, and barring relief supplies that the Red Cross tried to deliver to them. Those deported included doctors, accountants, lawyers, lecturers, and engineers, some of whom were elderly, and some of whom had heart problems or were crippled. They were driven into a man's land in the mountains as winter approached.

An Israeli human rights group (Betselem, the Israeli Center of Human Rights in the Occupied Territories) charged their government with routinely torturing Palestinian political prisoners, reporting that "Violence and ill-treatment have become an expected part of interrogations." The report stated that at least 5,000 of the 25,000 Palestinian prisoners jailed in the previous year had been tortured, while Palestinians stated the percentage was much higher. An April 3, 1993, New York Times article was entitled, "Israeli Study Finds Torture Common".

AMERICAN TAXPAYERS FUND THESE ACTIVITIES

Israel depends upon the largesse of the United States government, and its powerful Israel lobby, as well as other Zionist groups, to fund these activities, including paying U.S. lobbyists, public relations firms, and members of Congress. Billions of dollars in loans have been given to Israel that will never be repaid, the cost of which must be borne by the American taxpayer, plus the interest on the money. In 1991 Israel literally demanded that the U.S. guarantee $10 billion in loans to build housing for Jews in land taken from Jordan.

Despite the enormous amount of gifts to Israel, their appreciation was reflected in the 1991 statement by Israel's Prime Minister Yitzhak Shamir, as he attempted to lay a guilt-trip on the United States, claiming it had an obligation to help settle Soviet Jews in Israel through the guarantee of a $10 million loan.

In 1991, the United States taxpayers paid over $4.3 billion in aid to Israel. Israel then invested these funds in U.S. savings bonds for which the United States paid Israel over $34 million in interest (on the money that the United States gave to Israel in the first place).

From 1974 to 1989, Israel received $16.4 billion in loans that would never be repaid. The loans were secretly converted to grants, which did not have to be repaid. The reason the White House officials referred to the money transfer as loans in the first place was to avoid U.S. oversight, which is required only of money grants. By this time the money had already been used, and there was no control over how it was used.

If Israel defaults on the $10 billion loan and the American taxpayer is forced to make the payments, interest and principle have been reported to total $116 billion over a 30-year repayment period.

ISRAELI CITIZENS HAVE SIMILAR PROBLEMS WITH CORRUPT GOVERNMENT AND INTELLIGENCE AGENCIES

Government officials in control of Israel's foreign relations and its intelligence agency, the Mossad, have engaged in a pattern of criminal acts inflicting great harm upon American citizens, including those of Jewish faith. This indictment of those operating under the flag of Israel does not indict the average
citizen of Israel any more than the criminal activities by U.S. officials indict the average American.

More inside and secret information on the activities of the Mossad has been described in earlier pages, and more follows.
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A PRIVATE WORD TO EKKERS:

I ask that this be left in the writing, please. I know that the realizations of the morning and yesterday are heavy upon you--please release it to me for there is nothing that you can do about these situations which have been set forth against you. Yes indeed, the plans to incarcerate you both and also bring down the Institute are REAL in the planning. However, you will note that you were warned and now you KNOW your enemies as well as those claimed to have helped set-you-up.

The major thrust is to close the voice of myself and the speakers in CONTACT and the stupid assumption is that to imprison my scribe will accomplish that fact.

No it won't--it will only strengthen the desire of the speakers of truth and citizens efforting to move back into freedom to make it a flaming torch as a voice for freedom.

I have worse news for you ones and that is that documentation will be arriving which will PROVE the association of Gary Anderson with the Treasury Department and Gritz et al.'s association as inside troopers FOR THE GOVERNMENT AND IRS. SPIKE SESSIONS ARE NOW SET UP TO MAKE SURE THAT ALL TRUSTS ARE REVEALED AND PARTICIPANTS NAILED. Ones are also involved, in Idaho, where the heavy Gritz et al. thrust will be made, to have citizens attending to be arrested in mass. Yes, indeed you citizens will be incredibly bashed in facing the realizations involved herein--FOR YOU WILL KNOW THE NAMES!
Dharma, just put your hand in the hand of THE MAN, precious, for in HIM is thy deliverance! You ones have served diligently in the face of the ultimate price—and it will not be unrewarded. Let us attend our work and this too shall pass—and, dear ones, the heart wounds WILL heal. The path is strewn with thorns, chelas, but it matters not whether it be strewn with rose petals OR thorns--if ye wear your heavy shields and boots. Remember it. If it would seem childish to pay attention to the warnings--ye shall be caught in the foolishness of such decisions. Watch for ALL clues and then wisdom shall be your passage markers. So be it.

I am confident that some of the following information will also be covered by staff at the paper for they too have the packet of documents. However, I wish to highlight the information which is important enough to merit duplication if it should occur.

As the "big boys" tear their hair and rent their robes in efforts to silence truth—it will, instead, flourish if you ones will hold the line—for the offensive plays, including the winning of the game, is at hand if you can gather and hold the team. There are some excellent patriot voices out there but you need a focus and we are going to make CONTACT that focus. It matters not, as we move along, how BIG it gets in order to contain the massive amounts of information—but it shall meet the needs as ones gather to form understanding and presentation.

Information from CONTACT is reaching the intelligence groups, government committees, etc., before it comes off the machine—and THEY ARE DOING EVERYTHING THEY CAN THINK OF TO STOP THE FLOW OF INFORMATION—FROM BRIBES TO THREATS AGAINST THE "TELLERS". REMEMBER, HOWEVER, THAT THESE PLAYERS ARE NOW ON MY TEAM AND THAT GIVES A WHOLE NEW SET OF CIRCUMSTANCES TO THE ASSAULTING ADVERSARY.

Since I want YOU to witness this, Dharma, I ask that you copy Jackson’s letter and also request that the two enclosures be

REPRINTED AS ARE. Then we will offer the information on Hoover. Thank you.

BUCKLEY CASE (TREASURYGATE)

TO R.M., CONTACT

4/22/94:

RE: BUCKLEY CASE

I am enclosing a copy of U.S. "Obligation" #66508, issued in August, 1967. This "Obligation" was issued for the purpose of obtaining CREDIT FOR MR. SADAM HUSEIN.

It was originally intended to be outstanding for a period of 6 months or less. While the terms show on the reverse side as being 1-1/4 % interest, that rate was only applicable if the debt was retired within the time frame of 6 months. If the debt exceeded the 6 months, a penalty of 24.5% was to be assessed to one year and the interest paid. The note could go on indefinitely with interest rising 1% point each 10 year period. Currently, the interest rate is 16.5% with the note or "Obligation" being in the 27th year and the face value of the 33 trillion dollar note on 4-11-94 is: $803,299,650,005.84. What this shows is the irresponsibility of our leaders on a national level and the fraud being perpetrated on and against all of us—on a daily basis.

While three officers of government filed affidavits stating the document, and others, are a scam, why would this and other like documents be shown on the "TREASURY" and "FRB" (Federal Reserve Board) computer systems as OBLIGATIONS? WE KNOW WHY!

/s/ (R. Jackson)

Document heading:

**PASTE UP GOES HERE FRONT AND BACK OF "Obligation" #66508**

*the part below should be deleted as it is repeated in paste up*
While sitting in my prison cell and going through my mail, I opened a manila envelope that contained your March 19, 1993 issue. There was no return address on the envelope and the postmark was dated 4-15-94 and sent from San Francisco. I have never seen your publication; however, I am familiar with some of Mr. LaRouche's words and for the most part agree with them. Because of the content of one of the stories in that issue, I feel it necessary to write you and correct a couple of items and to fill-in some of the speculation contained in the story. The article of which I make reference is by Jeffrey Steinberg and is entitled "Judicial Corruption: It Didn't End With J. Edgar Hoover." It runs through pages 32-36 with a comment by author Anthony Summers on page 34.

On page 32, paragraph #2, you make reference to the Inslaw Case. It was me who "obtained" the source code to the PROMIS software, for another party. The purpose of doing so was to enter, into that software, sub-routines to monitor the U.S. Attorney's activities as that party was doing at the time to several computer systems including "Big Floyd", the FBI computer system. Both systems are being monitored to this day along with all other of the Government's many computer systems.

What was done to Mr. & Mrs. William Hamilton, the owners of "INSLAW", was done with criminal intent on the part of my employer and of the Government. The necessary evidence will be provided to the Hamiltons in the near future.

In paragraph 3, after reading this article, I called to a source and had Mr. LaRouche's case checked out. There are several inconsistencies; however, not being a person with a legal background, I'm not sure what was given to me but I will say this, with my knowledge of the seamier side of this flaky and unconstitutional Government, the chances are that your "founder" stepped on the wrong toes. If a print-out of the Justice Department files on his case will help, please let me know. I had the entire files transferred to another location that is safe and secure.
Paragraph #4 mentions the former FBI Director, William Sessions. As a Judge in Texas he administered a couple of loyalty oaths on some projects in which I was involved (to me).

While the media reported that his removal was due to his run-in with William Barr and his abuses of his business expenditures, the real reason for his removal was a statement made to my former "employer" about his plans for accessing Social Security and other files. While Government is planning to make all those files available to all of Government and others, Mr. Sessions had the atypical Government Big-Mouth Syndrome which is not in vogue with the leftist philosophies of the current administration. (That is, unless you are in the inner-circle of the "Clinton". Number 2, Mr. Talbott and #3, Ms. Acheson of Justice who are students of Lenin and Hegel.)

I do not know Mr. Anthony Summers nor have I read his book on J. Edgar Hoover—nor did I ever speak to Mr. Hoover or Mr. Tolson; however, on page 34, 3rd paragraph, there were not 2 men. There were four and they worked for Bill Casey. There were two (2) file cabinets and they contained 2,319 Alpha Files. Casey gave them to me and the contents of those files will be the basis for a book, The Death of Camelot, Book 5, THE HOOVER FILES. Both Susan Rosenstiel, Joe McCarthy, and the rest of the garbage at the time are in those files. The book will be on the market in 1995.

The last 4 paragraphs on page 36, Column 2, state: "We told you so." I have to apologize for not seeing or hearing your words. In the next few months I shall rectify several injustices perpetrated on the citizens of our Great Country and perhaps I can assist Mr. LaRouche. Please continue with your excellent magazine and, with the spirit of the Constitution on our side, we will bury all forms of tyranny—I do so solemnly swear.

/s/Ronn Jackson

P.S.: "The Death of Camelot is a 5-book series. Book #1 will be released shortly. Your magazine might find it interesting. I also suggest you check into Case #CV-N-93-401-DWH, U.S. District Court, Reno, NV. It might be of interest.

***

EIR FEATURE
March 19, 1993

QUOTING:

JUDICIAL CORRUPTION: IT DIDN'T END
WITH J. EDGAR HOOVER
by Jeffrey Steinberg

Calls for a cleanout of the U.S. judiciary system are growing by the day, from many different parts of the political spectrum. Last autumn, the Washington Post ran a six-part series cataloging a horrifying pattern of prosecutorial abuses by the Department of Justice (DOJ) and its chief investigative arm, the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI). The Post was joined shortly after the Clinton inauguration by Time magazine, which ran a four-page story warning the new President that his greatest challenge would be reform of the Justice Department and FBI. Such ideologically diverse publications as Forbes and Mother Jones magazines have joined the drumbeat with recent cover stories, and Rep. Jack Brooks (D-Tex.), chairman of the powerful House Judiciary Committee, has mooted the creation of a congressional select committee to probe corruption in the federal judicial system.

An ongoing probe of the Justice Department's handling of the Inslaw case, involving DOJ trickery, fraud, and deceit leading to the bankruptcy of a small Washington computer firm, could lead to the appointment of an independent counsel to look into that scandal further.

And, most important, Congress and the Executive branch are being inundated with calls and letters from the United States and abroad, demanding a reversal of the judicial railroading of political economist Lyndon LaRouche, carried out on orders of the
Bush White House over four years ago. LaRouche is now in his fifth year of a 15-year federal prison sentence, on totally invented conspiracy charges.

Over at the J. Edgar Hoover Building in Washington, D.C., FBI director William Sessions is facing an internal revolt, led by old-time Hooverites, who are reportedly furious about—among other things—his support for Black and Hispanic agents battling against Bureau discrimination. On the eve of the presidential elections, Sessions earned the wrath of President Bush and Attorney General William Barr, for probing a DOJ cover-up of the Banca Nazionale del Lavoro (BNL) banking scandal, to conceal U.S. and Italian government high-level collusion in the secret arming of Iraq. Barr counterattacked against Sessions by dredging up a string of petty allegations about personal corruption by the FBI boss and his senior aides, based largely on leaks from Bureau "old boys" out to regain control over "The House That Hoover Built". President Clinton is now faced with the decision whether or not to fire Sessions, who is midway through a 10-year appointment. [H: Of course we all NOW know what happened as that was done.]

In the midst of this swirl of corruption charges, new revelations about the FBIs legendary former director, John Edgar Hoover, have surfaced, providing a crucial framework for understanding how it was possible that the federal government's judicial and police functions could fall into such a state of malaise. Twenty-one years after Hoover's death, a small army of eyewitness has at last come forward to recount horror stories about the FBI under Hoover. Thousands of pages of previously classified documents have been released under the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA), corroborating much of the eyewitness reporting.

The Boston Globe, in an editorial published on Feb. 9 (the day that the Public Broadcasting Service televised an hour-long documentary about the Hoover era), appropriately warned its readers against thinking that the Hoover exposé was a matter of history: "The demystifying of Hoover should not be classified as an academic history lesson. It also offers a political moral. The better Americans understand how this crime fighter of legend was really a pawn of organized crime, the devoted civil servant a blackmailer of elected Presidents, the chief defender against subversion the ultimate subversive, the better they will know how to guard themselves against the Hoovers of the future."

'OFFICIAL AND CONFIDENTIAL'

The source of many of the revelations is a just-published biography of J. Edgar Hoover by British investigative journalist Anthony Summers. Summers spent over four years gathering the material of Official and Confidential: The Secret Life of J. Edgar Hoover (New York: G.P. Putnam's Sons, 1993). The book is a damning indictment of Hoover and the entire FBI. It reveals that the federal agency responsible for combating organized crime was led for 48 years by a man deeply tied to Meyer Lansky, the chairman of the board of the National Crime Syndicate. Hoover's marriage to the mob afforded him access to blackmail material on every top elected official in Washington, material he used frequently and ruthlessly. Yet Hoover himself was addicted to gambling and was a notorious homosexual. Photographs and other evidence of Hoover's sexual escapades were in the files of Meyer Lansky, the Office of Strategic Services (OSS), and its postwar successor, the CIA.

Although Summers does not provide any direct documentation, it is impossible to conceive that the Soviet intelligence services were not equally aware of Hoover's obscene sexual and gambling appetites. The implications of such Soviet access to the "Hoover File" should force a reassessment of some of the most significant events of the Cold War.

The picture that emerges from the Hoover story is a tragedy. Presidents, senators, and congressmen were ruled for decades by fear and extortion. Some of the most profound decisions affecting the future of the United States were made, not on the basis of principles or the merits of argument, but were based upon secret police methods of coercion.
There is a strong implication in the Summers book that, when the traditional blackmail and extortion methods did not work, Hoover had no qualms about resorting to murder. Hoover's power struggle with the Kennedy brothers, John and Robert, were resolved only by assassins' bullets. An even stronger case is made by Summers that Hoover was in some way involved in the assassination of civil rights leader Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. While it would be foolish, in light of all the evidence now publicly available, to presume that Hoover was solely responsible for those three tragic murders, the vital role of the Hoover FBI in covering up the assassinations was so important that it is hard to conceive that he was not at least a major player in setting up the executions in the first place. [H: Bear with us, readers, as we unfold the "Camelot" story as offered by Ronn Jackson so that we are not side-tracked by these particular observations. We can only do so much in a day and present even less in a paper—so please allow us continued focus without interruptions for interrupting side-details. Thank you. It is all going to get told!]

Hoover's personal attitude toward the Kennedy brothers and Martin Luther King was demonstrated by the director's itinerary the days after John Kennedy and Martin Luther King were shot: he went to the race track, arm-in-arm with his sometime homosexual lover, FBI Deputy Director Clyde Tolson. [H: It is important to go back NOW and refer to the line of power within Clinton's inner-circle as refers to TOLSON and Ms ACHESON "of Justice". You are going to really get annoyed and nauseated as you read on....]

**THE ANAL-SADISTIC PERSONALITY**

The strongest feature of Summer's biography of Hoover is the deep insight it provides into the director's personality, largely through the eyewitness accounts of people who were integral to Hoover's career and private life.

Born in 1895 and raised in Washington, D.C., Hoover was the youngest of four children of Anna and Dickerson Hoover. His mother was from a well-to-do Swiss Calvinist family. His father was a government print-maker who had a mental breakdown during World War I and spent much of the rest of his life in and out of mental institutions. He died of his mental illness in 1921, and Hoover never discussed his father, not even with his most intimate associates.

Hoover got his first job at the Department of Justice through family connections (his mother's cousin was a top DOJ attorney, soon to be appointed to a federal judgeship). Hoover's first substantive work involved the pursuit of aliens, particularly German aliens. It was the eve of the Red Scares and the Palmer Raids of the early 1920s. Hoover's zealous pursuit of aliens earned him a job with the FBI. His personal role in the 1919-20 Palmer Raids positioned him to win the directorship in May 1924.

Forty-eight years later, Hoover was still the FBI director, despite widespread belief throughout official Washington that he had become completely senile. Nearly deranged and prone to rambling diatribes about the "commie menace" and the sex lives of prominent Washingtonians, Hoover nevertheless remained in office. The key to his power was the private blackmail files he maintained on the nation's most powerful figures.

The night that Hoover died, his closest aides showed up at his home and at his office and carted off truckloads of those secret smut files. Their continued existence assured that the Hoover legacy would survive, even after the director himself was laid in the ground.

Through scores of interviews with longtime friends and enemies of the director, Summers established beyond a doubt that J. Edgar Hoover was a very particular brand of homosexual; the kind that in public maintained a fanatically puritanical code of morality and conducted brutal purges of suspected homosexuals in the government, while in private engaging in the most degrading and obscene acts.
One principal source of this information used by Summers was Susan Rosensteel, the wife of Lansky syndicate operative Louis Rosensteel. A Prohibition-era bootlegger, Rosensteel used his ill-gotten gains to found Schenley’s Liquor Company. Despite his nominally legitimate business ventures, Rosensteel remained a front-man for the Lansky Syndicate, laundering black market money and handling the illegal bookmaking for some of America’s power elite. According to his widow, Rosensteel was J. Edgar Hoover’s bookee. He, along with former Joe McCarthy aide and mob lawyer Roy Cohn, was also Hoover’s pimp.

In a televised interview with PBSs Frontline and in a sworn statement to Anthony Summers, Susan Rosensteel described two separate instances in which she was present at parties at the Plaza Hotel in New York City, where Hoover dressed in women’s clothes and engaged in homosexual acts with young men.

The second incident described by Mrs. Rosensteel was particularly noteworthy: "A year later, according to Susan, Rosensteel asked her to accompany him to the Plaza again. She agreed, in return for an expensive pair of earrings from Harry Winston’s, and the procedure was the same as on the previous occasion. Cohn ushered them into a suite to find Edgar, again attired in female finery. His clothing this time was even more outlandish. ‘He had a red dress on,’ Susan recalled, ‘and a black feather boa around his neck. He was dressed like an old flapper, like you see on old tin-types.

"After about half an hour, some boys came, like before. This time they’re dressed in leather. And Hoover had a Bible. He wanted one of the boys to read from the Bible. And he read, I forget which passage, and the other boy played with him, wearing rubber gloves. And then Hoover grabbed the Bible, threw it down and told the second boy to join in the sex."

The incident described by Susan Rosensteel took place in 1959, at the very height of Hoover’s power. Just a few years earlier, Hoover had been initiated into the 33rd degree of the Southern Jurisdiction Scottish Rite Freemasonic Lodge. Hoover had been a Mason since the early 1920s, and many of his most trusted hands at the Bureau were also members of the secret society.

Louis Rosensteel was more than just a pimp and a bookee for Hoover. So intimate were the two men, that Hoover deployed his chief FBI publicist, Lou Nichols, to work for Schenley’s as vice president in charge of public relations. Rosensteel also set up the J. Edgar Hoover Foundation, and it was the foundation that financed the building of a memorial room to honor Hoover at the Scottish Rite Temple a few blocks from the White House.

WHAT SUMMERS OVERLOOKS

On many occasions during Hoover’s 48 years at the helm of the FBI, victims of his wrath drew the parallel between Hoover’s FBI, Hitler’s Gestapo, and Stalin’s NKVD. His personality was certainly that of a Heinrich Himmler or a Lavrenti Beria.

Hoover was a known entity. His homosexuality was the worst kept secret in America. Every winter, he and Clyde Tolson vacationed at the southern California resort hotel of Texas oilmen Clint Murchison and Sid Richardson. They hobnobbed openly with well-known gangsters. The Lansky Syndicate covered all of Hoover’s horse track bets. When he won, they paid him off, and when he lost, they "forgave" his debts. Hoover and Tolson attended the horse races at Del Mar, sitting in a VIP box at the finish line. The owner of the box was the head of the Mattachine Society, one of the first homosexual organizations in America, founded by members of the Communist Party U.S.A. All of the regulars at Del Mar knew that anyone sitting in that box was a "fairy"--to use the terminology of the day. The Soviet intelligence services and the FBI coexisted inside the Communist Party and, according to some historians of the Cold War, used the CPUSA as a back channel for intelligence collusion.

In other words, even though Hoover's exploits were kept from the general public until long after his death in May 1972,
his homosexuality, his protection of the mob, and his blackmailing of public officials were all well known among members of the establishment, East and West. To presume, as Summers does, that the key to the Hoover file was his blackmail by organized crime, is to miss the fundamental nature of the beast.

Hoover was installed in power at the point that the United States was falling under the domination of an Anglo-American oligarchical cabal, out to overturn everything positive that the United States had once stood for. The creation of the FBI, like the creation of the Federal Reserve System and the Anti-Defamation League of B'nai B'rith, all at the same time, signaled the consolidation of enormous power by this faction.

J. Edgar Hoover was groomed and elevated into the FBI director's job because of his obscene profile. He shaped an institution around that profile, and the institution carried forward that profile after Hoover's own demise.

WE TOLD YOU SO...

In 1979, when the Carter administration Justice Department and FBI launched Operations Abscam and Brilab, Lyndon LaRouche warned that this was the beginning of the end of representative self-government in the United States. He called upon Congress and the labor movement to stand up and resist the blackmail and frameups by the federal police. They did not do so.

Earlier, in the mid-1970s, LaRouche and his associates had mocked the FBI and Hoover in a series of political cartoons recounting the tales of a mythical FBI man, "Fearless Fuzzdick." In several of the cartoon strips, FBI men were portrayed as transvestites.

Neither LaRouche nor any of his associates had been enlightened by Susan Rosenstein or any of the other witnesses to the Hoover drag shows. It was self-evident in the nature of the FBI's political operations that, as individuals, the top FBI people were depraved.

The Summers book does an admirable job of documenting that depravity. What remains to be seen is whether the Congress, the White House, and the American people will launch a genuine effort to restore the Constitution and dismantle the police-state apparatus.

End of Article proper but we will now offer from page 34 [of EIR]:

SUMMERS: DISMANTLE THE FBI'S BLACKMAIL FILES

Author Anthony Summers released the following comments on his probe of J. Edgar Hoover on Feb. 16:

Readers will be appalled, first, to discover for themselves that Hoover's abuses were every bit as bad as his critics claimed. And once they take that on board, I think it will dawn on them that, for decade after decade, this man succeeded in pulling the wool over the eyes of the American people. They will realize the leading role he played in using the threat of Communism within the United States—a threat which even he came to dismiss in private—to keep the nation in a state of panic. This was a pervasive fear, one which distorts American political life to this day. Readers will realize, too, that the man who held himself up as a God-fearing standard-bearer of morality, democracy and the American Way was in reality the very opposite—a hypocritical, corrupt man who institutionalized the suppression of essential freedoms.

Hoover was able to pressure Presidents and make them aware of his power in such a way that even when they wanted to remove him, they couldn't. Hoover created his own massive propaganda department at the Bureau, building himself up, through the '30s and '40s, as a national figure. As one President after another discovered, you can't just turn around and fire a national icon. More importantly, Hoover became an asset to those in power. Every President from Roosevelt to Nixon—Eisenhower came closest to being the honorable exception—used the FBI in ways that, if known at the time, would have seemed un-
acceptable to most citizens. By doing so, those leaders essentially delivered themselves into Hoover’s hands.

Newly released White House tapes show that the Nixon administration had been worrying—panicking even—about what Hoover had in his files. Later, during the Watergate probes, investigators were told there had been plans to break into Hoover’s home before he died—perhaps even to murder the man. The morning Hoover died, when the undertakers arrived, they found men swarming through his house, ransacking the place. **Hours earlier, according to neighbors, two men were seen removing a heavy load wrapped in a quilt. Someone, evidently, thought the director had squirreled away some of his secrets at home. [II: Please refer to Jackson letter.]** Meanwhile, despite orders to seal his office, many files were spirited away from FBI headquarters before Nixon’s new acting director could get to them. Some were destroyed by Hoover’s longtime assistant Helen Gandy. Others were reportedly kept by his aide and lover Clyde Tolson, and retrieved by the FBI when he in turn died.

**THE LESSON TO BE LEARNED**

A congressional inquiry failed to find out for sure what happened to the secret and sensitive files that were removed from headquarters. I suspect most were destroyed. But there’s no doubt that the massive file systems still maintained at the FBI contain information that should never have been collected in a democratic society. Some of it would probably harm prominent people still alive, and certainly there is data that could smear the memory of revered politicians now dead. It is small consolation that much of the information the FBI gathered was baseless gossip. I would second the call Anthony Lewis made in the New York Times recently, that the Clinton administration should promptly force all agencies to disgorge their files on American citizens on request of the citizens involved. This should be the case anyway—had the Reagan and Bush administration not cowered the Freedom of Information Act. Finally, and most important, we must show that the lesson of Hoover’s abuses has been learned. We should prohibit the investigation of Americans because of their beliefs or associations.

**END QUOTING**

***

Let us leave this now as we have other pressing needs. Thank you for sticking with me, Chela. I know it is getting more difficult as this day progresses. However, I think it wise if you go forth and do other things as well. Rome was not built in a day and neither is FREEDOM easy to acquire and it is ever so much more difficult to maintain. Walk with me, friends, I have a very large hand...! In brotherhood, Salu.
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TRANSCRIPTION

The following is a transcription of a taped telephone call received yesterday, April 30, in the CONTACT office.

It was requested by the calling party that the conversation be recorded with witnesses due to the inability to get "faxed" hard copy sent from his location—which is in prison in Carson City, Nevada. The calling party is Ronn Jackson with whom we are now all familiar and we believe him to have credible information in a DIRECT conduit.

Since there are now other warnings of the same information coming all the way from the West Coast (Northwest), I believe this should be the focus of our attention. I had already warned you of the intention contained within the message—two days ago—and was all but ignored by you in efforting to please your so-called "defense" attorney.

I will tell you, further, that the "enemy camp" was already privy to the intention of Mr. Dickey to "dump you" as clients. By this I mean the ongoing cases regarding the Phoenix Institute. I believe that point can also be verified by witnesses.

These acts of "unconditional love" as being expressed against the Ekkers and the Institute are a bit overwhelming. Especially since it seems the unconditional love part of this B.S. is given to the adversary and to the very one who has received funds FOR Leon Fort and now claims he DID NOT. The endorsed and deposited checks seem to make no impact on our "unconditional love" status.

Does this all mean that "our" attorney, Mr. Dickey, is playing with the very enemy he claims to be serving you against? I won't answer that one FOR you—but the results are the same under any circumstances. I find that what is actually happening is that Mr. Dickey is terrified on two counts—one, because the cards are stacked against you by the thugs, court and opposing federal criminals, the other that he has been convinced you will not HAVE FUNDS TO PAY HIM ADEQUATELY. For what? So far there has not been even ONE evidence of anything positive from him. Now, with all the time and money expended he says he wants "OUT" prior to the next hearing scheduled for next Thursday because Ekkers prefer to not go to Carson City?? And, that somehow "communications" have broken down and you don't fully "trust" him.

It becomes evident that Mr. Dickey was not a good reader of CONTACT or he would have noted that there will be available several million dollars JUST FOR THESE LAW SUITS!

Why all the focus on the destruction of the Ekkers? Because the ASSUMPTION is that it is through their being "taken out" that the CONTACT can be silenced. It is assumed that no further information will be coming forth about the turncoat ("Judas goat"—Mr. Gritz's favorite term for me) activities of Sir Gritz and his legions of immediate cohorts, Gary Anderson et al. As the revelations pour in from our writers WHO KNOW THE WHO'S WHO AND WHAT'S WHAT—THE STUFF IS IN THE FAN--AND IT IS GETTING IN THE FAN THROUGH THE NOW WORLD-RENOVISED CONTACT, CALLS FROM VERY HIGH-LEVEL "SUBJECTS" HAVE BEEN MADE TO THREATEN, DEAL, BRIBE, ETC., THE PARTIES INVOLVED IN THESE "REVELATIONS".

At any rate the following is a transcription from the tape as received by Mr. Rick Martin at CONTACT yesterday, from Mr. Ronn Jackson. This is being transcribed to facilitate having "hard copy". Mr. Jackson will put the information to signed documentation as well but time being of the utmost importance he handled the warning in this manner:
INSTITUTE? How would YOU feel if your attorney was resigning if you didn't show up in Nevada? What would YOU do if he did in fact already have his withdrawal papers ready to file on Monday? What would YOU do under these circumstances when the "opposition" is indicating that Dickey, Dixon AND Tips were "working" with your enemy?? Well, if "God be with you, who can stand against you?" That is a nice "saying" but it is valid only if you ACT appropriately!

The case in point was an Order to Show Cause as to why these notes of Green's should not be enforced and the books, which he holds hostage, returned. The trial itself is not set until January 1995. The books, as such, because of the now outdated material (magazine type of dating) and all of the books would have to be rebound to remove America West's authority and property rights statements—could these certain RISKS be taken? There is so much valid and solid evidence available that the entire confrontation is totally absurd.

The intent would be, you see, to arrest Ekkers BEFORE ABILITY TO TESTIFY! ALSO, TO SERVE PAPERS WHICH REPRESENT FEDERAL RICO AND MANDATORY RECEIVERSHIP PAPERS ON ANY AND/OR ALL MEMBERS OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF THE INSTITUTE.

How many of you STILL THINK you are in a "nice" world filled with loving people with "unconditional love"? These individuals will cost everyone every cent they have—including themselves—to destroy others (any and all others) to maintain their own lies, deceit and greed.

You are told that "Well, we need Ekker to testify as to 'exactly' the circumstances of Green's notes, etc." Oh? Why? There ARE the valid NOTES all nicely dated and signed and to prove further the intent of the notes—check drafts made out to America West(s), Green, and thus and so—endorsed and DEPOSITED OR CASHED. What in the world would attorneys need? Unless, of course, they are in cahoots with the enemy camp? And then to cry "no trust in me" is the epitome of the oxymoronic assumption that there are attorneys who would not lie or de-
ceive. And WHY would this demand for attendance be forthcoming under threat less than a week prior to court hearing? There was never any intent of Ekkers going to Nevada for this hearing--and the attorney in point--KNEW IT.

I'm reminding all of you who have participated in the Institute that if you fail to demand of the authorities in the State of Nevada to cause them to cease and desist with this garbage--perhaps we have to assume you wish to "lose". Ekkers have kept you covered safely within the laws and further steps are under way to INSURE security. This is one reason the opposition needs to act this week--so that the Ekkers will be "away" and unable to finalize the documents. Well, I believe with this warning under way--we will make some arrangements for some kind of coverage by third parties--JUST IN CASE. Thank you, E.J.

What will you do for an attorney? Well, I think that there will be at least one other who can see the case from, if nothing else, than the possible bank account. I would even suggest that Mr. Tips may well want to finally answer the incredible position in which he is bound by his own moral ethics. There is NO REASON he can't represent all of you and actually be In-House Counsel for the Institute. Mr. Green, through devious deceit, got Mr. Tips to attempt some actions in his behalf which were both unethical and actually enough to cost a lawyer his bar club ticket.

The point it that a "corporation" is REQUIRED by the courts to have authorized legal counsel in good bar standing. So, what if you can't get a lawyer? Well, my, isn't that an interesting question? Indeed, I believe that if you ever FIND your original 13TH AMENDMENT and hang all the lawyers, judges and legal politicians--it will be a real interesting circumstance.

So, who are involved in the action AGAINST Ekkers and the Institute? Luke Perry, George Green, Rod McBroom (Eleanor Schroepfer), George Abbott, Esq., David Horton, Esq. and Leon Fort. Of course George Green claims he has NOTHING to do with anything!

Luke Perry's efforts have been thrown out of court for trying to get his stepmother's retirement money for himself. Rod McBroom is Eleanor's son who HAS NO CONNECTION TO ANYTHING but was proclaimed John's Conservator (unlawfully) and I will speak to this issue later, and, of course, Leon Fort who was supposed to be receiving his money as returned THROUGH HIS ATTORNEY, ABBOTT. Abbott certainly cashed, somehow, the checks from the Institute. Mr. Abbott has been disciplined by the Nevada Court AND the Bar Association for past indiscretions and an addiction to alcohol which brought disciplinary action. Is THIS the "unconditional LOVE" that requires total love and allegiance to the adversary and persecution to the truth-bearers? The Institute will make all loans "good" and was doing so in the case of Leon Fort--until THEY broke all the agreements and George Green scattered some information around which would be "criminal" in nature regarding the Institute--in his little "deceit packages"--sent to EVERYBODY. The "Wilmington Trust" statements COULD ONLY HAVE COME FROM ABBOTT OR FORT--DIRECTLY TO GREEN.

Whether George wishes to admit to same, and has in fact denied any relationship with the Institute--HE WAS AN OFFICER AND DIRECTOR!! HE TOOK $350,000 IN GOLD SENT TO THE INSTITUTE, KEPT IT HIDDEN AND THEN TOOK IT SECRETLY TO NEVADA AND BURIED IT. STILL, WITH ALL THIS--IT HAS GONE ON NOW INTO TWO YEARS--AND NOTHING IS DONE. WHY? BECAUSE GEORGE GREEN CLAIMS TO BE IN SERVICE OF ONE OF THE INTELLIGENCE GROUPS--ALONG WITH OTHER TREASONISTS.

What else is the "scuttlebutt"? Who else, then? Well, the facts are now coming forth that Gary Anderson, for instance, made a "deal" with the Government Treasury Dept. and SPIKE courses are set up to get lists of names--and when trusts are set up, etc., they are watched and then the IRS swoops down like arresting buzzards. He was entangled with a bunch in an operation which might be referred as "Wolfgang", etc., and it seems that over $60 million (or billion, who knows?) was stolen somehow....
Now, as to nice Mr. Gritz! The word out is that Gritz is in coalition with the IRS and other government strong-arms. It is told to us by others—we have no way to check on validity as of yet—but we are assured that validation is available that, for instance, it is planned that soon there will be special SPIKE training sessions in Idaho. These would handle bunches of a hundred participants or so, we are told—and all will be arrested at the ending of the sessions so word won’t leak out—but arrested none the less and then another 100 will be run through, etc. Is this true? Well, I won’t comment on that aspect of this story—because after all, Gritz claims I am just a 9-1/2 foot lizard who looks like Doris Ekker! I certainly, then, would not wish to cause Doris Ekker any further problems. It is certainly insulting enough to be labeled as looking like a lizard—and as was already said by him (Gritz) to not be as easy on the eyes or as entertaining as J.Z. Knight of Ramtha! It is also said it (Gritz et al.’s operation) is all working through a White Supremist bookstore which is somehow tangled up with a Mr. Flowers or some similar name. I believe there are other names which you would recognize, such as Gillespie, Anderson and so forth.

I am reminded of my friend from out of state who used to share with you readers her Nostradamus information. Her initials were D.J.E. and she was "right on" every time. She did, in fact, write warnings to both Green and Gritz—at least two YEARS ago—that what they were doing would be "jail-time" activities. Those warnings were sent DIRECTLY from here to them. They both thought them to be "funny".

I believe that my own attempt at "prophecy" in these particular instances is that "jail-time" is a foolish assumption as long as the serpents are in power—HOWEVER, when the citizens of this nation ACTUALLY get the drift of what is going on and WHO IS ACTUALLY DOING YOU IN—they may well WISH for simply "jail-time". To me, citizens, there is no greater traitor than him who claims GOD and NATION in FREEDOM at all costs—while having sold out to the demons themselves, the very brothers who trusted them. Is there no honor even among thieves? I guess not. Man has generally allowed himself to become unworthy of trust. GOD ALONE BEARS RIGHT OF

TRUST AND FAITH—AND IT IS UP TO YOU TO DISCERN THE BRINGERS OF TRUTH. YOU HAD BEST TAKE ANOTHER LOOK AT THE REAL "LAWS OF GOD AND CREATION".

Let us leave this. At the meeting this afternoon we will discuss with the other Board members, and businesses which might be involved, this circumstance. I would appreciate any and all questions from those present regarding this writing while I am present to respond. Decisions, however, as to actions are going to be left, ultimately, up to YOU. I will offer any information which is AVAILABLE for your consideration—but I shall not now—or ever—act as a fortune-teller unless it involves the direct safety and security of my immediate workers! So be it.
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LET'S RETURN TO "CAMELOT"

It's time to run through another chapter or two of each of our ongoing "Unending Stories". We'll begin the week with a bit of:

THE DEATH OF CAMELOT, Part 13
by Ronn Jackson

Customs at "LAX" [Airport] were like anywhere, the government employees were slow, rude, and could not handle authority. I know it sounds as though I'm being cynical, but it is justified. I had spent almost three hours telling the agent in charge where I had purchased my shoes and clothing and then an additional hour was spent convincing the supervisor of the same thing.

I had finally gotten as far as getting outside and into a cab. I told the cab driver to take me to Santa Fe Springs and then settled in for a long ride. I had to pick up a suitcase from a "locker" and that would close the current project. My instructions said to ship the suitcase airport to airport. That was unusual for normally I was required to deliver such objects. I thought to myself that in this instance the suitcase must be just regular luggage.

I was going to get some rest, I promised myself, when this last phase of the project was completed. A month, maybe more. I had not enjoyed my trip to the Far East at all. Tokyo was as bad as New York City. At least I was a head length taller than most people there and could see where I was going but every-body else could also see where I was going. I was not able to speak the language and thus communications problems continu-ally slowed me.

I found myself curious about the two people I had just assis-ted with a one-way trip to Hell. One American and one Japanese, or Oriental. I really didn't know for sure and couldn't tell. They all looked the same to me. Oops, that last statement sounded racist and that is unintended for I'm sure that most "whites" look the same to every other race. Both of the men in point were middle-aged and had probably also had fami-lies. They were both on the wrong side of "Uncle". That reminded me that I had taken their personal papers out of their wallets and put them on a metal clip in my briefcase. I smiled and thought that if you want to hide something, put it right in plain sight. That customs officer, who just missed everything important, probably still lived at home with his Mother.

When the driver turned around and pulled up to the bus terminal I told him to wait. He started to object but when I handed him a hundred-dollar bill he told me to take my time. The suitcase was heavy and as I returned to the cab I told the driver to take me to the Orange County Airport. I simply didn't feel like dealing with the traffic by returning to "LAX". I had only been in Los Angeles for some seven hours and that was at least six and a half hours too long to suit me.

The agent in the terminal handed me the claim check and I paid the fee to ship the luggage to Dulles and that placed the responsibility onto someone else. I was happy to be finished with it.

I made the call, telling of the completion of the project. I said that I planned to be out of circulation for a month. There was a throat clearing on the other end of the line and my Em-ployer asked, which somehow surprised me, if I would mind delaying my R & R for a few days. When you work for some-one else you like to "think" you have some control but this defi-nitely sounded like a request. So much for instant holiday.
I was instructed to go to O'Hare Airport where a package would be waiting for me at "Will-Call". So I cashed in my ticket in hand and told the agent in charge to get me to Chicago and I needed to be there overnight. Well, some six stops later, at three in the wee hours of the morning, I could see through the small window the Windy City skyline in the distance coming up to meet the plane.

The package contained a manila folder. I removed it and laid the cover over. Staring me in the face was a picture of a young girl. It was my guess that she was only about eighteen years old. The glossy photograph was the same kind as you get when you are senior in high school. She was nice looking and I suddenly had a very sick feeling in the pit of my stomach. I was sitting in the coffee shop having coffee and a roll and I noted that my coffee was starting to come up into my throat. I took a bite of the Danish roll in front of me. I was having difficulty swallowing so I tried to wash it all down with a gulp of water. I paused and then turned the page to read the instructions.

She, we'll call her Jane for identification only. She was the daughter of a very high level elected official—and she was missing. Foul-play was highly likely. Several large rewards were offered for information about her. I remembered having read about her in the papers. I was now curious and turned to the next page when the full realization of what I was reading hit me. I was to find her. The last paragraph said it all: her father was being groomed for the highest elective office in the land. There was no further information.

OK, an Albert Einstein I'm not! I had to refocus on exactly what I was being told to do. I realized my assignment was this young kid whose daddy was being groomed, or being placed, into contention of President. My orders were clear—the daughter was IN THE WAY. She would cause some kind of embarrassment, it appeared, and all I could think of at the time was that this definitely involved incest. I knew that I had not been brought in and involved because she skipped school or ran away from home.

My temper started to boil. Even I drew the line. I may not be squeaky clean but it was well beyond my ability to comprehend how these people could think like this. My Employer was obviously no better, as far as I could see. To me, the father was one sick individual and some mistake made years before, if this was the case, was not justification—to my way of thinking. The father should be inside a tall fence or pushing up daisies. How could the so-called LEADERS think like they do?

I had to assume that everybody and their uncle were looking for this girl. I wondered why my own Employer would bring me into something like this. I realized there were reasons but I doubted I would agree with them. I knew that I was correct in my conclusions and I knew for sure that the very first order of business was to find this kid. All I had to do was to figure out how to start.

As I drove to that particular section of town, I stopped off in a liquor store and bought a Sun Times. I visited with a clerk and found out the price range of houses within the area. He suggested I check with a bank which was only a couple of blocks down the street. I drove to it, went inside and asked for the Manager. The people were gracious and I was asked to have a seat. In a few minutes a very attractive lady walked up to me and introduced herself as she invited me into her office. I remember thinking they didn't make Bank Managers like they used to.

I "cuffed" it pretty well and explained to her that I was moving to the area and that I was a single parent. I asked her about high schools and then when I mentioned the price range for housing in which I was interested, the names poured out of her. It just happened that one of the names mentioned matched. I then requested a cash advance against one of my credit cards to add a little legitimacy to my cover. She obliged and soon I was headed towards a Real Estate office. She had called in advance to tell them to expect me. The RE agent was very friendly and likewise talkative. I knew the entire history of Illinois, as well as the Chicago area, in less than two hours. I was then shown through several homes which I claimed were "just not quite
right". I broke loose finally and was again on my way—I had had enough of that sales person.

My next stop was the school the young lady had attended. I spoke with the Principal and, after several interruptions, I told him that I was an insurance underwriter who was on assignment studying methods which would better protect our children. He started talking and the girl was mentioned. I picked up on that. "Out of the mouths of babes," I said and requested to speak to a couple of the girl's friends. I followed-on with a bit on how our children are overlooked as far as input and ideas and, to my surprise, the Principal agreed with me.

I talked to the two young ladies who were close friends of Jane. I found out about some of her likes and dislikes, about her hobbies, what interests she had on specific subjects and so on. As I walked back to my car I had to admit to myself that foul play from some other source certainly could have happened. With all the heavy-weights and the clout of the father I was sure something would have turned up.

The bank was in view and, since I was at an impasse, I decided to take the evening off, have a few drinks—and, frankly, I had the Bank Manager on my mind. My, she turned out to not be at all what I might have expected from a "financial officer"—life is just full of pleasant surprises!

The following morning, after the good-byes were said, I was going through the folder again. I had the basic information only and it was difficult for me to imagine what a kid that age would do. Some grew up at a much faster pace than others and this young lady may well have done so to simply survive. Her frame of mind could have pushed her to do any number of things. If what I suspected to have happened was indeed true she might well be halfway around the globe at the moment. I had eliminated some actions such as going to a friend or relative. I was sure those contacts would have been checked many times. I did consider the possibility of a friend being found who might live some distance from the girl's home. The information on the politician was minimal so I decided to make a few inquiries through some of my own sources.

The information turned out to be a lot easier to obtain than I had hoped. The law-maker had a summer home in Florida as well as having two sets of parents who were from an adjacent state. Both were still living. There didn't seem to be many outstanding family problems but I wasn't an expert on families. The town was about a hundred and fifty miles and I decided to take a drive. Maybe I could pick up something that somebody else might have missed. Perhaps not knowing everything or very much, actually, of anything about finding someone is not necessary—that way you don't overlook so many of the obvious clues.

I paid for several more night's lodging and headed out. The town was a bit closer than I had first calculated but the traffic on the roads was really bad. I thought of California. There was method to their madness—there wasn't enough room to have any method on these roads.

How would a kid of her age think? If she would go to her grandparents' home you would be sure the parents would be called right off, the first thing—at least that is what "should" happen. That is, of course, if there are no family problems—and none were noted. If there was any kind of rift surely someone would know about it. It would be in black and white somewhere. This was probably a waste of time.

The suit I was wearing had only been worn once, in Japan. I decided I looked presentable. As I approached the first house an elderly couple saw me. I could tell that they thought they knew me or who or what I was. The gentleman started talking and he said that they still had not heard a word. I talked with them for a few minutes and for some reason they had a chip on their shoulders—or a whole pile of chiplets. Maybe they just didn't like law enforcement people. Maybe they were simply intimidated. What I did know was that something was definitely NOT right with our conversation. When I left I felt both sets of
eyes on me. They knew a whole lot more than they were telling.

I drove then to the other "parent's" home. I received about the same reception but there was a difference. I was convinced that these particular grandparents didn't know anything. These were the parents of the father; I was also convinced that the mother's parents knew a whole lot more.

I drove back in the direction of the mother's parents. I pulled off into a drive-in and had a sandwich and coffee. When I drove by their home I noted that the car was gone. I thought they might have just gone shopping or something.

It was decision time. I could wait around and follow my hunches or go on back, pick up my clothes and return and watch them.

As I was stopped at a light near their home I noted the grandfather drive by, pulling an empty U-Haul trailer. I think my question was answered for me. Where they were going or who with, I had a feeling it was because of my visit.

I had noticed that the grandfather had looked over the car I was driving so immediately I went to a phone and located another agency in the rental chain so that I could get another car. I located a nearby outlet and requested an exchange and asked that the paperwork be ready for me.

After picking up the other car I drove past the home of the mother's parents. There was no time being wasted as the trailer was almost loaded and ready for a cover. There was a tarp laying beside the trailer and it appeared they were going on an extended visit to somewhere. I looked at my own gas gage and thought, "I'm ready when you are."

I followed them into a shopping center where they parked at the rear of one of the lots. Only the man got out of the car. He walked directly into a drug store. Shortly he came out again and was carrying a cooler. He stopped by an ice vending machine where he filled the cooler. He brought the cooler back to his car and after a short conversation with the other person he left the car again, this time heading for a super market. In just a few minutes he came out of the market with a full sack--they were traveling.

They headed towards Chicago. That was unexpected. Then they took a by-pass and headed south. I had set a quarter-mile distance between us but decided to close it up a bit so I wouldn't run the risk of getting separated. As I drew closer I could swear that I saw a third head through the rear window. I closed the distance further to about ten car lengths and pulled over into the left lane. As the car in front of me passed them I could see another passenger--there were three in that car.

Florida! That had to be it. People are creatures of habit and at these people's age, they would go to where they were most comfortable and would know their way around. I took the next turn-off and headed on back to my motel. They had several hours to be on the road. I would get any necessary information on the other end in the morning.

The "Banker" responded and came right on over to my place--she was glad to see me. I like being wanted and the feelings were quite mutual. It was interesting to note, however, that she left quite early which caused me to wonder if there was a husband--well, no matter.

In response to some earlier placed calls--my contacts were back to me with information: Grandpa and Grandma had a summer home....

I was at O'Hare early. There were no problems with a flight and as I boarded the plane I figured that the travelers would be somewhere in Tennessee at the time. I knew that they would be traveling route seventy-five and realized that I had plenty of time to get to our destination first.

After I located the vacation home I sat and did a bit of calculating and decided that they would be arriving sometime be-
tween three to five in the afternoon. I had to figure-in possible additional travel time due to their age as they might be a bit slower than younger drivers. I realized that I could be off by hours but I was certain that they were on their way.

I puttered around for a while, watching some kids playing volleyball on the beach. I got myself a large bag of popcorn and fed the gulls and waited. I always complain about the waiting, but it's needed and it gives me a chance to get my head straightened on a bit more squarely as I make plans.

I had purchased some tan slacks and a hat. Seeing a meter-man pass by had given me the idea. It made be blend in a little better—at least I felt less conspicuous.

I had no difficulty in getting into the house after which I sat down on their couch to wait some more. I was counting on them driving straight home and surely enough, two hours later all three came through the door. People do not think clearly in times of crisis and it is human nature to put distance between your problems and yourself. That reaction really doesn't help anything and so often it creates a new set of problems instead. Their motive in this case was their granddaughter and it was understandable. I liked these people.

When they saw me all three were in a state of shock and I think a little disappointed. I'm sure they thought they had been careful enough to have no one follow. I immediately held up both hands in an effort to show them that I meant no harm and since I had gotten up when they arrived, I sat back down on the couch. I was afraid that if I walked around that they would think my actions were somehow hostile. I needed to get their confidence immediately. I assured them that I meant no harm and said that their location was safe with me. I also told them that what I did, however, was what others could and would also do.

All three people relaxed a little but tensions remained high and I told them that I was there to help. I also told them that others very definitely did not have the same plans in mind. I had no way to know as much for certain but if I had anything to say about it, no one was coming anywhere near any one of these three. Since I really didn't know what the "other side" was doing, however, I had to assume that at any time a car could pull up and we would really have a situation on our hands. I told them that my information was very limited and that I required the whole story. I identified myself as a person attached to the government. I watched their reaction and quickly added that I didn't like the people who had been hounding them any more than they did.

Although I still didn't get all of the details, my earlier conclusions became confirmed. I knew that it was only a matter of time before someone would "get lucky" as had I and no one was safe where we were at the moment—a change of location was immediately mandatory.

I told them about a place I owned in Grand Cayman. I had acquired it a couple of years ago and used it as a hide-away. My only concern was that if I sent them to that place and they were discovered—then I would be personally involved. It had its risks but I didn't mention that to them; they already had enough to worry about.

We unloaded their vehicle and trailer into the house except for the essentials they would have to have which were loaded quickly into my own vehicle. I then drove to a seaport which I had noted earlier, and rented a plane. We then loaded their possessions onto the plane and immediately departed. I breathed a real sigh of relief as I looked back over my shoulder and found nothing following for I had a feeling that others were close.

When we arrived at my place I opened the house and walked through, opening windows as we went. I gave them all of a ten-second tour and then told them to make themselves comfortable. I showed them an old station wagon in the garage and then went on into town to pick up supplies and also to connect the phone so we could have some mode of communications after I would leave.
I was gone for a couple of hours and when I returned they had changed clothes and seemed fine. The granddaughter was lying on the couch sleeping. The grandmother gave me a hug and thanked me profusely. She and her husband were considerably more relaxed.

We went into the kitchen and I put on some coffee. While the granddaughter was asleep was a good time to talk. The grandfather asked what I had in mind and, to be honest, my only concern had been to get them to a place of safety. I told them I was in the same boat as they were.

We all worked at putting away the supplies I had brought and then we sat down to visit a bit. The grandfather told me that after I had gone the prior day back in Illinois, he had somehow known that I would be back. They had immediately made their plans to move south right after my departure.

He asked me who I worked for and I hesitated for a minute, considering what I should tell them. We had come this far, however, and I felt I had their confidence and I felt it unnecessary to be at all dishonest with them. The entire set of circumstances might be too much to handle though, so I gave them a general overview while leaving out the more grim parts. The grandfather stopped me and accused me of "dancing" all around whatever it was I was trying to say—or not say—as the case might be. He saw through me quite clearly. I cleared my throat and said, "Your son-in-law is being groomed for the Presidency and my job was to eliminate any possible embarrassment—on a permanent basis." I noticed them both looking behind me. Their granddaughter was standing in the doorway. She walked on over to the table in front of me and sat down, looked me straight in the face and asked whether if it had been her father that had sent me. I responded that no, it was the people who did her father's thinking for him. I then added that I was sure he was aware of their decision, however, and would have played a major part in the final decision. I am not good at lying to children.... (060220)

AUTHOR'S NOTE: I returned to Chicago the following day and reported in. I advised my Employer that my task was complete and that I was not interested in my regular fee and that I expected to be compensated for services performed. He hesitated for a minute and I interjected that I expected my package to be ready first thing the following morning and if those Washington Pukes didn't like it to tell each and every one of them I would be in town the following afternoon. He told me to please relax and that he understood what I was saying. I did not receive a package—it was a briefcase.

I set about getting her totally new identification. I took the young lady to California and had facial reconstruction.

The grandparents returned to their own home where I maintained daily contact with them.

After much discussion, we settled the girl in Racine, Wisconsin so that she would be near the grandparents.

I watched over her for several years and she later married. Unfortunately the marriage didn't work out very well and I moved her again to the Caribbean. She then married a friend of mine and now has a nice family of her own.

Both of the grandparents are now deceased. The NBC show, DATELINE, has in writing, her offer, made through me, to tell her story. Almost everyone who reads this story will know or suspect who her father is. The television show has not responded.

***

No, it is not a pretty world, readers—however, sometimes even GOD can find something which allows a smile. It is those "smiles" which should assure you that it is not wise to JUDGE another!

Salu.
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PANIC AND FRUSTRATION!

Dharma's fingers are frozen into cataleptic seizure as we process the latest casual statement from Ronn Jackson to Rick Martin. "Rick, would you know someone I can have for a 'ghost' writer? I have so much material that is so hot it needs printing right now--and I just can't get to it all...." I think you readers can probably discern what might be passing through the brainwaves of this "ghost" writer present at this keyboard!! We'll just leave her dangle for a while....

THE DEATH OF CAMELOT, Part 14
by Ronn Jackson

Many times you will read about what I call a Contact. Although it is not prudent to mention names, with their permission I will tell you something about them. We all have a circle of people we call friends. I do not speak about people who we just know or are acquaintances--I mean "friends." If, further, you are like me you can count your close "friends" by using fingers on no more than possibly both hands. If more, you are very fortunate. It requires a lifetime to develop these friends and you are very careful to guard and protect them. As always, the testing really comes when you are in need. That position can run in both directions. It boils down to how you handle the circumstance and/or other situations which might arise. I do not here refer simply in terms of money, but what you are able to do. The decision is unqualified and when you are with these friends these attitudes are reflected in your conversations and your feelings. You don't talk about those feelings but, none the less, they are there. If your circle is like mine, you talk about

things with which you are familiar, i.e., your jobs, situations encountered in performance of those jobs and always, the experiences while performing same. There doesn't seem to be time for anything else.

I am reminded of one of those situations where I was with one of these friends for an evening. We were in excellent humor and were enjoying some laughter, a few drinks and good conversation. Our topic for the evening focused around "Big Floyd". That term will mean little to you at this point but it is a name that is used by many to describe the Federal Bureau of Investigation's computer system. We usually laugh when the term is used in your presence for the above mentioned system is one of the biggest jokes ever perpetrated onto the American public. If the money that has been spent on that incredibly archaic and out-dated system had been used for the homeless people, every single person in that category would be off the streets and well tended for years. The worst thing about the junk is that money continues to be poured into it and that part is not a joke.

For the past several years one of the members of our "group" has taken it upon himself to monitor all of us electronically--it would be one of those CYA sort of situations. One day, in fact, that particular person was checking himself out on that system to which I am referring and found that several erroneous additions had been made. He had, in fact, been living off-shore for several years which was not reflected so he set forth to make corrections. First he erased the entire file which meant that anyone with his name or initials was no longer on record with the FBI. Next, by taking down the code entered on his records he was able to trace, right through their security section, the person who had entered the incorrect data. He next ran a background check on that person who ended up being an employee whose job was specifically restricted to entering data--just doing the bidding of someone higher-up.

My friend knew this was not something personal with the employee and was not upset with him but his supervisors were an entirely different matter. He had to qualify his thinking about the operator by knowing that he was a typical American
just blindly following orders without thinking about consequences. There comes a time, however, when the facts of such actions should be brought to attention no matter what the worker-level might be. There comes a time to remind these government nerds who they are and for whom they are supposedly working. Our man, through the security section of the computer system, determined the "log-on" routine of the operator. He also found his name which indicated he was of Hispanic origin. Then he added a small sub-routine to the log-on procedure so that when the operator typed in his entire procedure, the following message appeared: "Do you know the first five words of the Mexican National Anthem?" Following the caption came the following instructions, "Press return to continue." When the return was pressed the following message came up on the screen: "Thank you for shopping K-Mart." That message cleared itself and the next message appeared, "Mr. or Senior Gonzales, it is not my intent to be racist. I used the message to bring to your attention errors on my record where there are several entries which are incorrect. If you entered that false information I do realize that you were instructed to do so by others. However, you do have a responsibility to yourself and to your country to report this practice for it is unlawful. The Constitution guarantees me certain rights and you blindly following orders you are as guilty of violating my rights as much as the person who gave you those instructions. I consider your actions as a prelude to 1984 and suggest that you call your supervisor. He or she should be aware that someone is watching over "Big Brother" and will circumvent your every move--checkmate." At the end of the message was a second routine placing the entire item into a loop.

Although you would never have heard about this occurrence I can assure you that the entire computer system was non-operational for thirty-six hours--as planned. The following week a request came out for a new security system.

In George Orwells' book, 1984, Big Brother was not installed in one day nor did it require the flipping of a switch to put it into operation. If we, as a people, continue to send these airheads to Washington we will be as guilty of bringing on our self-destruction as are those we stupidly choose to lead us.

* * * * *

My friendly reporter was with me and I had gotten used to having her around. We were now getting ready to take her to the airport to return to her job duties. We had collected all of her notes that she had written over the period of the prior three days and as she tried to get them all into her briefcase only about half of them would fit. Then she decided it wasn’t such a good idea to carry them with her and I put them into a locked file drawer. She asked if it would be alright to bring a cameraman back with her and I said the same rules still apply. She agreed. My men were coming in today and I told her that I had not discussed any of my plans with any of my men so would let her know about the camera. As we were leaving one of the guys walked in and she spoke with him for a while. As we moved to go he asked for her autograph.

I had already taken her by her own hotel and picked up her things and then as I walked her down the long concourse she was still in the "questioning" mode. We continued to converse for a few more minutes and since time was getting very short I had to remind her that, after all, she would be back in two days and we could pick up the story where we were leaving off with it.

When I arrived back at the office three more of the men had arrived. The other five all arrived within the next half hour. There was no use in putting things off so I dove right into what we were going to do. As I looked around the room at the faces staring back at me, the expressions said it all--they thought I was crazy.

Part of my agreement with the President was that I would have available to me the resources of the United States. I wasn’t sure what that meant but it sounded pretty good to me. I had requested the full use of the firing range at Nellis Air Force Base because all of the men would need some indoctrination on
several weapons and since we were going to be on a tight schedule I wanted to get this part of the project out of the way.

I had arranged for living quarters and I would take them through one step at a time. I had many things to accomplish in a brief few days so I set it up so they would come in each morning and after we would have a short briefing they would leave from my place and go directly to the firing range. My agreement with them was rather complicated and all they were interested in was the end results. In return for these services each of the men would receive a home as payment. There was a top price for each to be considered so I acquired a real estate person to do the work required. Each evening she took the men out to look at houses. Several decided on a model of a condominium at one location and that saved quite a bit of time so by the end of the week the men had completed their training and all nine had a nice home in escrow.

We ran into a few problems but managed to work them out pretty well. The men all seemed to be getting along very well and that was good for we did NOT need dissention within our ranks.

The men had purchased new wardrobes and several pieces required for our operation in progress. The reporter had returned and she was taping the entire operation. She had also tried her own hand at the weapons range and had done quite well.

It was almost time for her to go back East for her weekly show. She had agreed to go with me and the men to a sort of last-night-in-town fling. I asked the men to be on their very best behavior so if anyone felt like punching someone out—to please save it as their energy could be better utilized where we were going than in a barroom brawl.

Finally we were on our way. Our first stop would be in Georgia. I wanted the men to become totally familiar with a couple of pieces of weaponry and the military facility in Georgia was set up for such training. It would do all of us some good to get a bit of a change of scenery. I was referring to the "Southern Belles", you have to understand. Well, that nice idea came to a screeching halt—the petty prejudice still existed no matter what you hear—and the next two days passed at a very slow pace. The next stop would be Miami.

Prior to heading to the Caribbean, we stopped at Homestead Air Force Base. Our schedule called for two weeks. Support personnel would be joining us. I wondered what the reaction was going to be when the Air Force saw the Navy's finest on their base. Perhaps it might be interesting.

An Air Force bus picked us up and a cute little airman, I should say "Airwoman" was driving. The way she could handle traffic allowed me to believe she should have been a semi-driver—well, perhaps she was. Gosh, when I had been in the service it was surely different. We had an NCO Club with weights, one pool table and three-two beer. One of the men reminded me that we were "uptown" now—and I just reminded them that these people were officers and gentlemen and to refer any problems to me.

AUTHOR'S NOTE: My friends, to whom I refer throughout this book as a "contact" have put together a computer center. If I were required to wait for information through normal channels I would still be on projects that were completed years ago. No red tape, no bureaucracy, no false and/or misleading information and many times their information SAVED MY LIFE.

****

Dharma, I realize that this is a very short chapter but the print is so faint as to be all but impossible to decipher so I believe that your eyes have had enough for this afternoon. Thank you and good evening.
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JACKSON MATERIAL

Since this seems to be the highlight of your reading pleasure at the moment, we need to discuss the contributions of our guest authors and journalists. At the present time that includes Gary Wean, Rodney Stich, Don Stewart, Ronn Jackson and Michael Piper. It will, and does, include others but these five are getting the largest direct input from their already scribed volumes of work. We now have an additional situation which presents itself and that includes pertinent correspondence from them—sometimes personal, sometimes commentary—but equally as important or entertaining, or more so due to current nature of dated communications and the staff, who is already buried, has great difficulty in placing identification on the documents when putting them to computer disk. Absolutely, it is impossible for Dharma to place identifications on the disks for she is not apprized of that which we will write—until it is written.

For you who must handle this information and will need to pull it up LATER for another VOLUME, or more, of each participant's work for publication, I ask for input. Until you have a schedule worked out I have asked Dharma to mark each entry, and as with this example today, which is a copy of his 5/2/94 letter, we will mark it as correspondence or "other" documentation—as distinguished from published work, part 1, 2, etc. We will, as example, mark today's Part I "OTHER" for Jackson. You will, further, need to consult and inform us of how you wish to handle information from his newsletters and perhaps that can also be handled as "other"?? As he writes on personalities and situations pertinent to that which we are running regularly, we need it here—and the readers must have it—but there is absolutely NO NEED FOR DUPLICATION OF WORK—there is TOO much already.

I thank you, readers, for allowing Dharma to simply present all work EXACTLY as it comes—errors, abbreviations and all for we are truly SWAMPED and drowning in the load. Soon we will be able to afford additional help so keep eyes and ears open for exceptional editors who are willing to do it "OUR" WAY and not according to the mores of the grammar school teacher. Our intent is to as nearly as is possible duplicate work—not rewrite it! THE PAPER AND JOURNALS MUST CONTAIN NO LIABILITIES AS PERTAINS TO "ANOTHER'S" WORK. NONE! MY COMMENTS, AS WELL AS THOSE OF ANY OTHER PARTY—MUST BE CLEARLY MARKED AND IF SOMETHING IS CHANGED IN ANY WAY—DISCLOSE IT. WE WANT TO STAY IN PUBLICATION AND THAT WILL HAPPEN ONLY AS LONG AS WE FOLLOW PROPER ACTIONS AND GUIDELINES. THANK YOU.

**************

PERTINENT OBSERVATIONS

I ask that the correspondence of yesterday (5/2/94), from Ronn Jackson to CONTACT, please be printed (Editors note: It follows in this writing). He is going through the "journals" and has comments to which I want all readers to have access. If you have no confirmation of the credibility of my work, or another's, you have missed the value in the exercise. Sometimes I will have made comments that are confusing or, at times, invalid, for my use of information has ALWAYS been with full intention of utilizing that which is already recognized or known, somewhere, someplace. It is urgently important that facts be presented, identified and verified FROM YOUR VIEWPOINT BY ONES WHO KNOW. THIS IS NOW HAPPENING! When we get to the SPIRITUAL aspects of WHAT IS, I will likewise SHARE the podium with others—I will not accept a human person's opinion in those matters for in those instances it is ME THAT KNOWS! You are all now and shall be always welcome to your opinions but in these realms I AM IN
KNOWLEDGE AND YOU ARE NOT! If you find disagreement--FINE, but please plan to share it through some other publication except for interest and debate. I shall not longer allow a challenge such as myself being a "snake" or "reptilian" monster of some sort to be UNCHALLENGED--I don't care WHO "thinks" he is somehow in the knowing. It is THAT ignorance which has landed you at the brink of HELL. GOD AND TROOPS ARE GOING TO BEGIN TO TAKE CONTROL OF "OUR" PROPERTY. GOD IS PRESENTING "WAYS" TO ACQUIRE NECESSARY MANIFESTATION AS ONES COME INTO REALIZATION OF MISSIONS--AND WE WILL DECIDE HOW BEST TO UTILIZE THESE ASSETS. THIS IS NOT THE NEW YORK TIMES OR OPEN SUNDAY SCHOOL--THIS IS A PAPER FOR THE OFFERING OF TRUTH AND INFORMATION. SINCE IT IS NOW THE NUMBER ONE INFORMATION RESOURCE FOR SUCH AS THE CIA, ETC., I AM QUITE SURE THAT IT CAN BE DEPENDED UPON THAT OTHER INFORMATION IS EQUALLY INTERESTING AS ARE CLANDESTINE REVELATIONS.

Does this mean that I suggest you question nothing? Of course not--QUESTION EVERYTHING!!! Then, if something is found to NOT BE CORRECT--YOU CORRECT IT--BUT DO SO THROUGH POSITIVE MEANS WITH BACKUP--THESE PEOPLE HERE ARE NO LONGER GOING TO TAKE YOUR RESPONSIBILITY.

By the way, with this in mind I do urge our "writers" to keep to that which is concluded with pretty good accuracy. We have not been able to utilize some work because it is NOT "quite" correct and has no substantiation. Eye-witness is BETTER than "good enough", and "revved-up" is also good, but do not fabricate ANYTHING which can be factual--or if "surmised as conclusion drawn" please always state same. There will always be a brother or sister who will KNOW! And, friends, the purpose of the publications from upstart was to be allowed to finally REACH THROUGH TO THOSE ENTITIES. WHEN THE FACT EXPERIENCERS CONGREGATE AND EXPRESS--WE HAVE A CHANCE TO REGAIN FREEDOM. Convergence upon this place is NOT appropriate for there are some very, very dangerous circumstances here so if your JOB is not yet specifically clear to you--WAIT, before up and moving somewhere. We have no way to attend anyone, not even selves--at this juncture, so don't add burden--be patient for perhaps your JOB is right where you ARE? THIS PLACE IS NOT EVEN VERY FRIENDLY AS TO WORKERS FOR THEY ARE TOTALLY BURIED AND THAT IS THE WAY IT MUST BE PRESENTLY TO INSURE SAFETY, SECURITY FROM ASSAULT, ETC. Remember that if everyone in the hive is THE queen bee--there is no "community"! You are NOT working for a bunch of people other than as brothers--your work intention must be toward that which is RIGHT and it is time that EACH AND ALL squarely face your own responsibility! By this I mean that picking and whining against a brother is unacceptable--but whining and picking to me is even more unacceptable. If YOU do "FIT"--you are free to move on--if, in fact, the other party is simply doing the best he can in his own responsibility. There is order through RESPONSIBILITY--not hierarchy pecking orders.

EVERYONE in a business situation MUST BE HEARD AND RESPECTED. Suggestions need to be heard in order to find new and better ways of management--but NEVER "just" to spend a bit more money in the process OR to make an ego point! Further, if you are not directly involved in something--keep out of it, or, offer your suggestions because it is the right thing to do--NEVER because you simply THINK THAT YOU know better.

Yes I know, some will say, "....but I volunteered all these months just so I COULD have a place of importance!" I answer you: THEN YOU DID NOT VOLUNTEER! YOU WERE OBVIOUSLY PURCHASING, IN YOUR OWN MIND, A PLACE OF REWARD. That attitude is OK as far as "reward" for services--but, I remind you that tickets aboard ship are NOT for sale and neither are positions simply for the "heck of it". I, myself, have ones on standby awaiting placement--who held their responsible positions ELSEWHERE. That has allowed us to continue and I SHALL honor those ones FIRST and that will
NOT BE "just" because YOU are somehow "here". Some of you may well not "like" it, but likes and druthers are not in point--our MISSION IS!

I have deviated from my subject writing but I need, from time to time, to clarify direction, operations and respond to the ongoing quibbling here and there. Indeed--I HEAR IT--and I don't expect Dharma to have to hear it! Part of your own journey responsibility and growth--must be in your own ability to be flexible, find service needs and fill them no matter what they might be and do so within the gracious goodness of GOD's expectations. GOD WILL RARELY BE "FAIR" IN THE PERCEPTIONS OF ONES IN FOCUS OF SELF--FOR NOTHING SAVE THE TOP-SLOT IS SEEMINGLY "FAIR" TO SELF. I REMIND YOU THAT GOD IS "JUST" AND EGO WILL ALWAYS BE Rewarded ACCORDING TO its OWN "INTENT" WHEREIN HE WHO THINKS HE IS THE BEST AND MUST HAVE HOMAGE--SHALL BECOME THE "LOSEST" AMONG YOU...!

JACKSON OTHER: Part I

CONTACT
P.O. Box 978
Tehachapi, CA. 93581

Attn: Rick Martin

While reading Through Darkness into Light: Endless Cycles of the Divine Plan, Vol. I, on page 220, last paragraph, Hatonn says it all: "Why do I utilize 'religious' terms and speakers? Because each began in purity and prophecies are valid if valid--regardless of who speaks them. The 'religious' of Christ and God began in purity and represented the opposite of evil. It is man who has aligned himself with the corrupted concepts and allowed that which is evil to take the very language of God and cause its destruction in worthiness of definition."

This practice is further demonstrated by the governor of this once great country when law is enacted. The wording of "Acts of Congress" say one thing and imply another. Through several generations of mis-information and outright fraud, members of government can no longer distinguish between truth and fantasy and those whose bidding is being done sit and await the formation of one world government to further their self-serving needs. The "money and power" interests believe that people of this country are more concerned with surviving and are complacent with the status-quo. Their thinking is understandable and now, with their goals nearing fruition, it is they who have become complacent. The time is near for us to take back our country and make the "Good ole Boys' bubble burst. I intend to be standing there with a pin! Each day I find additional corruption, fraud, and deception and the writings of Hatonn continue to fill in the gaps.

While I find his words to be very accurate I will continue to supply your paper with confirmation of that on those subjects of which I am familiar and, as Hatonn says in many different ways: "...smelling the rose may be a little easier with my input and knowledge for some of you readers."

The information and confirmation on "MJ-12" is on the way to you. That knowledge has been referred to by many and my involvement, I believe, you will find interesting. However, I do not have all the answers. Two past members of the organization were "projects" of mine and are a part of Book III, of The Death of Camelot series

Information on the "PROMIS" software meant very little to me until I read Threads of Silk--Bands of Steel; Tangled Webs Vol. VII [Phoenix Journal #5] and Rodney Stich's Defrauding America. The Inslaw case has the potential of opening the eyes of this country.

While I cannot confirm or deny the San Luis Obispo Connection in its entirety, I do know that part of the information was put out by many to hide what is really going on in that area. The power plant at Diablo Canyon is a Breeder-Reactor. That is the real reason for cost over-runs; however, PG&E is a private enterprise. The government picked up the cost of the facil-
ity. The cost increases granted by the PUC is hush money to keep a few key members of the utility quiet.

The *Sipapu Odyssey* was very enjoyable. Was it written to be a movie? I will look forward to seeing it.

Most people throughout their lives have many acquaintances, but good friends they can count on one hand. This life has permitted me less but I would like to say a few words about one such friend. His name was William "Bill" Casey. He and I worked for C.O.U.P.E.S. and, although we didn't always like what we did, we did our jobs well and were very loyal to those to whom we were responsible. The night that he gave me, or I should say, told me to pick up the Alpha Files (Book V, *The Death of Camelot*, *The Hoover Files*), we had dinner and I would like to describe the conversation at that meal so that some insight into a man that I called "friend" may be given to the readers of *CONTACT*. In many cases, people and events may be something other than they appear to be.

**Casey's primary function** in the Washington, D.C. area was to give out dis-information. A good example of how skillful he was at his job was the two books authored by Bob Woodward of the *Washington Post* on the Central Intelligence Agency. He told me how he had the reporter eating out of his hand and said the man was the most gullible he had ever met. By the time the evening was over my sides ached and Casey summed up Bob Woodward's skills by saying, "That reporter wouldn't know a good story if it came up and bit him on the ass." Neither one of us could talk about our jobs so, naturally, two or three times a year, we would get together and talk "shop". It was like our way of letting off steam and when you were under the pressure that both of us were under, you needed a safety valve of some kind. He kept me posted on what went on in his sphere of influence and my activities followed me within C.O.U.P.E.S.

He referred to me as "C.J.". He did so because of September 29, 1963 in Grover City, California. Also, whenever Scotland Yard or the National Police of any nation had a case that couldn't be solved, I received the credit and he was always asking me how I could be in so many places at one time. At that time his organization was receiving credit for things they did not do and government chose to use their strongest weapon of silence and henceforth, their reputation. Several agents who have sought to gain something by propagating untruths have given the CIA a reputation which in reality is quite different than what I know to be fact. As to the CIA having anything to do with the assassination of JFK, that possibility is as remote as the Easter Bunny choosing an alternative life style. The entire story is in the series [*The Death of Camelot*].

The amount of mail that I have received as a result of your paper is truly a lesson in humility. I know that no man is an island but it has been a long time since I let myself go and the number of get-well-cards received [by me] tells me that the *CONTACT* newspaper is read by many people other than your subscriber list. It sure feels good to know that part of the media is being responsible. Thanks.

Ronn Jackson

***

Rather than change authors in mid-chapter, Dharma, please let us just offer the next segment which didn't get finished yesterday. I believe it is relatively short.

**THE DEATH OF CAMELOT.** Part 15

by Ronn Jackson

The club was plush. It was fairly crowded, so we pushed a couple of tables together and one of the men volunteered to go up and get us a round. While he was getting what everyone wanted, a waitress came to our table. She took our order and I was looking around me, and over-hearing bits and pieces of several conversations. There are preconceived notions about service people but they are just people who wear uniforms.
I had been speaking with a pilot. He excused himself to go meet his wife. I noticed the rest of the party blended in well and I wondered, as I looked around the room, what these people would say if they knew what we were about to embark on. Probably nothing.

A lady was coming through the front entrance. She had a uniform on and I saw something shiny on her collar. She was walking towards me and I could see an oak leaf. I had never seen an officer that looked like that. She was a remarkably beautiful woman. It's funny but I had the impression that women officers were hard-looking and somewhat masculine. When you're wrong, I thought to myself, you are really out in left field. As she walked towards me, a number of emotions and thoughts went through my mind and I have to admit, they were not of the pure-type. I also made up my mind to meet that lady. She continued walking towards me. I remember thinking, the gods are looking at me with favor. She stopped in front of me and introduced herself as the executive officer of the base and informed me that it was her duty to see that all of our needs were met. I was looking at her and could see her lips moving but I wasn't hearing a word that she was saying.

I remember her touching my shoulder and asking if I was alright. I came back down to earth and said I was fine. I looked at the men and none of them were fooled. All of them had been watching this little episode and looked like they were about to explode. I felt a little foolish and knew my face was pink, and when I looked back at the officer, she caught on to what was going on and smiled that I had been so taken a-back. I had forgotten my manners and was still seated. I stood up and knew something had to be said. I had made a fool of myself and had not been in this position many times in my life. Being a resilient person, and not often caught without something to say, I said that it was not often that someone sees a member of the opposite sex and falls madly and passionately in love. I was looking directly at her when I made that comment. I could swear that I saw something there.

The waitress brought her a drink and, during our conversation, I couldn't keep my eyes off of her. I kept thinking something like this just doesn't happen. I had better stop and smell the roses. I made a dinner date for the following evening.

The following morning the men and I assembled in our assigned facility. The Colonel came by and I asked if there was a car rental facility on base. She said there was and I gave her my American Express. I requested that she get four cars for the men and a Lincoln for me; I had a hot date that evening. I looked into those blue eyes of hers and there was something there.

A bus pulled up. It was the naval personnel. When I reviewed the service records, a few days ago, I had chosen a Lt. Commander as the senior serviceman. I wanted one that was career and regular. My reasoning was simple; he had come up through the ranks and I needed experience. He was a little older than I and he was a person that didn't need all the little details. I found that as I grew older my patience was going in reverse and my fuse was shorter. I had a mental picture of the guy and I wasn't far off. Crew cut, clean shaven, a little stocky and I knew you had to get up pretty early in the morning to put anything over on him. His looks commanded respect and I would wager that he didn't have to repeat himself. His hand-shake was iron and that simple fact pushed my estimate of success to nearly one hundred percent. When you have to watch your back that costs seconds; that can cost you more.

His second and third in command were also career. Both, like their boss, came through the ranks. The other twenty-four were all demolition people. I looked them over, some were young but all were on their second hitch. I was satisfied and, when we were all settled in the facility, we had a short "rap" session. The first thing I did was give a general explanation on what we were about to do. There were several puzzled looks around the room and I acknowledged them. I also added that they would have to be patient. For years, I have worked by myself and this was a little new for me. One of the servicemen asked what I did. I was at one of those cross-roads again, like I
had been with the reporter. I looked around the room and there were thirty-some-odd sets of eyes on me. I had not told my men of my background. In due time, was my response.

I had not given them the location of where we were going and I wanted a better feel for them. Different personalities and temperament meant a lot. I was sure that in two or three days I could scope them and make the final decision on them. They were my responsibility.

The remainder of the day I showed them blown-up pictures of the four objectives. One, a power plant; two, a fuel storage facility; three, a gas transmission line, and four, two fuel-powered mega-generators. For me to do my job, all four had to be disabled simultaneously.

I explained further that on the last two days all would be restricted to the base. With all due respect to the officers present, rank would mean little for the next few days. Our total concentration in this room was on the project. I told them a thousand things can go wrong but our purpose was to correct history and put a big dent in the drug business, to restore respect in our country and make some basic values mean something. Again I looked around the room and all eyes were on me. I could tell my choice of them had been correct but then there were many that, if they had been in this position, would have done as well.

My date was not what I expected it to be. Maybe it was more. No, she didn't rush into my arms. I didn't expect her to. No, she didn't drag me off to bed. I didn't expect her to. Although the thought did enter my mind, once or twice. Now look who has their values confused. The evening was splendid. We laughed, we drank, and we discussed the government. We talked about the common market, the stock market, Las Vegas. She showed more interest in that than the previous subjects and, of course, women's rights, abortion, child care and education. Neither one of us had any children so we had all the answers. We hashed out AIDS, the ecology, the economy, the Air Force AND Scotch, which we both drank. Sharp lady, I thought, and she stayed with me, drink for drink. It's funny, my thoughts at the time were, my liquor bill is doubling, and all the kids in the world are going without milk. Do you start fantasizing when you reach a certain age? Maybe there is something to that "male menopause".

On the way back to the base, I pulled into an ice cream store. We had a hot fudge sundae. I hadn't had one in years. So, I had a good time. When I kissed her good night I felt something; no, I felt a lot. We made plans for tomorrow.

I started with the power plant. I was amazed that the power for an entire country came from one source. Well, I guess that isn't so strange if the leader of that country was lining his pockets with foreign aid. Anyway, from that single power source were seven major transmission lines, supplying all points on the island. Over half the entire country had no power. Those seven lines had to be blown. Even though there were many small generators around the island, they were for household use and wouldn't be of any concern. The hospitals had larger ones and I hoped they were operational. I knew there were several at military installations and I hoped that part would be covered.

I had singled out one enlisted man as being the primary on the towers. Based on his service record, he was far ahead in projects such as this. I asked him, pointedly, if what I suggested was possible. He said, "A piece of cake, either stepped, relayed or in unison," I could feel the excitement in the room. The entire day was spent on every angle of the oil and stoker powered facility. At the end of the day every man knew it totally. I looked towards the senior officer and he had a grin on his face and he told me, later, he had known all along what was going down. He gave me a thumbs up.

I told the group I was going out and relax tonight and wished them a good evening. One of the enlisted men said I had zeroed in on the lady Colonel. As I was leaving someone was setting up a pool. I didn't stay around to find out what for, but I think I might have been involved.
The next day, the small air force of the island nation was the main topic of discussion. It wasn’t large but it was deadly—MIGs. I wanted no part of them and neither did anyone in this room. Because of the embargo against the country, the fuel was the problem. There had been no military exercises in over three months because of the fuel shortage. The four tanks that I had photographs of were their aviation fuel, the high test stuff. This was their only readily available source. I sure hoped my intelligence was accurate.

That day ended about three. The remarks I was subjected to were scandalous. The entire unit had solidified in a matter of hours. If the reason is right and the objective is just, we were about to show what Americans are all about. I was on my way to the Officer’s Club. I thought of the men in that room and I was proud! (060220)

AUTHOR’S NOTE:

The dictionary has a different definition of the word, "conglomerate", than what you and I have come to know. My employers stepped in and explained the facts of life to several, a short time ago, as you have no doubt read. Some are divesting themselves of some of their diversification. This is one of the few items that they have done that I concur with and so would you if you knew the whole story. Give it some thought.

[H: We have some pages which are devoted to questions and responses. The numerical order will be out of sequence as we have no first six (6) questions. We will, however, pick up with number 7 and hope the others show up somewhere along the stack of work.]

7. In a previous issue, you made reference to Book V, The Hoover Files. Why did you find it necessary to name the women in John F. Kennedy’s life? Why not let him rest in peace? Is that not bordering on smut?

Answer: I agree with you and I gave some serious thought to putting that information in the series. My intent was to show to what lengths J. Edgar Hoover went to in compiling information on American citizens. If it can happen to a President, it can certainly happen to you.

8. Are you not placing yourself into legal difficulty in naming some of the people listed in your series? Like Clark Clifford?

Answer: If Mr. Clifford wishes to take me into court, so be it. Each and every accusation I make is very carefully documented. He will lose. I would welcome the challenge, but you will not see that happen because it is the truth. If he does, he’s a fool.

9. Do you plan on continuing the segments on Book V and, if so, who is your next subject?

Answer: Yes, and the excerpts will appear, depending on space availability in the newspaper, one per month. Also, being where I am, I have a small logistical problem. The next subject is THE AMERICAN INDIAN MOVEMENT. What Hoover and the FBI did to Native Americans is one of the greatest atrocities of our time. No, I am not of Indian descent. I am simply, in this case, writing and interpreting what I read.

10. Is Charlie Chaplin in the Hoover Files and, if so, was he really a Communist?

Answer: According to the files, Mr. Chaplin was a card-carrying member of the Communist Party. Mr. Chaplin is scheduled for the November issue of the Anza Valley Outlook, November 19, 1993, space permitting.

11. Were the members of the Warren Commission in the Hoover Files? Please destroy this request after answering.

Answer: All members had a file; however, Alan Dulles’ file was empty. I have no explanation for that. I do destroy all correspondence after reading and recording your request. It is part of Carson City, Nevada’s sewer system.
12. Because of the nature of this letter, I will answer it in this manner.

Answer: "E.W.", in my estimation, Pablo Escobar, the ruler of Libya, the ruler of Cuba, and one who eats fish-heads in Cambodia. Yes, I am ashamed to say, our country deals with all four. Yes, in drugs. Yes, some are members of our government. Yes, you would recognize their names. Yes, I do, further in the series.

13. How long will The Death of Camelot run?

Answer: One hundred eighteen (118) weeks, through February 17, 1995. Thank you for the compliment. Send as many questions as you wish. I will answer each one of them; however, I will caution you. If for some reason you do not want the answer, please don't ask the question. I take it from your letter, there is a close relationship from what you say.

[H: These pages of letter responses were, of course, not intended for us OR for CONTACT; however, it seems interesting to share. We are just happy to be allowed within the loop. Thank you.]

CHAPTER 7

REC #1 HATONN

WED., MAY 4, 1994 10:34 A.M. YEAR 7, DAY 261

WED., MAY 4, 1994

TOPICAL POINTS TO NOTE

I find that I can't let you people overlook some interesting facts that are now coming to the surface. Unfortunately, in the pit of entropy in Dharma's room it is impossible to locate the one piece of information I really wish to share with you today. I wanted it as specifically offered to us by a reader in Florida but we have mentioned it prior to this and it will surface one day as all items do, ultimately, in the sea of entropy. In fact, it is the LAW OF ENTROPY! Ah, indeed we miss Karen and her ability to bring order to this chaos occasionally!

As example of that which I wanted to present as an article for your confirmation, I will simply tell you that in the identical regular daily "Breakfast Briefing" column of The Orlando Sentinel was an article which included a run-by of happenings at various past times and reflected anniversary notations. I.e., on the proper date in reflection of an event in 1983 there was a notation regarding the downing of Korean Airlines Flight 007. In the tiny, brief couple of sentences it stated that the plane had been forced to land and I believe it stated that only 2 or at the most, 3 persons were killed and the rest of the passengers were taken to Russia. There was no fanfare in the article--just a notation of what happened on "this date in...." I told you that the passengers on that airline plane were being held in the Soviet Union--and they ARE! Now, proof is coming to the surface out of the entropy of lies fed to you-the-people. We will offer more on that in a minute.

As a better example of what I mean, I will offer another such column and I won't speak about it until after the paper is printed.
following that presentation. See what you SEE in the little blurb and whether or not you notice anything...

*The Orlando Sentinel*, Sunday, December 12, 1993:

**BREAKFAST BRIEFING ON THIS DAY IN:**

1839: Whig leader Leigh Read killed Democratic leader Augusta Alston in a duel near Tallahassee. Read was assassinated two years later. The feud helped establish a multiparty political system in Florida and end the practice of dueling.

1901: The first radio signal to cross the Atlantic was picked up near St. John's, Newfoundland, by inventor Guglielmo Marconi.


1985: 248 American soldiers and eight crew members were killed when an Arrow Air charter crashed after takeoff from Gander, Newfoundland.

**NOTABLE INFORMATION**

Before we go one breath further, I WANT YOU TO REMEMBER SOMETHING: THE DOWNING OF KAL-007 WAS SET UP BY "SAN LUIS OBISPO CONNECTION" WILLIAM P. CLARK AND HIS BUDDIES. HOW LONG WILL YOU ALLOW THIS TYPE OF ATROCITY TO CONTINUE ON AND ON AND ON WHILE THE MEDIA AND CORRUPTION-ORIENTED CRIMINALS RUN YOU AND YOUR NATION?

The following is a letter to Senator Slade Gorton and Senator Patty Murray FROM: John R. Prukop, Executive Director, Citizens for a Constitutional Washington, 11910-c Meridian East, #142, Puyallup, Washington, Postal Zone: 98373/TDC. Phone: (206) 840-8071--FAX (206) 840-8074.

April 28, 1994

REGARDING:
1. Congressman McDonald and the alleged shoot-down of KAL Flight 007.
2. Arrow Air, Inc. DC-8 Crash at Gander, Newfoundland.
3. Pan Am Flight 103 crash over Lockerbee, Scotland.
5. Trading with the Enemy Act of October 6, 1917 [12 USCS 95a & 95b]

Dear Senator Gorton and Senator Murray:

Taking the above in their numbered sequence of order, I am in receipt of a FAX communication from a Mr. Jack T. Shindler, Vice President of the Thomas Company, 3890 Swenson, Suite #924, Las Vegas, Nevada 89119, which purports that he has received reports from Ukrainian refugees in Canada that *Korean Airlines Flight 007 DID NOT CRASH IN 1983 as reported by the media, but was instead forced to make a "water landing" and that the 269 passengers, the Korean pilots, and the United States Congressman Larry McDonald are being held captive in a Siberia prison camp. The FAX report indicated that Congressman McDonald is thin, but well, and goes on to indicate that some 175 other persons, primarily UNITED STATES MILITARY OFFICERS are also being held in this camp.

I received the FAX communication on January 19, 1994, but needed to acquire further data to confirm the report. Now, after reviewing other information concerning circumstances brought to bear from additional sources, I believe there is compelling evidence to suggest that the FAX communication I received in January is genuine. And if true, there is not one United States Senator or Representative, or American Citizen, that could not be subjected to the same fate, either through some ill-conceived covert operation gone wrong, or outright blackmail.
We have grave concern that internal or external components of the United States Government and a complicit news media have covered up the fate of those aboard KAL 007, in similar measure as to what occurred concerning the fatal plane crash in Gander, Newfoundland on December 12, 1985. This tragic crash claimed the lives of 248 men and women of the U.S. Army's 101st Airborne Division and the 8 crew members of the Arrow Air, Inc. charter airline carrying them.

As you may recall, the troops that died in that plane disaster were returning from a 6-month tour of duty in the Sinai Peninsula as "peacekeeping forces" pursuant to the Camp David Accords. The aircraft had departed Cairo, Egypt, the day before and made an intermediate refueling stop in Cologne, Germany, before flying on to Gander, Newfoundland. Shortly after 6 a.m., it was taking off in the predawn darkness for its final leg to Fort Campbell, the home base of the 101st Airborne Division. The plane was airborne only about 15 seconds when it crashed into a ravine a half mile from the runway. All 258 persons on board perished.

In the Newfoundland incident, an oversight hearing was conducted by the Subcommittee on Crime of the Committee on the Judiciary of the House of Representatives of the 101st Congress, Second Session, on December 4 and 5, 1990. It is apparent from reviewing this 907-page document, including the "Dissenting Opinion" of the Canadian Government contained therein, of the inescapable conclusion that a massive cover-up has been perpetrated by those agencies of the United States Government with regard to the actual cause of the Gander, Newfoundland DC-8 plane crash. It is clearly apparent that the Canadian investigation was much more thorough than that of the United States, and that the aircraft did not crash because of purported ice contamination on the wings, this being only a theoretical presumption. In fact, the majority adduced there was no evidence of ice on any of the aerodynamic surfaces of the Arrow Air DC-8, except for a small amount of an unheated edge of a windshield, which could not have affected the flight. Instead, the proof is conclusive that this aircraft suffered an in-flight explosion prior to impact, that the power to the engines was lost prior to the crash, and that an in-flight fire was observed emerging from the right side of the aircraft which, as further witnesses testified, because of the physical evidence at the crash site, could only have originated from within the cargo compartment. The conclusive evidence of the Canadian Government proves beyond any shadow of doubt that the Arrow Air DC-8 suffered "an in-flight fire that may have resulted from detonations of undetermined origin which brought about catastrophic systems failures."

This December, four years will have elapsed since the crash (sic) of the DC-8 at Gander, Newfoundland. How long, Senators, must the American people wait before it is determined WHO placed the detonation device aboard the ill fated DC-8, and those responsible for the murders of 256 men and women? When will the perpetrators be brought to the bar of justice? What were the political ramifications of those persons returning from the Sinai Peninsula or perhaps the cargo documents aboard that aircraft that it was concealed by some bureaucrat to eliminate evidence of wrong doing?

In like manner, eleven years have elapsed since the crash of KAL-007 near Sakhalin Island which allegedly claimed the lives of 269 people, including several American Citizens and a United States Congressman. How long, Senators, must the American people wait before the true fate of those aboard is determined and if a cover-up has been perpetrated? When will those responsible be brought to justice?

How many more death trails will be allowed to be continued and covered up by complicit elements attempting to hide the truth? Who were the real perpetrators of Pan Am Flight 103, which was blown out of the sky over Lockerbie, Scotland with several CIA operatives aboard, including U.S. Army General McKee and other military personnel, whom we know were coming back to the United States to testify against George Bush and the October Surprise--Iran/contra? What of the highly secret intelligence group called "Pegasus" that gave files on the CIA criminal activities from 1976 to 1982 to a member of the Joint Armed Services Committee, Congressman Larry McDon-
ald? [See: Defrauding America by Rodney Stitch]. These files revealed corrupt activities by several U.S. presidents, federal officials, the CIA, and other members of Government. Who was Trenton Parker, and why did the CIA and the Justice Department sacrifice him in 1982? Was his incarceration to aid and abet, and protect an on-going government secret scheme called Operation Snow Cone, the CIA's identification for the several drug trafficking operations in Central and South America, under which other covert drug operations were operated, such as Operation Watch Tower? Why was he kept in solitary confinement in a federal prison for four years...to keep him from blowing the whistle to the media? Where is he now? I have seen the CIA confidential document showing Parker's ONI and CIA status, which is contained with the book Defrauding America. Trenton Parker stated that Congressman McDonald let it be known to the press that he was going to reveal the startling evidence upon his return from the Far East, showing that the CIA and certain high-ranking public officials were part of an operation responsible for drug trafficking into the United States since 1963 from Southeast Asia. Of course, McDonald boarded KAL Flight 007 for his trip to the Far East, that was allegedly shot down by the Soviets. We now understand that the alleged "shoot down" was a fake, orchestrated by highly placed government officials both in the United States and the Soviet Union! [H: Indeed, BOTH!]

It is truly abhorrent that the United States Government, or shadow components with it, in concert with known Communist nations have for years been fomenting violence and terrorism worldwide in the deceptive march toward a New World Order and the centralization of powers. While on the one hand the government makes its surface appearance that of a benevolent "big brother", the incontrovertible evidence proves conclusively that the United States Government has indeed been waging a declared war of immense proportions under the scope and purview of subsection (b) of Section 5 of the Trading with the Enemy Act of October 6, 1917. That act is presently codified at Title 12 USCS, Section 95b, to wit: "The actions, regulations, rules, licenses, orders and proclamations herebefore or hereafter taken, promulgated, made, or issued by the President of the United States or the Secretary of the Treasury since March 4, 1933, pursuant to the authority conferred by subsection (b) of section 5 of the Act of October 6, 1917, as amended [12 USCS Section 95a], are hereby approved and confirmed." (Mar. 9, 1933, C. 1, Title I, Section 1, 48 Stat. 1.)

It is quite clear from the foregoing that the American people are the declared enemy. And because of the declared state of "national emergency" under which America has labored for over sixty years, these broad Executive powers that have been delegated to the President have effectively placed the American people in abject slavery, by nationalizing the vital industries of this nation and removing the common law from our court system. Additionally, because of the war being waged against the American people, the Constitution for the United States of America has been effectively placed in a state of suspension, and as evidenced by Senate Report 93-549, dated November 19, 1973, the American people have lived under four declared state's of "national emergency" for the past 61 years, beginning March 9, 1933.

The Supreme Court once said, "It is not the function of government to keep the Citizen from falling into error; it is the function of the Citizen to keep our government from falling into error." As such I hereby charge you to repeal Proclamations 2039 and 2040, and 12 USC 95(a) and 95(b), and re-establish the Constitution for the United States of America to its rightful position in our government and to its rightful owners--WE, THE PEOPLE.

If there is any fiber of truth left within either of your capacities as Americans FIRST, and as United States Senators second, I would urge both of you to Investigate the foregoing atrocities, and if you cannot or will not carry out the duties and actions required of your oath of office, then please, tender your resignation now so that another may take your place who is willing and/or able to do what you are incapable of doing. I remind you both, that under Article III, Section 3 of the CONSTITUTION, "Treason against the United States, shall consist only in
levying War against them, or in adhering to their Enemies, giving them Aid and Comfort." Need we say more?

Sincerely,
John R. Prukop

* * *

On the stationery is an interesting type of slogan: "Once you Know the Truth, the LAW will set you Free!"

Well, it's a good start, friends, but ONLY IF YOU ARE WILLING TO RECLAIM YOUR LAWS!

I could take the time to repeat and repeat the above referred-to stories and refresh your memories regarding the full circumstances--however, we have covered it all in past journals and it is too much to allow time OR space. You readers are simply going to have to do your homework and catch up on those back issues of the journals. It is past time that we can continue to either badger you or do it for you.

At the moment I have far bigger "fish to fry" as we have several of "our own" in the net, holding in the "tank". I am about to the end of my patience with the politicians who continue to bargain and bribe over the truth about to be blasted all over the public waves. The bargaining going on with JUST Ronn Jackson and "Treasurygate" Buckley is enough to make you toss your cookies--or perhaps "hang" some low-life-forms.

PRICE IS UPPED TO BUCKLEY

The Banking Committee, yesterday, raised the offered bribe to Buckley to $25 million. Frustration abounds as Mr. Buckley continues to tell them to "shove it". The negotiations are taking place, strangely enough, through Mr. Ronn Jackson—who has all the information, in detail, regarding INSLAW and PROMIS software, etc., AND THE WHOLE DIRTY BUSINESS. I appreciate good bargains and negotiations and it would seem, at the least, that we could rescue a few good citizens in the DEAL.

How about poor old Michael Riconosciuto? What about Jim Vassilos? What about Ray Renick? For some it is too late, as in "Casolano", but what about the others scattered around, hiding in terror, or incarcerated to insure silence? There are so many as to astound you—and there are many in the unknown category so that no one is appealing for them and their freedom. How many have paid dearly, some with death, some just short of death but always with total loss of EVERYTHING. What of the Rodney Stiches, the Gary Weans, the E.J. Ekkers, the Red Beckmans, Eustace Mullinses, Stu Webbs, Russbachers, and on and on...?

You can, dear friends, build freedom on the foundation laid forth by these people walking the dangerous path before you. It means that you are going to have to pay attention and make your voices heard. I did not say "make your guns heard"—I said your voices. We are offering the CONTACT as THE "contact" source as funding comes. We have a promise of some support and the strength of participants who CAN BE ASSURED OF BEING HEARD. We are not talking about newsletter writers who have great interest in such as money-making adventures and good-sounding pius, born-again presentations to cause you to somehow "trust" them. YOU have a job to do and you must have a voice of freedom in information to which to turn—we are willing to be that resource, in the sharing with ones such as Prukop (above), etc. We will NOT, however, form demonstrations, be a "group" or align with any over another--this will be OPEN PRESS in information. Groups will have to find their own directions. HOWEVER, I CAN PROMISE YOU THAT IF ACTIONS IN THIS MOVE FOR FREEDOM AND RECLAMATION OF YOUR PEOPLE, NATION AND GLOBE IS AWAY FROM GOD--YOU WILL FAIL. I do not use the term religion for there is only bigotry in the very meaning of the sectarian, secular, term. I make it emphatic that the lies of "religious" man-laid doctrines will also perish in the recovering of freedom UNDER GOD. Spiritual TRUTH in and within the Laws of Lighted Source and the Laws of Universal Creation will be your guiding foundation—or, AGAIN, you will not survive!
It is a time of laying aside your ego status qualifications and of having a central outlet for your information network. Why here? Because, whether or not you like it, I and my crew are here to support you if your direction be toward freedom and God. IT IS MY MISSION! And, I can protect you—but not if you CHOOSE OTHERWISE. You have plenty of capable leaders among you IF you will but recognize them—and selves! I, myself, have no need to be of consequence once you have your direction and your GOAL, in total clarity. You will come to understand and comprehend our various roles in this evolution. Is it not better you start hearing the words of God rather than the opinions of MAN?
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APologies

Yesterday I asked Dharma to duplicate work in the form of repeating Prukop's letter to two senators. This is NOT "duplication", scribe, for the original was run in the paper and that left nothing on disc in this location. We will be having MORE on the crashes which have been covered-up and I needed the information in the computer to refer to later. I ask that it be well marked. We will be offering a LOT more on "McDonald" and his activities which were taking place that required his being "taken out". The "hostages" are exactly that, hostages, and soon the wondrous relationship between Russian Ukraine and the U.S. will burst open. Thank you for doing that which seems to have been a lot of wasted work.

REtROVIRUSES

All of you who were able to watch 48 HOURS last evening will still be in shock state—I hope! It followed on after a program which also showed that 400,000 people have been slain within a period of a week, in Rwanda, Africa. This, in itself, is unspeakable, however, most of those dead bodies are being thrown directly into the river which in turn waters everything below the "tossing-in". You will have ramifications of those atrocities which will be a totally insane disaster—SOON.

I speak of that problem because of the rising tide of newly identified and "again noticed" retroviruses springing up here and there and which are predominantly flowing from Africa, i.e., Eboli, E-Voli, Lamsa, etc. In the U.S. (and elsewhere but getting the most "play" in the U.S.) are the Hantavirus and that
which is coccidiodial-type virus called Valley Fever. There is actually no known treatment for these viruses and it is expected that what AIDS doesn't get, of the populations intended for extinction, these other dastardly fatal viruses shall. As with the Ebola retrovirus you have hideous and horrific terminal "hits". Unlike the HIV(s), the onset of massive illness is rather quickly presented. The disease symptoms are upper-respiratory and the virus is "airborne".

In Ebola infection the whole body becomes toxic and infective and is literally out of one of your far-out science-fiction stories. The body gets major headaches, fevers, the blood clots and then the clots are thrown into the system which then lodge in the brain, heart—everywhere. But, the resultant blood and serum separated will NOT CLOT AT ALL and will ooze bloody liquid virus streams from all openings (eyes, ears, nose, mouth, etc.) along with oozing through the actual pores in the skin. I warn you people—this is man-tampered and it is intended to strike the world. AIDS was the onset of this LAST GREAT PLAGUE. I refer to the plague as a unit for you cannot separate out the ones you like and the ones you don't. These are retroviruses which are DNA "changed" and will mutate with EVERY HOST. You are seeing the cross infections as DNA structures are made to accommodate and modify Tuberculosis (some strains are already totally untreatable) and then the recognized (even in children) diseases which always responded to antibiotics are now coming BACK in the systematic breakouts over and over again—showing up in children predominantly in the upper-respiratory system but very symptomatic in the EARS.

The Ebola is going to flood right out of the areas of Rwanda and Tanzania and it was planned to cause this great uprising which would be distracted by the voting in South Africa.

Please be aware that some of the names of the viruses are being presented as to phonetic spelling for that too will be distraction as you ones don't know what to look for and E-Coli and E-Voli are so similar in sound but so deadly in difference. The media spouters will have absolutely no comprehension of any about which they chatter. We will do more on the disease AGAIN but

I urge you to go back and get the journals wherein we have covered a lot of these IN DEPTH. [THE LAST GREAT PLAGUE UPON MAN: AIDS AND RELATED MURDER TOOLS. Journal #65 will serve to start to catch you up].

GAIA PRODUCTS

Pierre, from America East Publishers, has written to tell us that "someone" out of "back East" has called to tell him that George Green is trying to shut down the Gaia products. This is interesting for the story goes on regarding EARLY-on attacks by someone WORKING FOR Green who claimed damage of some sort from the "swamp water" Gaia "distributors" was offering. Samples of "something" were sent to Merkl (Crystal Life) for testing—and strangely enough—the mess was a conglomerate of Merkl's own product and, literally, contaminated WATER.

I am not going to get into this hassle here because I want it to be known here and NOW—Gaia-triana and AquaGaia and the other products such as chlorella and other tableted products as well as the Aloe(s) are not packaged or produced HERE! Further, they are in no way produced by New Gaia Source which is the specific entity NAMED. But, readers, beware—for when the hounds of Hell are cornered, they will try to pull EVERYTHING and EVERYONE down. There is nothing in any of the GAIA products that COULD hurt anyone at any time. The structure of the product itself is capable of total integration within your individual cellular structure—even to the cartilage offered.

This is, however, WHY WE DO NOT MASS MARKET ANYTHING! It is also why we disallow any reproduction of exact product ANYWHERE—we can be responsible for our OWN and no other.

With funding, which will be very soon now, a "plant" is going to be immediately constructed under full qualification for all production and a more monitorable resource will be available. We require meeting of ALL LAWS OF THE LAND as well as God's.
The thrust, of course, is to destroy source for these products. We note that even Merkl is constantly under threat of being shut-down (but he claimed "cure" and that is absurd ego-tripping). You will note ones such as Atkins who now just want to offer "Oxygen" therapy in the process of being closed-down. Since NAFTA and Mexico's entry into the North American trade process--THE CLINICS WHICH ONCE OFFERED HELP IN MEXICO ARE BEING RAPIDLY CLOSED. So be it.

This same holds true for the paper AND the journals as to publication or reprinting ANYWHERE--we have no control once plates or duplication are elsewhere. Just the idea of Pierre's contact who would translate, into other languages, the material--he would also, as presented, remove the date-lines and remove portions of articles and whole sections of spiritual reference. That is not only NOT "translation" but sets up everyone for compromise in the courts.

TREATMENT

Until the "Big Brothers" of the New World Order get ready to present effective treatment, there won't be any REAL treatment through the medical channels. And, dear ones, stop thinking that such as Gaianandiana is a "cure-all" of some sort. It is an enhancement for the immune system--not an antibiotic of some type. We are not able to produce anything that will "cross" the Big Boys' plans. Can you help yourself? Yes, and just as was self-enhancement of systemic immune possibilities taken by Nostradamus--so too can you HELP yourselves--but, readers, it takes ongoing adherence to the substance during which time you will get bored and forgetful and finally, you won't want to "bother" and ultimately most people will fall by the wayside of their own health enhancement programs. The results of good immune systems is a build-up of same--not a "get a cold and hit it hard" type of response. When the body is as compromised and insulted as with these retroviruses, some who are diligent in their efforts will sometimes not "make it through". You want miracles and finger-snap responses and answers--it will not be so...the miracle is YOU and the products offered are only tools.

They are effective and responsive tools--but the population in great numbers are destined for extermination and these viruses are modified, mutated and PLANNED FOR THAT VERY PURPOSE AND ONCE LOOSED ON MANKIND WILL BE HORRENDOUS--JUST AS WITH AIDS. Over half the black population in Africa are NOW in active response to the HIV virus. The virus does little other than damage further the immune system and the opportunistic diseases do their own work! What can this mean? Well, in just the case of Rwanda and the dead bodies--at least 50% of those bodies are harboring active infection and become the housing sites of flies and mosquitos and other carriers who encounter these bodies. The Ebola comes right out of the area of Rwanda and Tanzania and will ride the river flow into the reservoirs and lakes along the rivers now contaminated, and even into Lake Victoria.

Let us move from this subject and again discuss constitutions and world domination. We have offered the Newstates Constitution and we have stressed the PLAN and functioning in districts of both country and WORLD--however, here is a grand outlay of A CONSTITUTION FOR THE WORLD. The document sent to us from Florida can be obtained in reprint form from the Committee to Restore the Constitution. However, portions of the full document are not offered and therefore we have no address. Only half of the article is presented here and the remainder is expected to be printed in June. We will effort to get that for you at that time. We will not, however, wait to present this material. I believe we can count on our "2x6" friend to send us the other half. He refers to himself as "2x6" because he said that somehow it took "more than a 2x4 to get his attention!"

QUOTING:

A CONSTITUTION FOR THE WORLD

Published by the Center for the Study of Democratic Institutions (1965) financed by the Fund for the Republic, a Ford Foundation Agency.
Within the opposite result. There is a conjured humorous "law" set forth by a Dr. Galumbos, an astrophysicist who has labeled a theory into The Law of the Bureaucracy which states: "If the bureaucracy states an intent and moves upon that intent toward a stated "goal" the law is that they will produce the EXACT OPPOSITE of that which they describe." It is worthy of note and attention and all productions from that resource should be measured by this LAW!

DECLARATION OF DUTIES AND RIGHTS

A. The universal government of justice as covenanted and pledged in this Constitution is founded on the Rights of Man.

The principles underlying the Rights of Man are and shall be permanently stated in the Duty of everyone everywhere, whether a citizen sharing in the responsibilities and privileges of World Government or a ward and pupil of the World Commonwealth:

To serve with word and deed, and with productive labor according to his ability, the spiritual and physical advancement of the living and of those to come, as the common cause of all generations of men; to do unto others as he would like others to do unto him; to abstain from violence, except for the repulse of violence as commanded or granted under law.

B. In the context therefore of social duty and service, and in conformity with the unwritten law which philosophies and religions alike called the Law of Nature and which the Republic of the World shall strive to see universally written and enforced by positive law: It shall be the right of everyone everywhere to claim and maintain for himself and his fellowmen: Release from the bondage of poverty and from the servitude and exploitation of labor, which rewards and security according to merit and needs; freedom of peaceful assembly and of association, in any creed or party or craft, within the pluralistic unity and purpose of the World Republic; protection of individuals and groups against subjugation and tyrannical rule, racial or national, doctrinal or cultural, with safeguards for the self-determination of
minorities and dissenters; and any such other freedoms and franchises as are inherent in man's inalienable claims to life, liberty, and the dignity of the human person, and as the legislators and judges of the World Republic shall express and specify.

C. The four elements of life—earth, water, air, energy—are the common property of the human race. The management and use of such portions thereof as are vested in or assigned to particular ownership, private or corporate or national or regional, of definite or indefinite tenure, of individualist or collectivist economy, shall be subordinated in each and all cases to the interest of the common good.

GRANT OF POWERS

1. The jurisdiction of the World Government as embodied in its organs of power shall extend to:

a. the control of the observance of the Constitution in all the component communities and territories of the Federal World Republic, which shall be indivisible and one;

b. the furtherance and progressive fulfillment of the Duties and Rights of Man in the spirit of the foregoing Declaration, with their specific enactment in such fields of federal and local relations as are described hereinafter (Art. 27 through 33.);

c. the maintenance of peace; and to that end the enactment and promulgation of laws which shall be binding upon communities and upon individuals as well,

d. the judgment and settlement of any conflicts among component units, with prohibition of recourse to interstate violence,

e. the supervision of and final decision on any alterations of boundaries between new states or unions thereof,

f. the supervision of and final decision on the forming of new states or unions thereof,

g. the administration of such territories as may still be immature for self-government, and the declaration in due time of their eligibility thereof,

h. The intervention in intrastate violence and violations of law which affect world peace and justice,

i. the organization and disposal of federal armed forces,

j. the limitation and control of weapons and of the domestic militias in the several component units of the World Republic;

k. The establishment, in addition to the Special Bodies listed hereinafter (Art. 8 and 9) of such other agencies as may be conducive to the development of the earth's resources and to the advancement of physical and intellectual standards, with such advisory or initiating or arbitrating powers as shall be determined by law;

l. The laying and collecting of federal taxes, and the establishment of a plan and a budget for federal expenditures,

m. the administration of the World Bank and the establishment of suitable world fiscal agencies for the issue of money and creation and control of credit.

n. the regulation of commerce affected with federal interest,

o. the establishment, regulation, and, where necessary or desirable, the operation of means of transportation and communication which are the federal interest;

p. The supervision and approval of laws concerning emigration and immigration and the movements of peoples,

q. the granting of federal passports;

r. The appropriation, under the right of eminent domain, of such private or public property as may be necessary for federal use, reasonable compensation being made therefor;

s. The legislation over and administration of the territory which shall be chosen as Federal District and of such other territories as may be entrusted directly to the Federal Government.

2. The powers not delegated to the World Government by this Constitution, and not prohibited by it to the several members of the Federal World Republic, shall be reserved to the several states or nations or unions thereof.

THE FEDERAL CONVENTION,
THE PRESIDENT, THE LEGISLATURE

3. The sovereignty of the Federal Republic of the World resides in the people of the world. The primary powers of the World Government shall be vested in:

a. the Federal Convention,

b. the President
The delegates to the Federal Convention shall vote as individuals, not as members of national or otherwise collective representations [except as specified hereinafter, Art. 46, paragraph 2, and Art. 47].

The Convention shall meet in May of every third year, for a session of thirty days.

5. The Federal Convention shall subdivide into nine Electoral Colleges according to the nine Societies of kindred nations and cultures, or Regions, wherefrom its members derive their powers, such Regions being:

1. The continent of Europe and its islands outside the Russian area, together with the United Kingdom if the latter so decides, and with such overseas English—or French—or Cape Dutch-speaking communities of the British Commonwealth of Nations or the French Union as decide to associate (this whole area tentatively denominated Europa);

2. the United States of America, with the United Kingdom if the latter so decides, and such kindred communities of British, or Franco-British, or Dutch-British, or Irish civilization and lineage as decide to associate (Atlantis);

3. Russia, European and Asiatic with such East-Baltic or Slavic or South-Danubian nations as associate with Russia (Eurasia);

4. the Near and Middle East, with the states of North Africa, and Pakistan if the latter so decides (Afrasia);

5. Africa, south of the Sahara, with or without the South African Union as the latter may decide;

6. India, with Pakistan if the latter so decides;

7. China, Korea, Japan, with the associate archipelagoes of the North- and Mid-Pacific (Asia Major);

8. Indochina and Indonesia, with Pakistan if the latter so decides, and with such other Mid- and South-Pacific lands and islands as decide to associate (Austrasia);

9. the Western Hemisphere south of the United States (Columbia).

Each Electoral College shall nominate by secret ballot not more than three candidates, regardless of origin, for the office of President of the World Republic. The Federal Convention in plenary meeting, having selected by secret ballot a panel of three candidates from the lists submitted, shall elect by secret ballot one of the three as president, on a majority of two-thirds.

If three consecutive ballots have been indecisive, the candidate with the smallest vote shall be eliminated and between the two remaining candidates a simple majority vote shall be decisive.

6. Each Electoral College shall then nominate by secret and proportional ballot twenty-seven candidates, originating from the respective Electoral Area or Region, for the World Council; with the proviso that one-third and not more than one-third of the nominees shall not be members of the Federal Convention; and the nine lists having been presented to the Federal Convention, the Federal Convention in plenary meeting shall select by secret and proportional ballot nine Councilmen from each list, with the same proviso as above.

The Federal Convention shall also elect by secret and proportional ballot, on nominations, prior to the opening of the Convention, by such organizations of world-wide importance and lawfully active in more than three Regions as shall be designated [for the first election by the United Nations Assembly and
subsequently] by the Council, eighteen additional members, regardless of origin; and the total membership of the World Council shall be thus ninety-nine.

7. The primary power to initiate and enact legislation for the Federal Republic of the World shall be vested in the Council.

The tenure of the Council shall be three years.

The Council shall elect its Chairman, for its whole tenure of three years.

Councilors shall be re-eligible.

8. Within the first three years of World Government the Council and the President shall establish three Special Bodies, namely:

a. a House of Nationalities and States, with representatives from each, for the safeguarding of local institutions and autonomies and the protection of minorities;

b. a Syndical or functional Senate, for the representation of syndicates and unions or occupational associations and any other corporate interests of transnational significance, as well as for mediation or arbitration in non-justifiable issues among such syndicates or unions or other corporate interests;

c. an Institute of Science, Education and Culture;

Each of the three bodies with such membership and tenures and consultative or preparatory powers as shall be established by law and with no prejudice to the establishment of other advisory or technical agencies in accordance with the purposes stated hereinafter (Art. 1, k).

9. Within its first year the World Government shall establish a Special Body, to be named Planning Agency, of twenty-one members appointed by the President, subject to vetoes by two-thirds of the Council, for tenures of twelve years [except that the terms for the initial membership shall be staggered by lot, with one third of it, seven members, ceasing from office and being replaced every fourth year].

It shall be the function of the Planning Agency to envisage the income of the Federal Government and to prepare programs and budgets for expenditures, both for current needs and for long-range improvements. These programs and budgets shall be submitted by the President, with his recommendations, to the Council, as provided hereinafter (Art. 13).

Plans for improvement of the world's physical facilities, either public or private, and for the productive exploitation of resources and inventions shall be submitted to the Agency or to such Development Authorities or regional subagencies as it may establish. The Agency shall pass judgment on the social usefulness of such plans.

Members of the Planning Agency shall not be re-eligible nor shall they, during their tenure in the Agency, have membership in any other federal body.

10. The executive power, together with initiating power in federal legislation, shall be vested in the President. His tenure shall be six years.

The President shall not have membership in the Council.

The President shall not be re-eligible. He shall not be eligible to the Tribunate of the People until nine years have elapsed since the expiration of his term.

No two successive Presidents shall originate from the same Region.

11. The President shall appoint a Chancellor. The Chancellor, with the approval of the President, shall appoint the Cabinet.

The Chancellor shall act as the President's representative before the Council in the exercise of legislative initiative. The
Chancellor and the Cabinet members shall have at any time the privilege of the floor before the Council.

But no Chancellor or Cabinet member shall have a vote or shall hold membership in the Council, nor, if he was a member of the Council at the moment of his executive appointment, shall he be entitled to resume his seat therein when leaving the executive post unless he be re-elected at a subsequent Convention.

No one shall serve as Chancellor for more than six years, nor as Cabinet member for more than twelve, consecutive or not.

No three Cabinet members at any one time and no two successive Chancellors shall originate from the same Region.

The Council shall have power to interrogate the Chancellor and the Cabinet and to adopt resolutions on their policies.

The Chancellor and the Cabinet shall resign when the President so decides or when a vote of no confidence by the absolute majority of fifty or more of the Council is confirmed by a second such vote; but no second vote shall be taken and held valid if less than three months have elapsed from the first.

12. The sessions of the Council, as well as those of the Grand Tribunal and the Supreme Court, shall be continuous, except for one yearly recess of not more than ten weeks or two such recesses of not more than five weeks each, as the body concerned may decide.

*********

We will conclude this presentation when it is available. Thank you. IF YOU DIDN'T FIND ANYTHING UPSETTING IN THE ABOVE, PLEASE GO BACK READ IT A FEW DOZEN TIMES.

I must remind you, readers, that if you lose your Constitutional RIGHTS as offered through the present Constitution, even though flawed--you are destined to the rule of Council in a New World Government. The rule you now serve is already instituted--but UNLAWFULLY SO. I remind you that THIS goes beyond the NEWSTATES as projected for your own segment of territory--THIS WILL BE THE FINAL DEATH BLOW TO ANY HOPE OF FREEDOM AND IT IS SET FOR QUALIFICATION FOR THE 8 NOVEMBER 1994 GENERAL ELECTION!!
We are going to "beat this old dog" again because when Ronn Jackson surfaces and "the coast is clear"—he will be telling you from eyewitness accounts—what happened in this circumstance. It is giving the Justice Department, the Banking Committee and, quite frankly, everyone in Washington, such stomach cramps that we need to continue our public presentation with "what IS" so that he can be a little less the WHOLE FOCUS. There are several incarcerated persons who need to be fetched OUT of prisons who are being held for no other reason than to silence them regarding "INSLAW". However, the main problem is that "Patriots" and others who focus on a specific criminal point are sent away on OTHER CHARGES, some of which will be valid enough to make it very difficult to go to court and win anything. This will include anything from cutting trees on your own property but claimed to be Forest Service land to having taken money from some other incident in the past. As with Gunther Russbacher, the "crime" he was sent away for will NOT MATCH THE REAL REASON FOR INCARCERATION—AND IT IS "THAT" VERY POINT WHICH MUST BE CONFIRMED. WHEN THAT PAST "CRIME" BEING UTILIZED IS, IN FACT, A FRACTURE OF THE LAWS AS SET FORTH BY THE "LAND"—THEN IT IS VERY DIFFICULT TO CRY "UNCONSTITUTIONAL".

It becomes a bit like the difference between avoidance of taxes and evasion of taxes. The Constitutional "rights" are set aside if you make a "voluntary" form-filing in the Federal United States—after which, you are considered a United States (Federal) Citizen. Just to go forth and demand constitutional rights while breaking all "other" rules is certainly not showing good intent or honest effort. If there is a payoff of some kind from any of these Elite factions—don't expect to pull down "another" by crying Constitutional "Wolf". Unless, of course, as with Jackson—YOU HAVE THE BLACKMAIL GOODS ON THE POWER BROKERS. The old question: "Do you KNOW the difference in tax avoidance and tax evasion?" Answer: "15 years!" is quite applicable here.

We are going to devote another full paper to the INSLAW matter so that all background is fresh in your minds, readers, because it is in a swirl of controversy BEHIND THE SCENES TODAY.

READERS' INSTRUCTIONS

An anonymous "A Crew Member" has written a long dissertation telling me what to run in the paper and whose work to use—at great length. I have pages of contradictions from my writings tossed back into my face and then I am told that I only run "Jackson's stuff" and not McAlvany's, etc., because "...more people read McAlvany than your paper".... No, that is not so—there may well be more paid subscriptions to McAlvany's paper—but there is no paper of this type more READ than is CONTACT. In fact the intelligence community and/or the Elite Government couldn't care a damn less about McAlvany's "stuff". Furthermore, I had not realized we had asked for critique or instructions on information suitable for our readers. If the person in point cannot sort that which we offer, in clarity—then I believe we should not change our format to any great extent.

I am continually amused at ones who anonymously present such in-depth critique and note that they do not subscribe themselves but, rather, get the papers through conduits—at no cost to selves. This is fine if it suits your conscience, friends, but I suggest that you consider your position as well as ours.

Besides, you will get flack from ones regarding Ronn Jackson. There was just a little gathering for one, Leon Fort, and the discussion came up about his relationship with the Institute, etc.,
and Mr. Fort pronounced that there "is no Ronn Jackson and
that it is just more lies of the Institute and those people!" Those
people, of course, are me and associated parties. Well, Mr.
Jackson is obtaining some legal counsel to handle the trials and
tribulations of "those people" and these lawyers are known for
WINNING IN ALL CASES THEY ACCEPT. FURTHER, HE
IS BACKING UP THE ACQUISITION WITH A POT-FULL
OF MONEY SO PERHAPS THINGS WILL BEGIN TO
CHANGE QUITE QUICKLY! Dharma is so weary of the ha-
rassment and insulting accusations as to suggest that perhaps
Mr. Jackson might also enjoy giving the adversarial parties a
NECK MASSAGE with a bit of a tweak... Well, we don't want
such endings to our problems because TRUTH IS SUFFI-
CIENT. This fits with the joshing about having Mr. Green eat
those pounds and pounds of gold he took and wants so badly and
then take him swimming. Nobody told anyone here that this job
would be easy--and surely enough--it is not. Further, what in-
terests YOU may not be that which is needed for the readers at
large. I appreciate all input and take it within for consideration-
-I trust you are likewise as generous when I respond. I am not
picking--I am acknowledging.

DEFRAUDING AMERICA, Part 21
by Rodney Stich

QUOTING:

INSLAW AND CRIMES AT "$JUSTICE"

Inslaw is the name of a small computer programming com-
pany owned by William and Nancy Hamilton that was subjected
to criminal activities and a conspiracy by high Justice De-
partment officials. By misusing the power of their office
these officials, including the three U.S. Attorney Generals in the
Reagan-Bush administrations, Edwin Meese, Richard Thornburgh,
and William Barr, misappropriated, or aided and abetted the
theft of the software called PROMIS. The tactics used by the
highest law-enforcement officers in the United States to steal the
software forced the small company into Chapter 11, after which
Justice Department officials misused the U.S. Trustee division

of the Justice Department and the federal courts, seeking to
force the company into a Chapter 7 liquidation.

In 1982 the U.S. Department of Justice signed a $10 million
contract with Inslaw to install an enhanced version of software
known as PROMIS in 42 U.S. Attorney offices. The Inslaw
company obtained a loan to complete the contract. After the
software was installed, and was to be satisfactory, and its
value recognized for an upcoming half-billion-dollar government
contract, Justice Department officials refused to pay Inslaw,
knowing that it would force them into bankruptcy. Once Inslaw
filed for bankruptcy, Justice Department officials could force
the company into a Chapter 7 liquidation through its control of
the bankruptcy process.

As stated elsewhere in these pages, it is a standard practice
for people in control of the CIA and other government agencies
to target selected companies and force them into bankruptcy,
and then business associates take over the assets. My CIA con-
tacts have described this practice to me, misusing various gov-
ernment agencies including the Justice Department to carry out
the scheme.

[HI: Again I would like to point out that this is exactly what
George Green has attempted to do THROUGH FEDERAL
ENTITIES and claims against the Institute. I think, how-
ever, that you may find something interesting here in the
last attack through the Associated Press against the Institute
AND EKKERS. There is a fine journalist from the Las Ve-
gas area who has called every party involved and named in
this particular dispute (excellent journalism). He has done
his homework and deserves honor for his research. He has
now stated that he also called Horton, Green's attorney who
stated that he "has found no evidence of dishonesty in
Ekkers' dealings or claims." He further said that if it shows
that Green is guilty of that which is now appearing to be-
that he would have no problem coming to working terms
with Ekkers. Well, that is nice and we appreciate any little
bit of kindness--however, there are NOT ANY TERMS to
"come to". There have been blatant, intentional and insidi-
ous criminal and civil attacks on our workings and our people and that is unacceptable. There certainly will be no "terms" implied or applied. When one will deliberately pull down and cause loss to many people to fill his own ego and greedy desires and acquisitions--I don't believe it is suitable to "just go away". So be it...! And, I repeat a request I asked to have done last Sunday--please make copies of the checks paid from the Institute to Leon Fort's attorney as payment agreements--endorsed and done something with, by that attorney. Fort claims that we lie about those payments, too. The fact is that his attorney took the payments for whatever reason and George Green, attorney Abbott and/or Fort ALL/or separately BROKE THE AGREEMENT AFTER ACCEPTING SOME 3 OR 4 PAYMENTS. Now, to claim lies in the face of ignorance is one thing--but how can there STILL be ignorance for this smacks of deliberate refusal to look at TRUTH. Further, to shout lies and the non-existence of a perfectly presentable person such as Jackson as being "just another one of their lies, he doesn't exist--there is no Ronn Jackson" smacks of total absurdity! And further, in the face of such insulting characterizations I'm not sure why anyone would wish to pay-off such a party--when he came in through Green and Green had ample stashed GOLD to pay him off at any time. Is this valid intent of use of the "gift" Mr. Green claims? Possibly--but he didn't and doesn't plan to do any such reasonable deed now or ever. If Mr. Fort was not paid by Abbott who claims there were no payments--is this the FAULT of the ones making the payments? Where did the money go? Could not Mr. Fort demand explanation AND funds from his worthy attorney?? Mr. Fort has been told of the payments--perhaps he must SEE the cancelled checks with endorsements!! The point is that MISUSE of the Justice System MUST STOP or you will have no shred of freedom upon which to base a nation.

A close friend of Attorney General Edwin Meese, Earl Brian, had a controlling interest in another software company seeking to obtain the government computer contract, Hadron Incorporated. Meese and his wife had a financial interest in Hadron. The company was primarily owned by Earl Brian (Brian owned United Press International), who served in the White House as chairman of a task force which reported to Attorney General Edwin Meese.

The key Justice Department and White House people who were part of the conspiracy included the three U.S. Attorney Generals (starting with Edwin Meese), Earl Brian, Deputy Attorney General D. Lowell Jensen, among others. All were from California and, except for Brian, they were all California attorneys.

Hadron, a computer software company, was owned by Earl Brian, a close friend of Meese, both of whom were from California and in former Governor Ronald Reagan's administration. Brian wanted the Inlaw software, which would subsequently be sold to the Justice Department and other government agencies (in a $500 million contract). Brian expected to obtain the contract through his influence with Meese, whose wife had stock in Hadron. The value of that stock, and the company's profits, would soar into the tens of millions of dollars upon obtaining the rights to Inlaw's Enhanced PROMIS software and the government contract.

Earlier, the Chairman of Hadron, Dominic Laiti, attempted to purchase the PROMIS software from Inlaw, who refused to sell. Laiti reportedly told Nancy and Lee Hamilton that Hadron was politically connected to Attorney General Meese and, "We have ways of making you sell". After this threat was made, Justice Department officials refused to pay for the PROMIS software, knowingly forcing the Hamiltons to seek refuge in Chapter 11. [H: You are going to find that there are documents which are totally incriminating of your then President Ronald Reagan regarding this and other situations and which will undoubtedly be uncovered one of these days soon because the Big Boys are surely WORRIED!]

After installing the software as agreed in the contract, and after using the program which they found to be satisfactory, they realized that the program would probably win the half-billion
dollar government contract that would soon be awarded. Justice Department officials knew that Inslaw had borrowed heavily to develop and install the PROMIS software in the government offices, and that refusing to pay for the program would force the company into bankruptcy, where Justice Department officials had the power to destroy the company.

Deputy Attorney General Lowell Jensen refused to pay the Inslaw corporation for the installed software, forcing them into bankruptcy. The U.S. Trustee Division, a key part of Chapter 11, was a division in the U.S. Department of Justice, and gave Attorney General Ed Meese and Justice Department officials considerable control of both the process and federal judges. If corruptly used, the Inslaw company could be financially destroyed. And this is what the Justice department officials tried to do.

In what would probably be a quid pro quo for his cooperation in the scheme against Inslaw, Meese had president Ronald Reagan appoint Jensen a U.S. District Judge in San Francisco. (Jensen played key roles in the obstruction of justice when I sought to report the federal crimes to federal courts in the San Francisco area. He was one of several October Surprise and Inslaw participants who were rewarded with federal judgeships, and who helped to block any court action addressing these crimes.)

Another federal official involved in the scheme against Inslaw was Edwin Thomas, assistant counsel to President Reagan, and a friend of Meese. Thomas loaned Meese’s wife, Ursula, $15,000, in early 1981, to buy stock in Infotech (then operating under the name of Biotech Capital Corporation). Thomas was working directly for Meese as assistant counsel to the president, and was loaned $100,000 by Earl Brian in July 1981. Thomas, using his official White House position, then made calls to the Small Business Administration to have the SBA approve a loan application to a Biotech subsidiary owned by Thomas which was involved in computer software. Biotech hoped to obtain Justice Department software contracts worth an estimated half-billion dollars, using the stolen Inslaw software. The insiders to this scheme anticipated they would be multi-millionaires. But the scheme required that Infotech/Biotech/Hadron obtain the Enhanced PROMIS software from Inslaw, which the owners, Lee and Nancy Hamilton, refused to sell.

After Inslaw sought refuge in Chapter 11, Justice Department officials pressured the IRS to force Inslaw into a Chapter 7 liquidation, hoping to have Hadron acquire the PROMIS software, which would then be offered to the government for the estimated half-billion dollars in contracts. In an unusual refusal to cooperate, Justice Department dirty tricks, Chapter 11 Judge George F. Bason blocked that particular attempt.

SELLING THE STOLEN SOFTWARE

After receiving the leased software from Inslaw, Justice Department officials gave the software to Earl Brian (The Financial Post August 19, 1991, issue linked Brian to covert operations with the United States and Israeli intelligence communities. He was reportedly involved in the sale of weapons to Iran in the 1980s. He reportedly worked with the CIA. He was reportedly implicated in the many scandals involving Ed Meese.) who then used CIA contract agent Michael Riconosciuto to alter the program at the Wackenhut-operated facilities on the Cabazon Indian Reservation near Indio, California.

The Hamiltons, who owned the Inslaw Company, discovered the unlawful sale of their software by Justice Department officials and Earl Brian to Canada when Canadian government personnel inadvertently contacted Inslaw for information on the software which had been sold to them. The Hamiltons visited the Canadian offices that had requested information, discovering that numerous Canadian offices were using it. After the Hamiltons reported that they had not sold the software to any Canadian offices, and that they were not authorized to use it, Canadian officials falsely claimed that none of their offices were using the software.

Canadian authorities covered up for the theft and protected the corrupt Justice Department officials in the United States.
CIVIL SUIT AGAINST JUSTICE DEPARTMENT OFFICIALS

While in Chapter 11 proceedings the Inslaw company filed a civil action (Inslaw v. Thornburgh, Civ. 89-3443) against the U.S. Department of Justice and the officials who stole the PROMIS software, suing for financial damages. In court filings, Inslaw and its attorney, former U.S. Attorney General Elliott Richardson, claimed that Inslaw was a victim of a conspiracy by Meese and his friends, who capitalized on their government positions for the purpose of stealing the software and converting it into private use and personal gains.

Justice Department officials, including U.S. Attorney Edwin Meese, sought to block this lawsuit by misusing the power of the Justice Department. The first attorney representing Inslaw against the Justice Department was Leigh Ratiner in the Washington law firm of Dickstein and Shapiro. As Ratiner discovered, Justice Department officials put pressure upon his bosses, causing them to dismiss him from the law firm. However, they agreed to pay him the fabulous sum of $600,000 for NOT working, payable $120,000 yearly for the next five years, on the condition that he NOT practice law during that time. In this way he could not represent the Inslaw company against the Justice Department. Talk about conspiracies!

Former Mossad agent Ari Ben-Menashe saw a cable from Israel’s Joint Committee (Israel’s Joint Committee was formed to deal with Iran-Israel relations) to the United States requesting that $600,000 be transferred from the CIA-Israel slush fund to Hadron. The cable stated that the money would be transferred to the law firm of Dickstein and Shapiro as compensation to remove Inslaw’s attorney, Ratiner, from the case.

TWO FEDERAL JUDGES RULED AGAINST JUSTICE DEPARTMENT

At the end of the civil trial against the Justice Department in the Inslaw case, Chapter 11 Judge George F. Bason, Jr., ruled in favor of Inslaw and awarded Inslaw $6.8 million. Bason lambasted Justice Department officials, stating he believed they were guilty of deceit, theft and trickery. Justice Department officials appealed the judgement to the U.S. District Court (The United States Court of Appeals in Washington vacated the judgment against the Justice Department, ruling that bankruptcy courts lacked jurisdiction over the matter.) where U.S. District Judge William Bryant upheld the decision, praising Judge Bason’s "attention to detail and mastery of evidence".

That decision was then appealed to the U.S. Court of Appeals in Washington, D.C., where several of the October Surprise participants had received federal judgeships for their "loyalty" to the conspirators. The decision was reversed, claiming the lower court judges had no jurisdiction to render such a decision. A little understood practice in federal courts is to appoint U.S. Attorneys, loyal to the Justice Department controlling clique, to federal judicial positions, who then act to protect the dirty business in the Justice Department, the CIA, or any other federal agency. Judges who don't cooperate are sometimes charged with criminal offenses by Justice Department prosecutors for some real or fabricated minor offenses and removed from the bench.

JUSTICE DEPARTMENT RETALIATION

Bankruptcy court judges must be reappointed every fourteen years, and that reappointment was denied to Judge Bason after the unfavorable ruling against Justice Department officials. (It is risky for any federal judge to rule against the Justice Department in important cases.) Justice Department officials then recommended for appointment to Bason's former position the Justice Department attorney who represented Justice Department officials in the Inslaw law suit.

It is normal for over 90 percent of the incumbent bankruptcy judges who sought reappointment to be reappointed. Bason's replacement had no bankruptcy experience, but could be counted upon to carry out Justice Department wishes.
Judge Bason later testified to a Congressional committee, "I have come to believe that my non-reappointment as bankruptcy judge was the result of improper influence from within the Justice Department which the current appointment process failed to prevent." That certainly was an understatement.

**ALTERING TESTIMONY. A CRIME**

In March 1987, Justice Department officials pressured an important witness, a federal judge, to change testimony that he had previously given in the Inslaw matter. A Justice Department attorney also was pressured to recant his previous testimony favorable to Inslaw. For them to have done so means that they lied under oath during their prior testimony, requiring Justice Department prosecutors to charge them with a crime. Actually, their prior testimony was the truth, and the recanted testimony was perjured testimony, suborned by Justice Department attorneys. We now had multiple crimes perpetrated by attorneys in the Justice Department and the federal judge. What else is new!

**ALTERING THE PROMIS SOFTWARE**

Prior to selling the software to foreign countries for use by their intelligence and military agencies, the CIA altered the PROMIS program to permit the CIA to secretly tap into it and extract information. The alterations were accomplished at the Cabazon Indian Reservation near Indio, California by CIA contract agent Michael Riconosciuto. [II: Well, a start is a start and obviously Michael Riconosciuto IS in prison to shush him up. I wonder if maybe some, like Riconosciuto can be bargaining chips in the current "negotiations" for silence?? Certainly without such leverage they are destined to perish in the burying efforts. I can promise you, however, that the important input to that computer ware was impressively accomplished by one other than Michael Riconosciuto.]

Riconosciuto stated to me that the Inslaw PROMIS software was brought to him at the Cabazon Indian Reservation near Indio, California, by Earl Brian while Riconosciuto was a contract agent with the CIA. Riconosciuto was skilled at computer pro-gramming and made modifications to the software in order to meet the requirements of the Canadian Mounties and the Canadian Security and Intelligence Service. He reported that it was Brian who sold Inslaw's software to the Canadians.

Another CIA operative knowing of the sale of the PROMIS software was Gunther Russbacher, who carried the software to Australia and provided me with a sworn statement to that effect, which I, in turn, provided to the Hamiltions and their attorney, Elliott Richardson.

Ari Ben-Menashe, a former member of Israel's Mossad, told the Hamiltons that he had obtained the enhanced PROMIS software from Brian and Robert McFarlane (who at that time was Reagan's National Security Adviser). McFarlane also played a role in the 1980 scheme and the following Iran-Contra scandal.

Ben-Menahs stated that he was at a meeting in Israel when Brian stated he owned the PROMIS software and was trying to sell it to Israel. Ben-Menahs stated that Chilean arms dealer Carlos Cardoen told him that "he brokered a deal between Brian and a representative of the Iraqi military intelligence for the use of PROMIS." Iranian arms dealer Richard Babayan stated in an affidavit that during 1987 he met a member of Iraqi intelligence who told him Iraq had acquired PROMIS from Brian on the recommendations of the Libyan government.

**YEARS OF MEDIA EXPOSURE**

An article from *The American Lawyer* (December 1987) referred to the Inslaw affair:

*No sooner had the Justice Department awarded Inslaw a $10 million contract than things began to go wrong. Hamilton couldn't understand why. Suddenly Inslaw's finances were in shambles. By February 7, 1985, the government had withheld payments on $1.77 million in costs and fees. Inslaw, the market leader, filed for bankruptcy. Hamilton says he was mystified. How could everything he had built fall apart so fast—and with no explanation? [Inslaw said]*
"I think, in a perverse way, I was ... slow to catch on. I feel silly. I wasn't paranoid enough."

A story of government conniving and manipulation ... and in Elliott Richardson's words, "complemented and allowed to run its course by ill will at the higher level," meaning former Deputy Attorney General Jensen. [Now a federal judge at San Francisco.]

Many media articles appeared in the late 1980s addressing the Justice Department theft of the Inslaw software, forcing congressional committees to go through the mechanics of conducting an investigation.

SERIES OF KILLINGS
PROTECTED FEDERAL OFFICIALS

As occurred in other scandals implicating federal officials, many people who posed a threat to these U.S. officials turned up dead. The most publicized killing was that of free-lance reporter and author, Danny Casolaro, who was writing a book and investigating criminal activities implicating Justice Department officials. Casolaro was killed in a motel room in Martinsburg, West Virginia (August 10, 1991) where he was to meet sources providing him with additional evidence linking Justice Department officials to Chapter 11 corruption, Inslaw, October Surprise, and BCCI.

Possibly in a set up, a CIA operative met Casolaro at a restaurant, advising Casolaro that he knew of a person who could give Casolaro additional evidence proving the link between Justice Department officials and the Inslaw scandal. Casolaro traveled to Martinsburg, West Virginia, about 40 miles from Washington, to meet the mysterious witness. On Saturday morning, August 11, 1991, Casolaro was found dead in the bathtub of his room in the Sheraton Hotel, his wrists slashed ten times. His briefcase and all notes were missing.

Despite identification in Casolaro's personal belongings, the police made no effort to contact his family before placing a sui- cide label on the death and embalming the body. No permission was sought from Casolaro's family and no check was made for incapacitating drugs that may have been given to him. This unusual response destroyed any evidence that might have linked Casolaro's death to others.

Casolaro had suspected that his life may be in danger and had said several times to his brother, a medical doctor, if anything happened to him that looked like an accident, for him not to believe it.

Shortly before his death, Casolaro had a chance meeting with a former CIA Special Forces operative who had worked for a company involved in the Inslaw case, and who was also a good friend of Justice Department official, Peter Videnieks. Videnieks, a target of Casolaro's investigation, and a former CIA operative set up a meeting between Casolaro and Videnieks.

Casolaro had been talking almost daily with CIA contract agent Michael Riconosciuto, and had stayed with Riconosciuto and his wife, Bobbi, at their residence near Tacoma, Washington, obtaining additional evidence. Casolaro's death was one of at least half a dozen closely linked to the Inslaw matter. Casolaro's death bred numerous media articles linking Justice Department officials with Inslaw. (A typical article was entitled, The Dark World of Danny Casolaro, a four-page article in the October 28, 1991 issue of THE NATION.)

After Casolaro's murder, Inslaw's attorney Elliott Richardson again demanded that the Justice Department conduct an investigation, citing the fact that Casolaro found evidence proving the existence of misconduct by high Justice Department officials over whom the Attorney General had supervisory responsibility. Richardson was in effect asking the U.S. Attorney General to investigate criminal misconduct implicating Attorney General Edwin Meese, and those working under him.

END QUOTING OF PART TWENTY-ONE
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[QUOTING:]

INSLAW AND CRIMES AT "JUSTICE"

SENATE "INVESTIGATION"

Motivated by media attention to the Inslaw matter, the Senate Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations, chaired by Senator Sam Nunn, conducted a typical Congressional investigation (1989) into the theft of the software and problems in Chapter 11 courts. Justice Department officials blocked the investigation by refusing to produce documents and refusing to allow Justice Department personnel to be questioned under oath. Attorney General Thornburgh refused to appear before the committee, even though he had a duty to do so. The Senate committee also had a duty to force the Attorney General to appear. Instead, the committee prepared a report and then disbanded the investigation.

CONFIRMATION BY CIA INFORMANTS

Several former CIA operatives gave testimony and affidavits into the Inslaw litigation and to Congress, showing that the PROMIS software was given to Earl Brian by Justice Department officials and sold to numerous foreign countries, including Canada, Libya, Iran, Iraq (The PROMIS software was reportedly sold to Iraq in 1988, while the Bush Administration was supplying Iraq with billions of dollars in grain subsidies, that

were diverted to arms purchases.) and South Korea. The Inslaw contract with the Justice Department did not constitute a sale, like most software purchasers, of the PROMIS software, and could only be used in the Justice Department offices specifically stated in the contract.

THREAT OF PRISON
IF THE TESTIMONY WAS FALSE

If Riconosciuto's testimony and declarations had been false, Justice Department officials would have probably charged him with perjury.

The Senate report described the stonewalling, stating that its inquiry into Inslaw's charges had been "hampered by the department's lack of cooperation." The report stated that it had found employees "who desired to speak to the subcommittee, but who chose not to, out of fear for their jobs." The report addressed not only the Justice Department's misconduct in the Inslaw affair but also its misuse of Chapter 11 through its U.S. Trustee Division. The report concluded that the Justice Department politicized the U.S. Trustee program, forcing the Inslaw company, with whom it did business, into bankruptcy, by refusing to pay for the PROMIS software program.

The report agreed with the findings of U.S. Bankruptcy Judge George Bason, Jr., who blasted the Department of Justice in his decision, which stated in part:

[Justice Department officials] took, converted, stole, [the plaintiff's property] by trickery, fraud and deceit...[made] an institutional decision...at the highest level simply to ignore serious questions of ethical impropriety, made repeatedly by persons of unquestioned probity and integrity, and this failure constitutes bad faith, vexatiousness, wantonness and oppressiveness. ...engaged in outrageous, deceitful, fraudulent game of cat and mouse, demonstrating contempt for both the law and any principle of fair dealing.
The Senate report included articles appearing in Barron’s (March 21, and April 4, 1988) and The American Lawyer (December 1987) which went into great detail describing the Justice Department and U.S. Trustee misconduct. One article in Barron’s (March 21, 1988) described the Justice Department’s attempts to bankrupt and destroy Inslaw, misusing the U.S. Trustees and the bankruptcy judges to carry out their scheme. The article stated in part:

Justice officials proceeded to purposefully drive the small software company into bankruptcy, and then tried to push it into liquidation, engaging in an “outrageous, deceitful, fraudulent game of cat and mouse, demonstrating contempt for both the law and any principle of fair dealings.” Ultimately, the series of “willful, wanton, and deceitful acts” led to a cover up. Bason called statements by top Justice Department officials “ludicrous...incredible...and totally unbelievable.”

Some of the evidence against the department came from one of its own. During the course of the litigation, Anthony Pasciuto, Deputy Director of the department’s Executive Office for United States Trustees, told...how the Justice Department had pressured Trustee officers to liquidate [Inslaw]. Later, a superior confirmed Pasciuto’s story. But at the trial, a horrified Pasciuto listened while his superior changed his testimony. Close to tears, he, too, recanted.

Judge Bason...ordered Justice to pay Inslaw about $6.8 million in licensing fees and roughly another $1 million in legal fees. In November, Judge Bason rejected a Department of Justice motion to liquidate Inslaw. One month later, the Harvard Law School graduate and former law professor discovered that he was not being reappointed.

Describing how government officials hang in until the press drops the subject, and then continue the misconduct, the article stated:

It seemed as if the controversy was winding down. It would follow a natural course in the press, and then fade from view. Inslaw would become another shocking event that slinks off into obscurity: Someone occasionally might dimly remember and idly ask, “What ever did happen to Bill Hamilton and those Inslaw people? A real shame...I heard the judge was back teaching law somewhere....

The Barron’s article described the efforts of Anthony Pasciuto, a Department of Justice insider, who blew the whistle on the Justice Department’s misuse of this powerful federal agency against Inslaw and his small company:

In an interview with Barron’s...Pasciuto explained how the Justice Department blacklisted Inslaw. It was a tale that involved two U.S. trustees, a federal judge who told two versions of the same story, and a Justice Department that routinely refused to pay certain suppliers.

Pattern of harassment [by the Justice Department] that helped drive Inslaw into Chapter 11...the Justice Department was trying to starve Inslaw. They didn’t just push to bankrupt the software firm...they wanted to liquidate it, converting it from Chapter 11 to Chapter 7, as soon as possible. Why?

Tony Pasciuto [said] that his boss, Thomas Stanton, director of the Justice Department’s Executive Office for U.S. Trustees, was pressuring the federal trustee overseeing the Inslaw case, William White, to liquidate Inslaw.

Cornelius Blackshear, the U.S. Trustee in New York at the time of Inslaw’s Chapter 11 filing, knew all about Stanton’s plan. Pasciuto said that Judge Blackshear had repeated this tale of pressure in the presence of United States Court of Appeals Judge Lawrence Pierce in the judge’s chambers in Foley Square in New York.

Blackshear met with a Justice Department representative, and signed a sworn affidavit, retracting, and said that he had
confused Inslaw with another case—United Press International, which had also been involved in bankruptcy proceedings in Judge Bason’s court.

Cornelius Blackshear left his position as United States Trustee and became a United States bankruptcy judge the following fall. (For those who cooperate with the Justice Department, federal judgeship positions are the carrot.)

"A lot dirtier than Watergate."

Chief investigator Ronald LeGrand for the Senate Judiciary Committee told William Hamilton and his attorney that a trusted Justice Department source confided that the Inslaw case was "a lot dirtier for the Department of Justice than Watergate had been, both in its breadth and its depth."

Despite the oversight responsibilities of this Senate group, despite the requirements of federal criminal statutes, the Senate committee refused to take any actions. In this way they aided and abetted the criminal activities, of which Inslaw was only the tip of the iceberg.

HOUSE INVESTIGATION

The Congressional Subcommittee on Economic and Commercial Law of the Committee on the Judiciary held hearings concerning the Inslaw matter and the related death of Danny Casolaro. Congressman Jack Brooks (D-Texas) chaired the committee investigation. U.S. Attorney Meese and the Justice Department group stonewalled the House committee just as they had done with the Senate committee, refusing to turn over requested documents and fraudulently stating the key documents had been accidentally destroyed or could not be found. How convenient! At the start of the hearings Congressman Brooks stated:

As incredible as this sounds, Federal Bankruptcy Judge George Bason, who will be testifying later, has already found much of the first part of the allegation to be true. In his deci-

sion on the Inslaw bankruptcy, Judge Bason ruled that the Department "took, converted and stole" Inslaw's proprietary software using "trickery, fraud and deceit". The judge also severely criticized the decisions by high-level Department officials to "ignore the ethical improprieties" on the part of the Justice Department officials involved in the case.

During the committee hearings over thirty people testified, revealing how Justice Department officials had stolen the software, schemed to force Inslaw into bankruptcy, and then stole the computer program. Among those who testified before the House committee was former Chapter 11 Judge Bason, who heard the case against the Justice Department. He testified:

The judicial opinions that I rendered reflected my sense of moral outrage that, as the evidence showed and as I held, the Justice Department stole Inslaw's property and tried to drive Inslaw out of business. Those opinions were upheld on appeal by Judge Bryant in a memorandum that noted my attention to detail and mastery of evidence.

Revealing Justice Department retaliation for rendering a decision unfavorable to the Justice Department group, Judge Bason testified:

Very soon after I rendered those opinions, my application for reappointment was turned down. One of the Justice Department attorneys who argued the Inslaw case before me was appointed in my stead. Although over 90 percent of the incumbent bankruptcy judges who sought reappointment were in fact reappointed, I was not among them.

By placing one of their own as a judge on the federal court system (a common practice), the Justice Department officials expanded their pattern of influence.

Congressman Brooks stated in the final committee report: "Despite the dramatic findings by the two courts, the department has steadfastly denied any wrongdoing by its officials, claiming
that its conflict with Inslaw is nothing more than a simple contract dispute. I find this position a little hard to swallow."

The September 10, 1992, report accused high Justice Department officials of criminal misconduct and recommended appointment of a special prosecutor. The 122 page report stated in part:

There appears to be strong evidence, as indicated by the findings in two Federal court proceedings, as well as by the committee investigation, that the Department of Justice "acted willfully and fraudulently," and "took, converted and stole," Inslaw's Enhanced PROMIS by "trickery, fraud, and deceit". (INSLAW, Inc. v. United States, Opinion of U.S. District Court Judge William Bryant, at p. 52a.) It appears that these actions against Inslaw were implemented through the project manager from the beginning of the contract and under the direction of high level Justice Department officials.

What is strikingly apparent from the testimony and depositions of key witnesses and many documents is that...[The Department] engaged in an outrageous, deceitful, fraudulent game of cat and mouse, demonstrating contempt for both the law and any principle of fair dealing...high level officials at the Department of Justice conspired to drive Inslaw into insolvency and steal the PROMIS software so it could be used by Dr. Earl Brian, a former associate and friend of then Attorney General Edwin Meese. Dr. Brian is a businessman and entrepreneur who owns or controls several businesses including Hadron, Inc., which has contracts with the Justice Department, CIA, and other agencies. ...the circumstances involving the theft of the PROMIS software system constitute a possible criminal conspiracy involving Mr. Meese, Judge Jensen, Dr. Brian, and several current and former officials at the Department of Justice. ...the committee's investigation largely supports the findings of two Federal courts that the Department "took, converted, stole" Inslaw's Enhanced PROMIS by "trickery, fraud and deceit", and that this misappropriation involved officials at the highest levels of the Department of Justice.

One of the principal reasons the committee could not reach any definitive conclusion about Inslaw's allegations of a high criminal conspiracy at Justice was the lack of cooperation from the department. Throughout the two Inslaw investigations, the Congress met with restrictions, delays, and outright denials to requests for information and to unobstructed access to records and witnesses since 1988. [Fraudulent claims] that some of the documents held by the department's chief attorney in charge of the Inslaw litigation had been misplaced or accidentally destroyed.

The ultimate goal of the conspiracy was to position Hadron and the other companies owned or controlled by Dr. Brian to take advantage of the nearly 3 billion dollars' worth of automated data processing upgrade contracts planned to be awarded by the Department of Justice during the 1980s.

The Enhanced PROMIS software was stolen by high level Justice officials and distributed internationally in order to provide financial gain to Dr. Brian and to further intelligence and foreign policy objectives of the United States.

Numerous potential witnesses refused to cooperate, for the stated reason that they were fearful for their jobs and retaliation by the Justice Department, or that attempts had already been made to intimidate them against cooperating.

The Department's unwillingness to allow congressional oversight into its affairs, in spite of an alleged cover-up of wrong-doing, greatly hindered the committee's investigation of the Inslaw allegations. The committee also encountered serious problems with obtaining cooperation from U.S. intelligence and law enforcement agencies. The committee also encountered virtually no cooperation in its investigation of the Inslaw matter beyond U.S. borders. The Government of Canada refused to make its officials available to committee investigators for interviews without strict limitations on the questioning.
Referring to an even worse level of corruption, the committee report stated:

According to LeGrand, a trusted source, described to the Hamiltons as a senior DOJ official with a title, had alleged that the two senior Criminal Division officials were witnesses to much greater malfeasance against Inslaw than that already found by the Bankruptcy Court, malfeasance on such a more serious scale than Watergate. LeGrand told the Hamiltons that D. Lowell Jensen did not merely fail to investigate the malfeasance of Videnieks and Brewer but instead had “engineered” the malfeasance "right from the start" so that Inslaw’s software business could be made available to political friends of the Reagan/Bush administration.

Can identify about 300 places where the PROMIS software has been installed illegally by the Federal Government. Dr. Brian sold PROMIS to the Central Intelligence Agency in 1983 for implementation on computers purchased from Floating Point Systems and what the CIA called PROMIS "Datapoint". Dr. Brian has sold about $20 million of PROMIS licenses to the Federal Government. Department officials hinted to CIA officials that they should deny that they are using PROMIS.

[A DEA agent] reassignment in 1990 to a DEA intelligence position in the state of Washington prior to Michael Riconosciuto’s March 1991 arrest there on drug charges was more than coincidental. ...the agent was assigned to Riconosciuto’s home state to manufacture a case against him. Mr. Coleman stated he believes this was done to prevent Mr. Riconosciuto from becoming a credible witness concerning the U.S. Government's covert sale of PROMIS to foreign governments.

The committee encountered numerous situations that pointed to a concerted effort by Department officials to manipulate the litigation of the Inslaw bankruptcy, as alleged by the president of Inslaw. During this controversy, one key department witness was harassed and ultimately:

Unauthorized destruction of Government documents. ...Department employees were involved in the illegal destruction (shredding) of documents related to the Inslaw case.

Riconosciuto stated that a tape recording of the telephone threat was confiscated by DEA agents at the time of Riconosciuto’s arrest. ...the timing of the arrest, coupled with Mr. Riconosciuto’s allegations that tapes of a telephone conversation he had with Mr. Videnieks were confiscated by DEA agents, raises serious questions concerning whether the department's prosecution of Mr. Riconosciuto was related to his cooperation with the committee.

IX CONCLUSION

Based on the committee's investigation and two separate court rulings, it is clear that high level Department of Justice officials deliberately ignored Inslaw’s proprietary rights in the enhanced version of PROMIS and misappropriated this software for use at locations not covered under contract with the company. Instead of conducting an investigation into Inslaw’s claims that criminal wrongdoing by high level Government officials had occurred, Attorney Generals Meese and Thornburgh blocked or restricted congressional inquiries into the matter, ignored the findings of two courts and refused to ask for the appointment of an independent counsel. These actions were taken in the face of a growing body of evidence that serious wrongdoing had occurred which reached to the highest levels of the department. The evidence received by the committee during its investigation clearly raises serious concerns about the possibility that a high level conspiracy against Inslaw did exist and that great efforts have been expended by the department to block any outside investigation into the matter.

Finally, the committee believes that the only way the Inslaw allegations can be adequately and fully investigated is by the appointment of an independent counsel.
X FINDINGS

...the Department ignored Inslaw's data rights to its enhanced version of its PROMIS software and misused its prosecutorial and litigative resources to legitimize and cover-up its misdeeds. Several witnesses, including former Attorney General Elliot Richardson, have provided testimony, sworn statements or affidavits linking high level department officials to a conspiracy to steal Inslaw's PROMIS software and secretly transfer PROMIS to Dr. Brian. ...the PROMIS software was subsequently converted for use by domestic and foreign intelligence services. This testimony was provided by individuals who knew that the Justice Department would be inclined to prosecute them for perjury if they lied under oath. No such prosecutions have occurred.

The reviews of the Inslaw matter by Congress were hampered by department tactics designed to conceal many significant documents and otherwise interfere with an independent review. The department actions appear to have been motivated more by an intense desire to defend itself from Inslaw's charges of misconduct rather than investigating possible violations of the law. ...the department "stole through trickery, fraud and deceit" Inslaw's PROMIS software.

13. Further investigation into the circumstances surrounding Daniel Casolaro's death is needed.

14. The following criminal statutes may have been violated by certain high level Justice officials and private individuals:

18 U.S.C. sub 371--Conspiracy to commit an offense.
18 U.S.C. sub 654--Officer or employee of the United States converting the property of another.
18 U.S.C. sub 1341--Fraud.
18 U.S.C. sub 1505--Obstruction of proceedings before departments, agencies and committees.
18 U.S.C. sub 1512--Tampering with a witness.
18 U.S.C. sub 1513--Retaliation against a witness.

18 U.S.C. sub 1951--Interference with commerce by threats or violence (RICO).
18 U.S.C. sub 2314--Transportation of stolen goods, securities, moneys. [H: Gosh, it seems like Mr. Green would fit into this 18 U.S.C. sub 2314 for transportation of stolen goods ($350,000 in GOLD), securities, moneys...??]

************************

I dislike having to quit this evening but I believe I sense that my typist has finger-itsmortis! And, a disposition that is increasingly "testy" by the minute. So, we will take up in the morning with "AIDING AND ABETTING". Thank you for a long day.

Salu.
The Republican Congressmen eulogized the very same Justice Department officials who had been found by two federal courts to have engaged in corrupt acts. The dissenting opinion by the Republicans stated, "Fairness to DOJ requires..." Fairness? Under these bizarre conditions, destruction of documents (a felony), threatening witnesses (a felony), using government agencies to steal the livelihood of innocent citizens (another felony)!

TRAP DOOR ALTERATIONS

Assured that the Congressional investigation would go no further, the Justice Department officials and their business associates continued their sale of the stolen PROMIS program. Meese's friend and business associate, Earl Brian, sold copies of Inslaw's software that had been leased to the Justice Department to intelligence agencies in Iraq and Israel, and to a broker in Santiago, Chile, for several hundred thousand dollars. (Wire Reports, Feb. 21, 1991)

Israel's Mossad obtained the PROMIS software from Earl Brian in 1982, through a front company called Degem, installing the "trap-door" permitting the Mossad to secretly enter the data base. Israel sold the PROMIS software to many countries, including Nicaragua, Colombia, Chile, and Brazil. In this way the CIA and the Mossad could spy on the countries that bought the program, including friendly nations.

The trap door alteration of the PROMIS program was accomplished for the Mossad through Mossad agent Ben-Menashe, using a computer software company in Chatsworth, California.

The CIA, working with Justice Department officials and Earl Brian, had the trap door changes made by a group headed by CIA contract agent Michael Riconosciuto (Riconosciuto was Director of Research for the Wackenhut Corporation), working on the Cabazon Indian Reservation near Indio, California. After the trap door changes were made to the software, Brian sold the first program to Jordan via his company, Hadron. The Mossad
then secretly entered the computer program without Jordan's knowledge, revealing the success of the trap-door.

The CIA and Mossad approached Robert Maxwell, a British citizen and secret Mossad agent, through Senator John Tower, in 1984, to sell the PROMIS software to East Bloc countries, including Russia. Maxwell's Berlitz language schools, scattered throughout the world, made him an excellent source to carry out the plan. Maxwell also purchased an existing computer company owned by the Mossad, Deger, with offices in several foreign countries, to install the software.


SOFTWARE FOR DRUGS

Guatemala purchased the PROMIS software, and the vast network of IBM computers needed to operate the program, in 1985, using money obtained from shipping drugs to the United States. Even the drug cartels used the PROMIS software. One of my DEA informants described a flight to Belize from the United States with DEA agent George Phillips, who had PROMIS software in his suitcases that were used to keep track of the DEA drug flights from Central and South America to the United States.

Unhappy with the U.S.-sanctioned shipment of chemical weapons to Iraq from Cardeon Industries in Chile, Ben-Menashe threatened to expose the sale of PROMIS software, and the hidden trap-door, if the U.S. did not halt the shipments. Justice Department officials retaliated to silence him by charging Ben-Menashe with selling aircraft to a foreign country. Justice Department prosecutors and a federal judge caused Ben Menashe to be imprisoned for a year pending trial, until a jury in New York set him free.

SELECTIVE MEDIA COVERAGE

An article in the legal newspaper, The Recorder (Feb. 5, 1990), criticized Michael Shaheen, Jr., head of the Justice Department's Office of Professional Responsibility, for "outrageous, deceitful, fraudulent" acts and the cover-up of such acts. Professor Bennett Gershman at New York's Pace University School of law and author of Prosecutorial Misconduct, was quoted as stating, "It is a joke to say Justice [Department] polices itself."

A Miami Journal heading (March 15, 1991) read: "Justice Department Perverts Justice in Inslaw case," stating in part:

In the matter of the Department of Justice and the Inslaw case, a remarkable thing is happening: The stench gets worse. Until recently, it could be said of this shameful affair that it smelled only to high heaven. It is now beginning to smell to outer space. As attorney general, he ought to be doing his damnedest to get to the bottom of this disgraceful matter. Instead, he has stalled; he has stonewalled; he has taken refuge in legalisms; he has obstructed efforts of two congressional committees to dig out the facts. And this isn't even his scandal. He inherited the mess from Ed Meese.

A Vancouver Sun headline (April 5, 1991) stated: "Probe of Hot-Software Charge Urged." The article stated in part:

Solicitor-General Pierre Cadieux should go before a parliamentary committee to answer charges the RCM and CSIS are using stolen computer software, opposition MPs said Thursday. The PROMIS software was allegedly pirated by U.S. Justice Department officials and sold by associates of former president Ronald Reagan to government agencies in Canada, Libya, Iraq, (It is believed that Iraq used the PROMIS software during the Persian Gulf War.) and Israel, according to affidavits filed in U.S. bankruptcy court last week.
An article in the Financial Times of London (April 5, 1991) referred to the Inslaw matter:

A BIZARRE series of allegations—including claims of misconduct by Mr. Robert McFarlane, the former National Security Adviser to President Ronald Reagan—have surfaced as a result of a seemingly obscure legal action involving the U.S. Department of Justice and a small Washington computer software company called Inslaw. . . . they charge Israeli intelligence forces are using an Inslaw computer software system illegally provided by Mr. McFarlane. . . . several members of the Washington establishment and U.S. press reports suggest Inslaw may be only the tip of an iceberg that could have implications for U.S. foreign policy in the Middle East.

A Daily Journal headline (October 25, 1991) stated: "The Promisgate Plot Thickens," with the subtitle: "Scandal over Justice Department Software Could Run Very Deep." The article revealed that the scheme was to deliver Inslaw's stolen software to a company in which Attorney General Edwin Meese had an interest and then the stolen software would be sold to the Justice Department in a $250 million contract to automate Justice Department litigation divisions.

Syndicated columnist James Kilpatrick headlined his August 29, 1991, article stating, "Odor Of A Situation Needing a Probe". The article stated in part:

Some months ago, writing about the Inslaw case, I said the affair was beginning to stink to high heaven. With the death of Danny Casolaro, a free-lance investigative reporter, the stench grows worse. There is reason to believe that Danny Casolaro went to Martinsburg to crack the [Inslaw] case. He had told friends that Inslaw was part of an "octopus" of criminal activities in high places, including the BCCI and the Savings and Loan scandals.

THINGS—AND DID IN FACT OVERSEE EVERY BIT OF THE DIRTY DEALINGS FROM INSLAW TO IRAN-/CONTRA—EVERYTHING. This man may have represented a "Teflon" president to you ones but to us he was nothing but a scoundrel, liar and basically, killer. When you have such a place of power, dear ones, you don't have to do the "dirty work" yourself. In fact, you are even more remote than directly ordering dirty work, but sometimes that happens also and, further, it too gets documented because of the in-between people involved. You will find that one thing which really gets Reagan into trouble as to "clean or dirty hands" is a VERY PERSONAL matter. If, in fact, the "brothers" who are monitoring this keyboard don't require that the Bad Boys back off and allow completion of our transactions—it is not going to be "clear" much longer. I don't need another party involved to BREAK THIS WIDE OPEN! Now, I suggest that you clear the pathway and conduits and get our agreements fulfilled for my patience is wearing a bit thin! WE WILL KEEP ALL AGREEMENTS AND SO WILL OUR PARTICIPANTS—WE EXPECT THE SAME RESPECT. I suggest you let my people go—and clear the barriers immediately. Thank you.

ORGANIZED CRIME IN THE JUSTICE DEPARTMENT

An article written by former U.S. Attorney General Elliott Richardson, appearing in newspapers throughout the United States (October 27, 1991), was headlined, "Organized Crime in the U.S. Justice Department—The Stench at the U.S. Justice Department." The former Attorney General called for appointment of independent counsel to investigate the alleged corruption by Justice Department officials (Earl Brian, California health secretary under Governor Ronald Reagan, and a friend of Attorney General Edwin Meese, linked to a scheme to steal Inslaw's computer software used by the Justice Department.) in the Chapter 11 misconduct involving Inslaw. Richardson called for an independent counsel to investigate the Justice Department's misconduct on the basis that the nation's highest law enforcement agency was heavily implicated in Chapter 11 corruption.
OTHER CRIMINALITY SURFACED

Another pattern of corruption surfaced as Congressional investigators questioned Michael Riconosciuto. They learned that he helped arrange the transfer of $40 million bribe money that was paid to the Iranians during the October 19, 1980 weekend meetings in Paris. This startling revelation provided further evidence of the October Surprise operation. Both the Senate and the House kept the lid on these scandals.

Inslaw's attorney, Elliott Richardson, requested an affidavit from Riconosciuto concerning his knowledge of the Justice Department's role in the Inslaw matter. When Justice Department officials learned of these requests, Justice Department official Peter Videnieks threatened Riconosciuto during a telephone call, warning him that if he gave evidence to the Congressional committee and into the Inslaw civil suit, serious things would happen to him and his wife, Bobbi. Riconosciuto taped his telephone conversation.

These threats were crimes under federal criminal statutes (Title 18 U.S.C. subs 1512 and 1513). But who would prosecute when the crimes were committed by the highest law enforcement personnel in the United States?

The affidavit stated many details of the October Surprise operation, including the fact that Ben-Menashe saw Bush in Paris in October 1980; that there were three meetings in Madrid between the Reagan-Bush campaign group and Iranian factions; that there was a fourth meeting in Barcelona; that he saw Bush, William Casey and key Iranian officials in Paris at the October 1980 meeting; that the head of the French intelligence (SDECE), was at the Paris meetings; that Hamid Nagashian, deputy director of the Iranian Revolutionary Guard, aides to high ranking Iranians, were present in Paris. The affidavit stated that Bush showed the Iranians a check for $40 million made out to them which was then deposited in a Luxembourg bank.

An affidavit submitted by Richard Babayan (March 22, 1991) into a federal court proceeding in the District of Columbia (Case number 85-0070, U.S. Bankruptcy Court, District of Columbia), described the sale of Inslaw's software by Earl Brian, to Iraq, Korea, Libya, and Chile.

Another affidavit dated March 21, 1991, was prepared by Michael Riconosciuto, describing his CIA connections and the altering of the Inslaw software on the orders of Earl Brian for sale to foreign governments. Included in the three-page affidavit were the statements:

The purpose of the PROMIS software modifications that I made in 1983 and 1984 was to support a plan for the implementation of PROMIS in law enforcement and intelligence agencies worldwide. Earl W. Brian was spearheading the plan for this worldwide use of the PROMIS computer software.

Despite these threats, Riconosciuto submitted testimony to Congress and the affidavit to Inslaw's attorney. The declaration stated:

UNITED STATES BANKRUPTCY COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

IN RE:

INSLAW, INC. ) Case No. 85-00070
 ) (Chapter 11)
 )
 )
 ) Debtor

INSLAW, INC. ) Adversary Proceeding
 ) No. 86-0069
 )
 ) Plaintiff,
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,  
and the UNITED STATES  
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE,  

 Defendants

AFFIDAVIT OF MICHAEL J. RICONOSCIUTO

State of Washington  

ss:

I, MICHAEL J. RICONOSCIUTO, being duly sworn, do hereby state as follows:

1. During the early 1980s, I served as the Director of Research for a joint venture between the Wackenhut Corporation of Coral Gables, Florida, and the Cabazon Band of Indians of Indio, California. The joint venture was located on the Cabazon Reservation.

2. The Wackenhut-Cabazon joint venture sought to develop and/or manufacture certain materials that are used in military and national security operations, including night vision goggles, machine guns, fuel-air explosives, and biological and chemical warfare weapons.

3. The Cabazon Band of Indians are a sovereign nation. The sovereign immunity that is accorded the Cabazons as a consequence of this fact made it feasible to pursue on the reservation the development and/or manufacture of materials whose development or manufacture would be subject to stringent controls off the reservation. As a minority group, the Cabazon Indians also provided the Wackenhut Corporation with an enhanced ability to obtain federal contracts through the 8A Set Aside Program, and in connection with Government-owned contractor-operated (GOCO) facilities.

4. The Wackenhut-Cabazon joint venture was intended to support the needs of a number of foreign governments and forces, including forces and governments in Central America and the Middle East. The Contras in Nicaragua represented one of the most important priorities for the joint venture.

5. The Wackenhut-Cabazon joint venture maintained closed liaison with certain elements of the United States Government, including representatives of intelligence, military and law enforcement agencies.

6. Among the frequent visitors to the Wackenhut-Cabazon joint venture were Peter Videnieks of the U.S. Department of Justice in Washington, D.C., and a close associate of Videnieks by the name of Earl W. Brian. Brian is a private businessman who lives in Maryland and who has maintained close business ties with the U.S. intelligence community for many years.

7. In connection with my work for Wackenhut, I engaged in some software development and modification work in 1983 and 1984 on the proprietary PROMIS computer software product. The copy of PROMIS on which I worked came from the U.S. Department of Justice. Earl W. Brian made it available to me through Wackenhut after acquiring it from Peter Videnieks, who was then a Department of Justice contracting official with responsibility for the PROMIS software. I performed the modifications to PROMIS in Indio, California; Silver Springs, Maryland; and Miami, Florida.

8. The purpose of the PROMIS software modifications that I made in 1983 and 1984 was to support a plan for the implementation of PROMIS in law enforcement and intelligence agencies worldwide. Earl W. Brian was spearheading the plan for this worldwide use of the PROMIS computer software.

9. Some of the modifications that I made were specifically designed to facilitate the implementation of PROMIS within two
agencies of the Government of Canada; the Royal Canadian Mounted Police (RCMP) and the Canadian Security and Intelligence Service (CSIS). Earl W. Brian would check with me from time to time to make certain that the work would be completed in time to satisfy the schedule for the RCMP and CSIS implementations of PROMIS.

10. The proprietary version of PROMIS, as modified by me, was, in fact, implemented in both the RCMP and the CSIS in Canada. It was my understanding that Earl W. Brian had sold this version of PROMIS to the Government of Canada.

11. In February 1991, I had a telephone conversation with Peter Videnieks, then still employed by the U.S. Department of Justice. Videnieks attempted during this telephone conversation to persuade me not to cooperate with an independent investigation of the government’s piracy of Inslaw’s proprietary PROMIS software being conducted by the Committee on the Judiciary of the U.S. House of Representatives.

12. Videnieks stated that I would be rewarded for a decision not to cooperate with the House Judiciary Committee investigation. Videnieks forecasted an immediate and favorable resolution of a protracted child custody dispute being prosecuted against my wife by her former husband, if I were to decide not to cooperate with the House Judiciary Committee investigation.

13. Videnieks also outlined specific punishments that I could expect to receive from the U.S. Department of Justice if I cooperated with the House Judiciary Committee’s investigation.

14. One punishment that Videnieks outlined was the future inclusion of me and my father in a criminal prosecution of certain business associates of mine in Orange County, California, in connection with the operation of a Savings and Loan institution in Orange County. By way of underscoring his power to influence such decisions at the U.S. Department of Justice, Videnieks informed me of the indictment of these business associates prior to the time when that indictment was unsealed and made public.

15. Another punishment that Videnieks threatened against me if I cooperated with the House Judiciary Committee is prosecution by the U.S. Department of Justice for perjury. Videnieks warned me that credible witnesses would come forward to contradict any damaging claims that I made in testimony before the House Judiciary Committee, and that I would subsequently be prosecuted for perjury by the U.S. Department of Justice for my testimony before the House Judiciary Committee.

FURTHER AFFIANT SAYETH NOT.

Michael J. Riconosciuto

Signed and sworn to before me this 21 day of March 1991

Notary Public

********************************************************************************

In addition to Riconosciuto’s affidavit exposing the Justice Department’s role in the Inslaw scandal there were others. Former Mossad agent Ari Ben-Menashe, provided an affidavit to Congress showing that Earl Brian brokered the stolen PROMIS software to Iraq through the office of Carlos Cardoen in Santiago, Chile. Cardoen was deeply involved with the CIA in shipping chemical weapons and other military supplies to Iraq.

Another affidavit, dated March 22, 1991, entered into the Congressional Record, given by Richard H. Babayan, stated in part:
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States had recently completed a sales presentation to the Government of Iraq regarding the PROMIS computer software. Furthermore, it is my understanding that others present at Dr. Brian’s PROMIS sales presentation were General Richard Secord, of the United States, and Mr. Abu Mohammed.

4. In early to mid-1988, in the course of subsequent visits to Baghdad, Iraq, I was informed that Dr. Earl W. Brian had, in fact, provided the PROMIS computer software to the Government of Iraq through a transaction that took place under the umbrella of Mr. Surkus Saghouni, an individual who has had extensive business dealings with the Government of Iraq since the late 1970s in the fields of military hardware and software. I was also informed that the Government of Iraq acquired the PROMIS software for use primarily in intelligence services, and secondarily in police and law enforcement agencies.

5. During the course of the visits described in paragraph #4, I also learned from Mr. Abu Mohammed that the Government of Libya had acquired the PROMIS computer software prior to its acquisition by the Government of Iraq; that the Government of Libya had by then made extensive use of PROMIS, and that the Government of Libya was highly recommending the PROMIS software to other countries. I was informed that the high quality of the reference for the PROMIS software from the Government of Libya was one of the principal reasons for the decision of the Government of Iraq to acquire PROMIS.

6. In the capacity described in paragraph #1, I attended a meeting in early 1988 in Singapore with Mr. Y.H. Nam of the Korea Development Corporation.

7. The Korea Development Corporation is known to be a cutout for the Korean Central Intelligence Agency (KCIA).

8. I learned from Mr. Y.H. Nam during the meeting described in paragraph #6 that the KCIA had acquired the PROMIS computer software, and that Dr. Earl W. Brian of the United States had been instrumental in the acquisition and implementation of PROMIS by the KCIA.

9. In the capacity described in paragraph #1, I attended a meeting in Santiago, Chile, in December, 1988, with Mr. Carlos Carduca of Carduca Industries. During this meeting, I was informed by Mr. Carduca that Dr. Earl W. Brian of the United States and Mr. Robert Gates, a senior American intelligence and
national security official, had just completed a meeting in Santiago, Chile, with Mr. Carlos Cardoen.

10. I hereby certify that the facts set forth in this Affidavit are true and correct to the best of my knowledge.

FURTHER AFFIANT SAYETH NOT.

/s/Richard A. Babayan.

Riconosciuto prepared an affidavit (March 21, 1991) that was submitted into the Inslaw litigation, stating that he altered the PROMIS software under orders from Earl Brian; that he worked with the Wackenhut Corporation at the Cabazon Indian Reservation near Indio, California, to alter the software; that he was involved in wire transfers of CIA money with the Nugan Hand Bank in Australia in the 1970s; that Justice Department official Peter Videnieks had threatened him if he were to testify before Congress in the Inslaw matter.

Former U.S. Attorney General Elliott Richardson (October 27, 1991), the attorney for the Inslaw company, requested the present U.S. Attorney to request appointment of an Independent Prosecutor to continue the investigation and to prosecute the involved Justice Department officials. His statements appeared in media articles, including the headline, "Organized Crime in the U.S. Justice Department--The Stench at the U.S. Justice Department". Richardson cited charges made by 30 people supporting the existence of criminal acts by Justice Department officials in the Inslaw case.

***

Let us end this segment, please. I believe we can finish the Inslaw subject in one more sitting but it is a bit late this day. It is imperative that we complete it for this week’s paper to go with that which Rick will have to print as well. These are very, very critical writings so I do have to ask that we stay with it long enough to get it finished. Thank you.
to appoint an Independent Prosecutor to investigate and prosecute the criminal acts by several U.S. Attorney Generals and Justice Department officials. (An independent prosecutor [or counsel] is appointed by a panel of three judges in the U.S. Court of Appeals at Washington, following the recommendation by the U.S. Attorney General.) Attorney General William Barr, former legal counsel with the Central Intelligence Agency, who is deeply involved with the stolen PROMIS software, refused to do that. What else could be expected? Attorney General William Barr, who was also implicated, refused to do so, just as the Attorney Generals have refused to appoint an Independent Prosecutor in October Surprise, BCCI, Bank of Lavoro, and other scandals described within these pages.

Media publicity forced Barr to do something. He appointed a former Justice Department crony to conduct an "investigation" of the Inslaw matter, and then report back to him. The special counsel would be selected by Barr; would be subservient to him; and would report to him. Barr could then ignore the recommendations if, in the remote possibility the special counsel did not cooperate in the expected cover-up.

SPECIAL COUNSEL "INVESTIGATION"

Reacting to media publicity, Barr hand-picked a Chicago attorney and five Justice Department prosecutors to investigate himself and Justice Department officials in the Inslaw affair. Barr selected Chicago attorneys Nicholas Bua and his law partner, Charles Knight, partners in the Chicago law firm of Burke, Bosselman & Weaver, who then impaneled a federal grand jury to conduct an "investigation" into the Inslaw affair. Bua's law partner, attorney Charles Knight, controlled the witnesses and questioning before the federal grand jury.

TRYING TO CIRCUMVENT THE COVER-UP

Recognizing the imminent cover-up, several members of the Chicago-based Citizen's Committee to Clean Up the Courts, 9800 So. Oglesby, Chicago, IL 60617, advised Bua that they were presenting evidence to the grand jury investigating the Inslaw scandal. Bua angrily responded that he would bring charges against the group, and against any grand jury member who acted on the evidence. Bua warned the group that he wanted to get Inslaw behind him, and that he had no intention of prosecuting anyone in the Justice Department.

The Chicago federal grand jury subpoenaed Riconosciuto (November 1992) to testify concerning the Inslaw affair. Riconosciuto was in federal prison at Terminal Island, California, as a result of the charges filed by Justice Department officials after Riconosciuto testified to the Congressional committee. On the first day of testimony, Justice Department officials moved Riconosciuto from his jail cell, without advising him that he would be testifying, preventing him from bringing his evidence. Justice Department officials then had Riconosciuto appear before the grand jury in shackles, leg irons, and handcuffs, creating the impression that he was a dangerous criminal rather than a victim of Justice Department retaliation.

Attorney Knight sought to discredit Riconosciuto by admonishing him for not having brought any evidence to support his testimony. In a sneering tone Knight warned Riconosciuto in front of the grand jury that he would be criminally prosecuted if he gave false testimony. Riconosciuto was already aware of how Justice Department prosecutors had charged Richard Brenneke with perjury when Brenneke had truthfully testified to being employed by the CIA and having seen George Bush and Donald Gregg in Paris on the infamous October 19, 1980 weekend.

Brenneke had nothing to gain by his testimony. Neither did Riconosciuto. They were both disillusioned with the corruption in the CIA and sought to exercise their responsibilities under federal crime-reporting statutes and as citizens. They both suffered as a result of their courage and determination.
SIMULTANEOUS MURDERS AND RETALIATION

Riconosciuto sought help from various people to gather supporting documents for this grand jury proceeding. Among those gathering documents were his wife, Bobbi, and CIA contacts, including Ian Stuart Spiro, who resided in San Diego with his wife and three children. Spiro had reportedly worked with Riconosciuto and the CIA.

Spiro never provided Riconosciuto with the Inslaw data. Spiro’s wife and three children were found in different rooms of their home in San Diego (November 8, 1992), each shot in the head. Several days later police found Spiro’s body in a parked car. Throughout these pages the assassinations, killings and mysterious deaths conveniently protected U.S. officials involved in the criminality that members of Congress sought to protect.

[H: Wouldn’t you just begin to guess, now, that perhaps Ronn Jackson will know “something” about these “take-outs”? No, I am not inferring that he did them—but I would certainly surmise that if he had nothing to do with them, himself, he most certainly WILL KNOW WHO DID!]

CARRYING OUT THE THREATS

Justice Department officials threatened Riconosciuto with retaliation if he testified. Congress knew this. Riconosciuto did testify, and the threats were carried out, while Congressman Brooks and his committee observed, refusing to perform their duty to provide help to these people who were being harmed by criminal misuse of Justice Department facilities.

In carrying out the scheme, Justice Department and DEA officials transferred DEA legal counsel Bob Hurley from Nicosia, Cyprus, to the State of Washington. Hurley promptly commenced setting up Riconosciuto for false charges of manufacturing amphetamines. The scheme included staging video taping of Riconosciuto receiving a package that allegedly contained amphetamines, none of which were introduced into evidence. Justice Department officials charged Riconosciuto with manufacturing amphetamines, and then built a circumstantial evidence case against him. [H: Protocols of Zion: (not to even introduce the Kol Nidre [vow of all vows], let us consider Protocol number 15 as listed in the shortened version in Rabbi Reichhorn in 1869: "...If one of our people should unhappily fall into the hands of justice amongst the Christians or Goys, we must rush to help him; find as many witnesses AS HE NEEDS (with all evidence he might need to set him free, to save him from his judges [who might be Goym or Christian]) UNTIL WE BECOME JUDGES OURSELVES....!!]

The charges included finding of drums of chemicals on Riconosciuto’s property which Riconosciuto stated were used in his ongoing mining activities, which employed many people. There was no evidence of any amphetamine manufacturing and none was introduced. Justice Department prosecutors never produced any drugs at the trial, relying on circumstantial evidence.

On the basis of unproven drug charges, Justice Department attorneys seized Riconosciuto’s assets under federal forfeiture laws, making him dependent upon a court-appointed attorney, who had neither the time or the inclination to fight this system, or the money to hire investigators to obtain evidence needed by Riconosciuto.

Justice Department agents seized the tape showing Justice Department’s Videnieks threatening him and his wife if he testified before Congress. Computer equipment and tapes containing considerable evidence of Riconosciuto’s CIA-related activities had been seized by Justice Department personnel. One witness, Vali Delajunty, who had witnessed conversations in which DEA agent Hurley had threatened John Monson to cooperate in the setup, and who had agreed to testify in Riconosciuto’s behalf, disappeared.
Stripped of his assets, Riconosciuto was unable to have expert witnesses appear who would testify to the use of the chemicals in the mining operation. Riconosciuto was unable to have witnesses appear who would vouch for his CIA connections. It was a hopeless battle for Riconosciuto.

A Tacoma, Washington jury, believing that the Justice Department surely wouldn't charge a person with a crime if it wasn't true, held Riconosciuto guilty as charged. Riconosciuto was represented by a court-appointed attorney whose tactics supported the Justice Department prosecutors. I was appalled by the inadequate defense and denial of the most elementary due process protections. But this is common in cases where Justice Department officials have set up someone to silence them, or to discredit what they may reveal about corruption involving high officials or ongoing criminal enterprises.

LARGE NUMBER OF RELATED MURDERS PROTECTING JUSTICE DEPARTMENT AND OTHER OFFICIALS

Riconosciuto had relied upon Spiro to obtain evidence needed for his defense, but Spiro and his family were killed. Casolaro also had evidence that would have assisted Riconosciuto, but he also had been killed. Earlier legal counsel and others who had worked with Riconosciuto had been killed, including attorneys Alan D. Standorf and Dennis Eisman and an investigator for Riconosciuto, Larry Guerrin. The friend, Vali Delajunty, who had disappeared shortly before the trial, was found dead a year later, shot, in a nearby ravine. Another attorney, John Crawford, who worked with Riconosciuto, died of a reported heart attack in April 1993.

While in prison at Terminal Island near Los Angeles the special counsel "investigation" in Chicago convened, and out of necessity Bua had to subpoena Riconosciuto to appear. The subsequent events suggest that Justice Department officials acted again to thwart Riconosciuto from testifying.

GOING AFTER THE WIFE AND CHILDREN

Just before Riconosciuto was to testify to the federal grand jury in Chicago about Justice Department involvement in the Inslaw affair, his wife, Bobbi, was seized by Napa County, California, police officers, and put in jail. Bail was set at $50,000. What great crime did this woman commit?

Months earlier a Mason County, Washington, judge rendered an ex parte order, while Bobbi resided in California, taking custody of the children from Bobbi to her former husband. This order was rendered without Bobbi's knowledge or presence. For months no action was taken on the order, even though Bobbi's residence was known. But just before Riconosciuto was to testify in the Inslaw affair a criminal contempt of court order was rendered against her for not returning the children, that she had borne, to her former husband in Washington.

NAPA COUNTY, CALIFORNIA, POLICE SEIZED BOBBI ON NOVEMBER 12, 1992, AT WHICH TIME SHE WAS PUT IN HANDCUFFS AND LEG IRONS AND MOVED TO THE NAPA COUNTY JAIL. AT HER ARRAIGNMENT EXTRAORDINARY SECURITY WAS EVIDENT AROUND THE COURT HOUSE AS IF BOBBI WAS A DANGEROUS CRIMINAL. (I had met Bobbi shortly before that occurred, and was met by a short, demure, sweet woman, who certainly was no threat to anyone, except Justice Department officials. Six months later, when this book went to press, Bobbi was STILL IN JAIL.

[H: Think this can't happen?? It happens all the time—every day, all over the map. They TRIED to get the Ekkers on a CRIMINAL TRESPASS warrant issued on a day when there was NO COURT HEARING SCHEDULED and by a JUDGE who has publicly stated he was "gonna get the Ekkers"! Indeed, you don't even have to be a very BIG problem and it can be simply a personal matter and THIS IS THE KIND OF JUSTICE SYSTEM YOU HAVE, FRIENDS!]
CONSEQUENCES OF FIGHTING U.S. CORRUPTION

For trying to expose the Justice Department corruption in the Inslaw affair the Riconosciuto family lost their home, their business, their possessions, and were destitute. Michael Riconosciuto was in prison on a twenty-one year sentence and his wife was in jail, being held on $50,000 bail, and she lost three of her children.

[H: Again, let us look at the Ekker case with circumstances. George Green and conspirators brought in the Treasury Department and other Federal agencies. The first real test was AGAINST THE RESOLUTION TRUST CORPORATION and the Santa Barbara Savings and Loan—with the whole crooked nine-yards of corrupt judges and lawyers PLACED in strategic placements to insure success of the rip-off scams.

George Green even went further, however, by publishing books and then bringing charges against the scribe—while the opposing attorneys acted in HIS BEHALF—he never had to so much as appear in a courtroom. He also stole hundreds of thousands of dollars in gold coins FROM THE INSTITUTE in which he was an officer and DIRECTOR. He then carried the stolen loot from California to Nevada—AND STILL HAS NO ACTION BY LAW IN THE MATTER.

The Ekkers have lost their reputation in a town where they had been well-loved and in business for many years, lost ALL their property (home and real estate), had attempted to incarcerate them unlawfully AND it still continues!! There have been numerous Associated Press articles smearing them in every nation which utilizes the AP and endless fundings have poured in from the associates and, actually, intelligence sources, to have radio smears, discrediting, theft of printed material and on and on ad nauseam. While, I might add, a mail campaign with "his own accusations written in legal form and presented as court evidence" sent across the nation to every party he had listed on his STOLEN listings. But, does HE PAY a price? NOPE, the intent is to run the Ekkers out of any help at all from the legal profession; and it just worked again as the Institute's lawyer, Dickey, quit the case—and it boiled down to the fact that the "opposition" convinced him there would be no funds for more dragged-out legal confrontation—such as new cases of receivership and bankruptcy. However, the most incredible disservice of all was that HE INSISTED THAT THE EKKERS COME TO NEVADA TO APPEAR IN A CASE WHEN HE HAD KNOWN FROM THE BEGINNING THAT THEY WOULD NOT BE ALLOWED TO GO TO NEVADA—AND SURELY ENOUGH, HE WAS SETTING THEM UP FOR IMMEDIATE ARREST ON RICO CHARGES THE MINUTE THEY CROSSED THE STATE LINE. WAS HE PRIVY TO THIS MATTER? WHO KNOWS? HOW CAN YOU TRUST ANY OF THEM (LAWYERS)? HE HAS NOW CLAIMED THAT THE REASON HE RESIGNED AS ATTORNEY FOR THE INSTITUTE IS BECAUSE E.J. EKKER ACTED AS IF HE "DIDN'T TRUST HIM"!! Well, like the "Timex"—this bunch of my beloved ones, TAKE A LICKING AND COME BACK TICKING...! Citizens, you MUST do something about this MASSIVE CANCER EATING YOU ALIVE, and until you DO SO, you will never have a prayer of having freedom. If you have control BY an UNJUST batch of total criminals in the Justice System—you have SLAVERY, pure and simple. By the way, Ekkers are just an immediate, local example with which most of your readers have familiarity—there are other WORSE attacks and confiscations in which there has been inability at recourse of any kind—such as Riconosciutos, Weans, Kenick and on and on and on—how about Red Beckman? How about Randy Weaver? HOW ABOUT WACO?? AND, ON A PERSONAL LEVEL, THE AUTHOR IN THIS WRITING, RODNEY STICH!]

Many others suffered similar fate at the hands of U.S. officials. Ronald Rewald is in prison on an eighty-year prison sentence, the fall-guy in the CIA's Hawaii operation. Russbacher's life has been destroyed, and he languishes in prison [H: Now in Austria's prison]. His wife, Rayelan, lost her home, her savings, and lives from day to day, helped by friends. My life, of
and evidence to the grand jury, and would hold them in contempt if they tried to give evidence to them. (Skolnick is chairman of the Chicago-based Citizens Committee to Clean Up the Courts. Sato is a legal researcher and writer. The "third" plaintiff was Michael Riconosciuto, charged with reportedly trumped-up amphetamine charges shortly after giving testimony to the House committee investigating the Inslaw matter. A week earlier a high Justice Department official, Vidcnicks, warned Riconosciuto that he would suffer the consequences if he gave testimony to Congress. [These threats constituted federal crimes.]"

Riconosciuto had appeared before the grand jury in November 1992, but had been blocked from obtaining any supporting evidence other than his testimony. Spiro, who was helping him obtain evidence, had been killed. Three of his attorneys had been killed or mysteriously died. Riconosciuto's private investigator had been killed.

UNAWFULLY DISMISSING
THE GRAND JURY

The first grand jury started listening to the evidence and giving it credibility. Bua quickly dismissed that jury and empaneled another one, more amenable, who would rubber-stamp the acts of the special counsel. Grand juries that exercise the independence they are expected to have, and who act contrary to the U.S. Attorney, are called "runaway" grand juries.

As was expected, Bua released his decision in June 1993, holding that the conduct of his Justice Department employers was proper. When asked to appoint an Independent Prosecutor by former U.S. Attorney General Elliot Richardson, U.S. Attorney General Reno refused to do so.

RUNAWAY GRAND JURY

A rare example of a runaway grand jury occurred in Denver as the jury received evidence of massive pollution at the Rocky Flats nuclear weapons plant exposed cover-up (November
YOUR OTHER EVIL EMPIRE CLOWNS' STAGE OF HORRORS.

ALSO, YOU MIGHT TRY-ON TED TURNER AND JANIE FOR DESTROYERS OF MASSIVE IMPORTANCE!

Again I refer to the Protocols of Zion as offered in 1869 (but originating before 1489 A.D.).

As radio, TV and movies were not in production--the word "press" is used. Do not let this FOOL you, sleepyheads, it MEANS MIND CONTROL BY ANY DEFINITION!

[Protocol] 5. "...The other great power [besides holding the treasure (gold)] is THE PRESS. By repeating without cessation certain ideas, the Press succeeds in the end in having them accepted as actualities. The Theatre renders us analogous services. Everywhere the Press and the Theatre OBEY OUR ORDERS."

May GOD have mercy and give you ability to see and hear for your time upon this wondrous place is short indeed. Salu.
APPENDIX

THE REMAINDER OF THIS JOURNAL IS A COLLECTION OF TIMELY NEWS AND/OR EDUCATIONAL ITEMS

CHAPTER 13

UPDATE ON THE RUSSBACHERS

GUNther & RAYELAN RUSSBACHER
6016 Soquel Drive, Aptos, CA 95003 408-475-7336 Fax & Phone

June 14, 1994

To Our Treasured Friends,

Please forgive me for writing a form letter, but there are only so many hours in a day, and lately, most of them have been devoted to trying to help Gunther. First, let me pass on his greetings and his thanks for all the letters he has received from you. You have no idea how much they mean to him. He has said that the quality of life in an Austrian prison is about at the level of a Russian gulag. There is no reading material or television, so he receives no news except for what we send him. That is why your letters are so important to him. Please keep sending them. I will enclose his latest address.

Let me bring you up to date on his health. In one of the letters I received from him he said that he was only thirty minutes away from death when the Austrians took him to a hospital. Shortly after Gunther was released from prison in Missouri, he was slipped a slow-acting drug which was meant to kill him. The drug caused his pancreas to shut down, his liver to swell and a kidney to fail. The other kidney and his heart were very close to total failure, when he was placed in the hospital. If he had not been arrested at the airport in Vienna and taken directly to the hospital, he would have died. God works in strange ways, and even Gunther has admitted that being arrested saved his life. He has reported that the care he is receiving is very good. He is still very weak and in great pain, but he is recovering.

The CONTACT reported, well over a month ago, that Gunther was having many "micro dots" removed. At the time the Com-
mander said that, none of us knew for sure that the removal had taken place. Gunther has verified that many "micro dots" have been removed. He has said that it is now impossible for his enemies to trigger heart attacks or to monitor or control him through the micro dots.

He is still in a hospital cell, with two other prisoners. He went to court on May 17th. Judge Karl Fischer is still trying to piece together how long he spent incarcerated in Missouri, serving a twenty-one-year sentence that was vacated (reversed). Evidently, the Judge is willing to take into consideration the time he has spent incarcerated in the United States when he makes his ruling regarding whether or not Gunther will be set free or if he will have to serve a sentence in Austria. Your prayers for his quick and speedy release are needed and welcomed. I have spent hundreds of dollars copying and mailing all the documents the Judge needed. If you had not sent me the money, I would have had no way of helping Gunther. Thank you for that. The Judge has now received everything, and Gunther's lawyer is meeting with Gunther and the Judge on Wednesday of this week. I don't know how long it will be before I know the outcome.

I also want to tell you how much your love and support has meant to me. For four-and-a-half years, Gunther and I were kept apart because he was in prison. But he was here in the United States, and I could talk to him every day, and visit him several times a year. At the time, I didn't think that it could get any worse, but it did. You have no idea how helpless I feel having him incarcerated in Austria. Not only can I not talk with him, I can't even speak the language, so it is almost impossible for me to find out anything regarding his case and his health.

The hardest part has been "not knowing". I didn't receive a letter from him for almost six weeks, and then it was another month before I received another one. I have now discovered that all letters to Gunther are translated into German and read by the Judge before he is allowed to have them. He did not receive any of my letters until he had been in prison almost two months.

During those first six weeks, I don't know what I would have done without the love and support that you gave me. Your letters and your monetary support kept me going at a time when I was more hopeless and depressed that I have ever been. You have no idea how your encouraging words buoyed me up and gave me the strength I needed to write the letters, make the phone calls and put together the legal documents requested by the Judge. Without you, I think I would have stayed in bed, and prayed that the nightmare would end. With your love and words of encouragement, I got out of my bed, even though I too was sick and weak, and I did everything that I could do. Now we all have to wait.

I am sure that you have been able to read between the lines of the information printed in the CONTACT, and you realize that Gunther and the Commander are working on something VERY big. It's about the biggest thing to happen in our time. When it is completed, you will know that you have played a part in its completion. Gunther and I will not forget what you have done to help us. But more important, Our Father will know what you have done to help Him.

My words of thanks come from both Gunther and me. When we are finally reunited and have the time and energy to write all the unsaid things, you will be among the first to know..."the rest of the story". Until then, thank you, thank you, thank you. The light and love that you have placed on us have kept us alive, and with God's love and direction we will fulfill His plan for our lives.

Gunther and Rayelan
Gunther Russbacher
Wickenburggasse 18 22
1082 Vienna, Austria
Europe

7a Hv 2565/94

THANK YOU
CHAPTER 14

ULTIMATUM

TO: Each Member of the United States House of Representatives and United States Senate April 19, 1994

Whereas, the federal government of the United States of America is constrained by the law of the United States Constitution, the Supreme law of this country, to limited jurisdiction, and limited power; and

Whereas, the federal government of the United States of America, through unlawful Executive Orders, and through legislation passed without quorum and without proper ratification or otherwise unlawfully enacted under mere color of law by members of the legislative branch, have usurped the Constitutional authority of the sovereign States and sovereign citizens of this country, and laws which are unlawful and unconstitutional have been enacted in voluminous number which have outrageously exceeded the boundaries of law and decency; and

Whereas, the people of this country have been exploited and subjugated to an unlawful authority by an unlawful system of loans from a private banking institution, known as the Federal Reserve, and been forced, even at gunpoint, to submit to an unlawful federal income tax which is not and never has been within the authority of the federal government to enact or enforce, all to the benefit of private individuals and corporations at the expense of the liberty, lives, and property of the citizens of this nation; and

Whereas, persons acting under color of law as federal agents, under the direction of those claiming to be elected officials operating under color of law, sworn to uphold and defend the Constitution of the United States, have infringed upon the rights of citizens to keep and bear arms, have conducted unlawful warrantless house to house searches and seizures, have assaulted and killed sovereign citizens of this country on the false pretense of "gun control", "child abuse", "the war on drugs" and a plethora of unlawful statutes enacted to unlawfully control the lives and liberty of the citizens of this country;

Whereas, elections are now controlled through the power of committees and lobbies wielding the most money to obtain electoral votes or sway the nomination of candidates and persuade the enactment of legislation that has made it impossible for the common citizen to participate as a candidate in an election or for the vote of the common citizen to be meaningful; and

Whereas, through an unconstitutional and unlawfully enacted "income tax," the federal government has created a "carrot and stick" that has seduced and coerced the elected officials of the several States to submit to the unlawful incursion of the federal government and its agents into the sovereign territory of each State, as a trade off for the receipt of these ill gotten proceeds;

Therefore, YOU ARE COMMANDED to uphold your oath and duty to the citizens of this country, to uphold the Constitution and the rights of the citizens of this country, and in so doing, you are commanded to personally initiate legislation and do all things necessary to:

Repeal the Fourteenth, Sixteenth, and Seventeenth Amendments to the Constitution of the United States and to publicly acknowledge that the Federal government has no jurisdiction to make or enforce criminal laws outside its territories, limited to the area of Washington, D.C., and the property and territories actually owned by the United States, which does not include any State within the several States of the united states; and

Repeal the Brady Bill and NAFTA;

Repeal the Drug interdiction Act and any laws which allow the use of military equipment or military personnel against United States citizens. Presently, these laws provide a backdoor method to find "national guard" and "drug enforcement" using military troops and equipment against U.S. citizens, while
claiming these aren't "really" military troops, they are "merely" National Guard, or worse, "federal law enforcement," but all are trained in military tactics, possess military weapons, and military equipment. These laws must be repealed and you must publicly acknowledge that the federal government may not, through any means, use military force, weapons, or equipment against any person on U.S. soil or upon the soil of any sovereign State, except in the event of an actual invasion of troops of a foreign country within the boundaries of the United States of America, and only then, against such foreign troops, not citizens or residents of this country; and

Immediately remove any and all foreign troops and equipment and to immediately identify each and every federal military troop and federal law enforcement or tax enforcement agent and all equipment now located within the boundaries of any and every State, including all assets of military or task force "special operations" units, CIA, NSA, or any other covert law enforcement, quasi-law enforcement or military agency or activity; and

Declare that the United States of America is not operating under the authority of the United Nations or if it is, to immediately renounce and revoke any and all agreements binding the United States to such authority; and

Declare the federal debt to the Federal Reserve null and void, unconstitutional, and without effect and order that currency no longer be printed by the Federal Reserve or any entity other than the Treasury of the United States, backed by gold within the possession of the United States; and

Declare that the federal government does not now have and never has had the legal authority to enact or enforce criminal laws outside the area of Washington, D.C., or outside its territories or its own property, such as military bases, and never upon the soil of any sovereign State, and that all such laws are null and void and without effect;

Convene a full Congressional inquiry, to be conducted publicly, by an independent prosecutor selected from a person who has no association in any way whatsoever with any agency of the federal government, into the events in Waco, Texas, from February 28, 1993 through the present, at the property known as Mt. Carmel, with the special prosecutor to have the full power to convene a grand jury from the citizens of all the 50 States, obtain indictments, and issue subpoenas duces tecum and subpoenas for testimony before a grand jury, and to prosecute any and all persons, regardless of their position in government, for any crimes for which a true bill of indictment is returned.

Notice You have until 8:00 a.m., September 19, 1994, the Monday following the second full week that the Congress reconvenes in September, to personally initiate legislation to this effect and to do all things necessary to effect this legislation and the restoration of a Constitutional government within this country.

If you do not personally and publicly attend to these demands, you will be identified as a Traitor, and you will be brought up on charges for Treason before a Court of the Citizens of this Country.

Linda D. Thompson
Acting Adjutant General
Unorganized Militia of the United States of America, Pursuant to 10 U.S.C. & 311 and Articles I and II of the Bill of Rights
3850 S. Emerson Ave., Suite E, Indianapolis, Indiana 46203
Telephone: (317) 780-5200
DECLARATION OF INDEPENDENCE OF 1994

A Declaration by the Sovereign Citizens of the Several States Within the United States of America

When in the Course of human Events, it becomes necessary for one People to dissolve the Political Bonds which have connected them with another, and to assume among the Powers of the Earth, the separate and equal Station to which the Laws of Nature and of Nature's God entitle them, a decent Respect to the Opinions of Mankind requires that they should declare the causes which impel them to the Separation.

We hold these Truths to be self-evident, that all people are created equal, that they are endowed by their Creator with certain unalienable Rights, that among these are Life, Liberty, and the Pursuit of Happiness.

That to secure these Rights, Governments are instituted among the people, deriving their just Powers from the Consent of the Governed, that whenever any Form of Government becomes destructive of these Ends, it is the Right of the People to alter or to abolish it, and to institute new Government, laying its Foundation on such Principles, and organizing its Powers in such Form, as to them shall seem most likely to effect their Safety and Happiness.

Prudence, indeed, will dictate that Governments long established should not be changed for light and transient Causes; and accordingly all Experience hath shewn, that Mankind are more disposed to suffer, while Evils are sufferable, than to right themselves by abolishing the Forms to which they are accustomed.

But when a long Train of Abuses and Usurpations, pursuing invariably the same Object, evinces a Design to reduce them under absolute Despotism, it is their Right, it is their Duty, to throw off such Government, and to provide new Guards for their future Security.

Such has been the patient Sufferance of the people of the several states of the United States of America; and such is now the Necessity which constrains them to alter their former Systems of Government.

The History of the present federal government of the United States of America is one of repeated injuries and Usurpations, all having in direct Object the Establishment of an absolute Tyranny over these States and over the sovereign citizens within the several states. To prove this, let Facts be submitted to candid World.

All Branches, the Executive, Legislative, and Judicial, of the federal government, have refused Assent to Laws, the most wholesome and necessary for the public Good, the most blatant example of which is the total contempt in which they have held the Constitution of the United States and the rights of the citizens of this country protected by the limitations upon government set forth in the Constitution;

The President and Congress have forbidden state Governors to pass Laws of immediate and pressing Importance, under inducement or threat of the loss of federal funding, unless suspended in their Operation till their Assent should be obtained; and when so suspended, they have utterly neglected to attend to them;

The Legislative branch has refused to pass other Laws for the Accommodation of large Districts of People, unless those people would relinquish the Right of Representation in the Legislature, a Right inestimable to them, and formidable to Tyrants only, as evidenced through the passage of the Seventeenth Amendment to the Constitution of the United States, and the present federal voting system, which is a national sham and disgrace, and prevents the common man from participating either as a candidate or by meaningful vote for a candidate of his choosing in a truly free and open election;

The Congress convenes in a manner which is inaccessible to the general public who are not allowed to address the Congress nor
to directly supervise the activities of Congress, and publishes its business in records not readily accessible to the People, intentionally obverse in the construction of both the laws and the publication thereof, for the purposes of deceiving and fatiguing the people into compliance with such measures. The federal judicial officers and congress have set themselves wholly apart from and above the people, immune even from suit for their transgressions, answerable to none, and responsive to none except those who further private interests;

The federal government, through unlawfully constituted federal agencies which purport to be law enforcement agencies, and under the color of laws enacted by the legislature which exceed the constitutional jurisdiction of the federal government, has repeatedly murdered or incarcerated those who have opposed with manly firmness the invasions on the rights of the people;

The federal government has endeavored to prevent the population of these states; for that purpose obstructing the laws for naturalization of foreigners; refusing to pass others to encourage their migrations hither, and raising the conditions of new appropriations of lands; and has endeavored to depopulate the United States, and for that purpose, has waged chemical, biological, and radioactive warfare upon the people, and encouraged and funded abortions and acts of genocide upon large populations of the people;

All the branches of the federal government have obstructed the administration of justice, by subjugating the federal courts to the department of treasury and the executive branch, and by refusing assent to laws for establishing judiciary powers and the independent investigation of crimes committed by agencies and officials of the federal government, insulating them from their crimes through executive pardon, legislated and judicially created immunity from criminal and civil prosecution;

The federal judiciary have been selected on the will and whim of the executive branch and a congress inattentive to anything but their own special interests and the will and money of lobbying groups, and the judiciary is dependent upon them for the

Tenure of their offices, and the amount and payment of their salaries;

The federal government has erected a multitude of new offices, and sent hither swarms of officers to harass our people, and eat out their substance;

The federal government has kept among us, in times of peace, standing armies, without the consent of our legislatures, or through the seduction or coercion of the state legislatures through the mechanism of "federal tax monies" offered in exchange for the cooperation of the state legislatures in handing over the sovereignty of each state;

The military has been rendered independent of, and superior to the civil power, through the enactment of laws which wholly abridge the constitution of the United States and which seek to avoid the effect of the posse comitatus act through surreptitious and covert methods;

The president, officers of the executive branch, and congress have combined with others to subject us to a jurisdiction foreign to our constitution, and unacknowledged by our laws; giving assent to their acts of pretended legislation;

For quartering large bodies of armed troops, foreign and federal, among us;

For protecting agents of the federal government and military, from any trial or by a mock trial, from punishment for any murders which they should commit on the inhabitants of these states;

For regulating and strangulating our trade with all parts of the world;

For imposing taxes on us without our consent; for failing to publicly acknowledge, more than 60 years ago, that the federal government was in fact, bankrupt, but instead, concealing these facts from the people and entering into a fraudulent agreement
to finance the bankruptcy, by creating and perpetuating a fraudulent monetary system, to the enrichment of private bankers, insurance companies, and their stockholders, called the "federal reserve system", whereby paper notes are created to "loan" to the federal government at interest rates fixed by these private bankers, and where only a portion of the interest and none of the principal on these loans is paid each year; a system whereby the payments are extorted from the people through a fraudulent, coercive, unjust and unlawful federal tax scheme foisted upon the people without their knowledge or consent and through a labyrinth of licensing agencies and required licenses for all manner of endeavors, which are themselves nothing more than taxes by another name; all enforced by unbridled terrorist tactics and fear produced by the brute force of an unrestrained government that destroys the lives and property of those who do not submit.

For depriving us, in many Cases, of the Benefits of Trial by Jury;

For proposing and enacting legislation to federally criminalize, indeed to suffer the death penalty in many cases or at the least the forfeiture of property, for the free exercise of the unalienable rights of free speech and free press, freedom of assembly, or the right to keep and bear arms;

For enacting legislation to seize the property of the people under a myriad of pretenses, and to imprison persons on the testimony of unknown, unidentified, and often paid, informants, who become informants to secure for themselves a more favorable position in a prosecution brought against them, and all within the States where the federal government has no legal powers of law enforcement;

For abolishing the free System of English Laws in the States, and establishing therein an arbitrary Government, and enlarging its Boundaries, so as to render it at once an Example and fit Instrument for introducing the same absolute Rule into these States;

For taking away our Charters, abolishing our most valuable Laws, and altering fundamentally the Forms of our Governments;

For usurping the power of our own Legislatures, and declaring themselves invested with Power to legislate for us in all Cases whatsoever;

The federal government has abdicated Government here, by declaring us out of its Protection and waging War against us;

The federal government has plundered our Seas, ravaged our Coasts, burnt our towns, and destroy the Lives of our People;

The federal government, at this Time, is transporting large Armies of foreign Mercenaries to complete the works of Death, Desolation, and Tyranny, already begun, often under the color of the law of the United Nations, and with circumstances of Cruelty and Perfidy, scarcely paralleled in the most barbarous Ages, and totally un worthy of a civilized Nation;

The Government has constrained our fellow Citizens taken Captive on the high Seas to bear Arms against their Country, to become the Executioners of their Friends and Brethren, or to fall themselves by their Hands;

The federal government has excited domestic Insurrections amongst us;

In every stage of these Oppressions we have Petitioned for Redress in the most humble Terms: Our repeated Petitions have been answered only by repeated Injury. A President, whose Character is thus marked by every act which may define a Tyrant, is unfit to be the Ruler of a free People.

We, therefore, the sovereign citizens of the several States of the united states, which now form the United States of America, appealing to the Supreme Judge of the World for the Rectitude of our Intentions, do, in our own names and right and by the authority of God Almighty, solemnly Publish and Declare, that
each of the sovereign citizens undersigned are, and of Right
ought to be, Free and Independent Sovereign Citizens; that they
are absolved from all Allegiance to the federal government of
the United States of America, and that all political Connection
between them and the federal government of the United States of
America, is and ought to be totally dissolved; and that as Free
and Independent Sovereign Citizens each has the full Power to
levy War, conclude Peace, contract Alliances, establish Com-
merce, and to do all other Acts and Things which an Indepen-
dent Sovereign may of right do. And for the support of this
declaration, with a firm Reliance on the Protection of divine
Providence, we mutually pledge to each other our lives, our
Fortunes, and our sacred Honor.

CHAPTER 15

AMERICANS TAKE ON THE
INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE

BULLETIN!!! PRESS RELEASE BULLETIN!!!

On April 21, 1994, a Class Action Complaint
representative of all Americans was filed in:

The United States District Court
District of Utah, Central Division
Case No 94-C-427-S

by Paul J. Young, Attorney at Law
And is known as
Albert Carter Et Al.
Vs
The Internal Revenue Service Et Al.

Over Four-Hundred Americans from all fifty States who are
representative of all the people who have been injured, filed the
Class Action for Declaratory relief contesting the fraudulent
acts, behavioral misconduct, and the misuse of procedure in vi-
olation of Americans' statutory Constitutional rights by Agents
of the IRS.

ALL AMERICANS who feel they have been injured or suffered
economic loss in any way by the acts of any agents or the IRS
are invited to take part. You may join this class action law suit
by sending your name and a minimum legal fee contribution of
$100 to the American Institute for the Republic (Make your
check out to AIR) and mail to:
AIR
60 East 100 South, Suite 201
Provo, Utah 84606
For more information, please call:
801-377-0570

Paul J. Young, #4701
Attorney At Law
197 South Main Street
Springville, UT 84663
(801) 489-6925
FAX (801)489-1116

In the United States District Court
District of Utah, Central Division

Complaint--Class Action
(Declaratory Relief)
Case No. 94-C-427-S

Several hundred Plaintiffs listed (not included here),

Vs.

The Internal Revenue Service, Commissioner of the IRS, Dis-
trict Directors, and all other delegated agents,

Defendants.

Plaintiffs, for themselves and all other members of the class
hereinafter described or persons similarly situated, allege:

The jurisdiction of this court arises under 28 USC Sections
1331, 1332(a)(1), 1346(a), 5 USC Section 702, Article III Sec-
tion 2 of the United States Constitution.

II.

The named plaintiffs are residents of the following Cities and
States:

California: El Cajon, Rock Valley, Long Beach, San Jose, Ar-
royo Grande, Clayton, Marina Del Rey, Sacramento, Los An-
geles, Fullerton, San Diego, Castro Valley, Riverside, Visalia,
Oceanside, Ventura, Chula Vista, Santa Barbara, Big Sur, La-
guna Beach, Santa Rosa, Sonoma, Hemet, Gardena, Jamul,
Redwood City, Paradise, Bethel, Borrego Springs, Castro Val-
ley, Bella Vista; Indiana: Franklin, South Bend, Ft. Wayne,
Goshen, Elkhart, Indianapolis, Geneva, Chestertfield, Kendal-
sville, Marion; Ohio: Woster, North Royalton, Cuy. Falls, Or-
ville, Westchester, Hamilton, Richmond Heights, Badfield,
Bedford Hts., Maple Hts., Ironton, Tallmadge, Cincinnati, Lo-
gan, Gambler, Toledo, Columbus, Pioneer, Youngstown, Mt.
Vernon, Cedarville, Royalton, Marysville, Lancaster, Canal
Winchester, Wapakoneta; Utah: Orem, Provo, Riverton, Salt
Lake City, American Fork, Spanish Fork, Pleasant Grove,
Hyrum, Sandy, Roosevelt, St. George, Springville, West Valley
City, Manti, Miner, Midvale, Price, Bountiful, Vernal,
Wellington, Ogden, Hooper; Michigan: Rodney, Bellaire,
Belding, Clare, Bryon, Saginaw, Gallsburg, Clarkston, Bridge-
port, Pigeon, Temperance; Colorado: Colorado Springs, Den-
ver, Evergreen, Englewood, Boulder, Westmore, Littleton;
Pennsylvania: Bulger, Meadville, Pittsburg, Claysville,
Monongahela, Allentown, Hermitage, Library; North Car-
olina: Greensboro, Yodkinville, Apex, Fairview, Oakridge,
New Hill, Garner, Cory, Rosman, Gastonia, Charlotte, Win-
ston-Salem. Indian Trail, Taylors. Brown Summit. Morresville:
Alabama: North Port, Tuscaloosa, Birmingham; Tennessee:
Antioch, Hermitage, Nashville, Bristol; Texas: Conroe, Odessa,
Tijeronia Odessa, Houston, Leander, Mcallen, Abilene, Gar-
land, Austin, Mathis, Midland, Fort Worth, Fredericksburg, El
Paso, Ft. Worth; South Carolina: Leesville, Greer, Columbia;
Iowa: Rigsby, Whitmore, Hyden Lakes; Nebraska: Lincoln;
Florida: Jupiter, Tampa, Atlantic Beach, Orlando, Punta
Gorda, Taverner, Royal Palm Beach, Coral Springs, Valrico,
Jensen Beach, South Miami, St. Petersburg, Palm Harbor,

III.

The Defendants are those whose duty it is to manage and direct the tax laws of the United States of America and whose actions are controlled by statute and the United States Constitution and include, the agency itself the Internal Revenue Service, the Commissioner of the Internal Revenue Service, District Directors, and all delegated agents with authority under the Internal Revenue Code to officiate in the proper administration of the laws of the United States.

IV.

This action was brought by the plaintiffs as a class action, on their own behalf and on behalf of all others similarly situated, under the provisions of Rules 23(a) and 23(b)(1)(2), and (3) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, for declaratory relief pursuant to 5 USC 702 under which no monetary relief is sought however the case in controversy could impact on millions of dollars, and relief incident and subordinate thereto, including costs and attorneys’ fees. This action seeks declaratory relief in the form of a declaration by this court as to the proper administration of specific statutes so as to cause the defendants, who for lack of communication with the plaintiff, have in many cases refused to obey and have ignored the strict guidelines of the statutes and the Constitution.

V.

The class so represented by plaintiffs in this action, and of which plaintiffs are themselves members, consists of any and all Americans who have experienced abuse by the Internal Revenue Service and/or its agents. More particularly from actions which have been inconsistent with the strict letter of the law and its fair and just operation as indicated by the intent of Congress and the record of their proceedings. This is not a case against the fair collection of taxes and the honoring of the laws as established. This is not a suit to prohibit the collection of taxes as prohibited under 26 USC 7421 (Anti-Induction Act). This is not an action regarding taxes thus precluding 28 USC Section 2201 which does not apply. It is a non-monetary action (5 USC 702) to seek declaratory relief from the District Court with regards to the procedure, conduct and behavior of the IRS, its Commissioner, Directors and delegated agents.

VI.

The exact number of members of the class, as herein above identified and described, is not known, but it is estimated that there are not less than 20,000 members and could number in the millions. The class is so numerous that joinder of individual members herein is impracticable.

VII.

There are common questions of law and fact in the action that relate to and affect the rights of each member of the class and the relief sought which are common to the entire class, namely, that to deprive, seize, levy, distraint, take away, without notice or adequate notice and a right to be heard, by administrative ap-
peal, such property, assets and freedom from individuals without consideration to Due Process and Equal Protection found in the Constitution of the United States and those safeguards built into the statutes and Constitution of the United States, is contrary to the authority extended under those statutes.

VIII.

The claims of plaintiffs, whose representatives of the class herein are typical of the claims of the class, in that the claims of all members of the class, including plaintiffs, depend on a showing of the acts and omissions of defendants giving rise to the right of plaintiffs to the relief sought herein. There is no conflict as between any individual named plaintiff and other members of the class with respect to this action, or with respect to claims for relief herein set forth.

IX.

The named plaintiffs are the representative parties for the class, and are able to, and will, fairly and adequately protect the interests of the class. The attorneys for the plaintiffs are experienced and capable in litigation in the field of Constitutional law, taxation and civil rights and have successfully represented claimants in other litigations of this nature. Of the attorneys designed as counsel for plaintiffs Paul J. Young will actively conduct and be responsible for plaintiffs' case herein.

X.

This action is properly maintained as a class action inasmuch as the defendants herein, all of whom oppose the class, have acted or refused to act, as hereinafter more specifically alleged, on grounds which are applicable to the class, and have by reason of such conduct, made appropriate final injunctive relief or corresponding declaratory relief with respect to the entire class, as sought in this action.

FIRST COUNT

In 1993 the Government Accounting Office (hereinafter GAO) concluded its own audit of the Internal Revenue Service (hereinafter IRS). The results of that audit were published to Congress and made a part of the record thereof. Pursuant to that record it was discovered that the audit was not complete. The reason given was that the systems of the IRS were not fully operational and for that reason only approximately one-third of the actual records could be reviewed. Even though it was only a portion of the records the audit revealed a great deal about how much the IRS was having problems with its own accounting practices and principals. The plaintiffs wish to present to this court substantial evidence that will show that the behavior discovered by the GAO is not inconsistent with the behavior of the IRS personnel in the field as they administer the guidelines. Plaintiffs allege that the GAO audit was necessary and that the people of the United States as a right should have the audit repeated and the results published and available for scrutiny by the general public at large.

SECOND COUNT

The IRS is charged and authorized to administer the tax laws of this country. However, Congress has given guidelines and safeguards which have been upheld by the judiciary to insure that Constitutional rights, such as the right to privacy, right to due process, and right to equal protection under the laws are honored and respected. There has developed a certain frustration between the body of taxpayers as represented by the plaintiffs and the agency which is charged with collecting the taxes. This suit does not attack the rightness or fairness of any tax nor the right of the government to collect it. What it does attack however is the behavior and conduct of the IRS and its agents in how this collection is being accomplished. In the subsequent counts the plaintiffs will refer to specific incidents where communications and conduct between the IRS and plaintiffs has broken down. This has resulted in abuses by the IRS, which under the color of law and the authority which its agents control, has been able to extract revenues in ways which plaintiffs allege
were not intended by Congress. As such, upon presentation of specific facts and evidence, plaintiffs seek a declaratory judgment from this court that the law is to be followed as it appears on its face and that deviations are unauthorized.

THIRD COUNT

That pursuant to 26 USC Section 6331 there is a correct method to levy against property and that to do so according to paragraph (d) of that section requires proper notice to be given. The notice required prior to levy must meet the requirements of (d) (2) through (4) including in particular subparts (4) (A) through (F). Among other things prior to property being levied upon the property owner/taxpayer must be given the notice that he could execute an installment agreement under 26 USC Section 6159. Also under subpart (C) an administrative appeal may be made available to the taxpayer "with respect to such levy and sale". Plaintiffs allege that rarely are such notices given with the complete information on them and that violation of this rule has become so widespread that it has become standard procedure to obviate the necessary elements of due process and strike directly at the home. Plaintiffs ask only that the court declare, based on a preponderance of the evidence, that regardless of the present situation between agents and Americans that they placed under declaratory judgment the true procedures, as outlined in the statutes, the United States Constitution, and approved by Congress.

FOURTH COUNT

That pursuant to 26 USC 6334 (a)(13) and (e) there is a correct procedure in seizing someone's home for taxes owing and that the procedure set forth has certain exemptions. Plaintiffs allege that the defendants have not been following such a procedure. Plaintiffs seek a declaratory judgment so as to assert the proper procedure and to insure that all parties correctly observe the safeguards.

FIFTH COUNT

That the powers entrusted with the IRS which are contained under Title 26 of the Code and the 16th Amendment of the Constitution have not been the only powers used by the IRS in accomplishing its collection objectives. Plaintiffs allege that the IRS in its collection activities has illegally used sections of the Bureau of Alcohol Tobacco and Firearms portion of the United States Code under Title 27, amongst others, as though they were with the same authority as granted under Title 26 and subject to some discretionary power yet to be attained through any proper delegation from Congress. Plaintiffs will present evidence and testimony pursuant to the allegations under this count the substance of which is to demonstrate an inappropriate use of the statues and law contrary to the original intent of Congress and which in fact will demonstrate a use which is beyond the original intent of Congress. Plaintiffs will ask the court to issue a declaratory judgment that will confine of each title to the extent that it is shown and that it appears that Congress intended and restrict any such application which goes beyond the reasonable interpretation of those statutes and laws. Plaintiffs will show by evidence and testimony where such deviations exist.

SIXTH COUNT

The IRS has also seized 100% of the wages and property of certain Americans in a practice which affects all plaintiffs whereas under 26 USC 6334 (a)(9) and (d)(1)-(3) there is provided a standard deduction which allows a minimum of funds to be available to support and feed the family during periods in which the IRS is seeking to collect unpaid taxes and/or penalties. The plaintiffs would ask this court to issue a declaratory judgment in that the law is clear, and that the taxpayer has a right to at the very least an existence.

SEVENTH COUNT

Plaintiffs ask for declaratory judgment that the IRS not be permitted to compel citizens to perform services and give up resources without just compensation. The completion of tax forms
and keeping of payroll records and accounts on behalf of employees after a business has been closed by the IRS is tantamount to peonage or inequitable servitude.

EIGHTH COUNT

There have been numerous reports of the IRS not responding to reasonable inquiries by the plaintiffs. Questions regarding the law and which statutes are specifically involved, when and if an administrative hearing is appropriate, how an assessment has been derived, where does the information for the assessment come from, whether or not the figures are based on the Department of Labor Statistics and not really on the actual income of the "taxpayers", all of which have not been answered or have been responded to with simple form letters containing no substance. Plaintiffs seek declaratory judgment based on the statutes and the law as to the responsibility of the IRS to be open and honest with taxpayers and to be responsible for giving true, correct, and straightforward information.

WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs pray, for themselves and all other members of the class:

1. That the rights of class members to having the procedures of the law declared by this court to be correct and the proper function of those rules specified based on a review of the statutes and United States Constitution and as such the rights be adjudicated and declared;
2. That the defendants be restrained and enjoined from any collection activities which are contrary to the guidelines set forth in the statutes;
3. That plaintiffs be awarded reasonable attorneys fees.
4. That declaratory judgments be issued where appropriate to identify the proper behavior and conduct of the IRS and its delegated authorities with regards to the interests and rights of Americans.
5. That plaintiffs have such other relief as to the court may seem appropriate, including costs and expenses.

Dated: April 21, 1994

/s/ Paul J. Young
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66. ULTIMATE PSYCHOPOLITICS ISBN 1-56935-005-1
68. ECSTASY TO AGONY ISBN 1-56935-007-8
69. TATTERED PAGES ISBN 1-56935-009-4
70. NO THORNSLESS ROSES ISBN 1-56935-010-8
71. COALESCENCE ISBN 1-56935-012-4
73. RELATIVE CONNECTIONS VOL. I ISBN 1-56935-016-7
74. MYSTERIES OF RADIANCE RELATIVE CONNECTIONS VOL. II ISBN 1-56935-019-1
75. TRUTH AND CONSEQUENCES REL. CONNECT. VOL. III ISBN 1-56935-020-5
76. SORTING THE PIECES REL. CONNECT. VOL. IV ISBN 1-56935-021-3
77. PLAYERS IN THE GAME ISBN 1-56935-022-1
78. IRON TRAP AROUND AMERICA ISBN 1-56935-023-X
79. MARCHING TO ZOG ISBN 1-56935-024-8
80. TRUTH FROM THE "ZOG BOG" ISBN 1-56935-025-6
81. RUSSIAN ROULETTE AMONG OTHER THINGS ISBN 1-56935-026-4
82. RETIREMENT RETREATS OR WHICH CONCENTRATION CAMP DO YOU PREFER? ISBN 1-56935-027-2
83. POLITICAL PSYCHOS ISBN 1-56935-030-2
84. CHANGING PERSPECTIVES ISBN 1-56935-031-0
85. SHOCK THERAPY FOR A BRAIN DEAD WORLD ISBN 1-56935-032-9
86. MISSING THE LIFEBOAT?? ISBN 1-56935-033-7
87. IN GOD'S NAME AWAKEN ISBN 1-56935-034-5
88. ADVANCED DEMOLITION LEGION (THE ALD IN ACTION) ISBN 1 56935 035 3
89. FOCUS OF DEMONS ISBN (REAL GREMLINS IN THE WORKS) 1-56935-037-X
90. TAKING OFF THE BLINDFOLD ISBN 1-56935-038-8
91. FOOTSTEPS INTO TRUTH UNCOVERING LIES AND FRAUD ABOUT GOD AND MAN ISBN 1-56935-039-6
92. WALK THE CROOKED ROAD WITH THE CROOKS ISBN 1 56935 040 X
93. CRIMINAL POLITBUROS AND OTHER PLAGUES ISBN 1-56935-041-8
94. WINGING IT... ISBN 1-56935-044-2

EX. 1 PHOENIX JOURNAL EXPRESS VOLUMES I & II (BOOK) ISBN 0-922356-23-8 $11.95
EX. 2 PHOENIX JOURNAL EXPRESS VOLUMES III & IV (BOOK) ISBN 0-922356-29-7 $11.95
EX. 3 PHOENIX JOURNAL EXPRESS VOLUMES V & VI (BOOK) ISBN 0-922356-32-7 $11.95
EX. 4 PHOENIX JOURNAL EXPRESS VOLUMES XIII & XI (BOOK) ISBN 0-922356-49-1 $15.95
EX. 5 PHOENIX JOURNAL EXPRESS VOLUMES XV & XVI (BOOK) ISBN 0-922356-54-8 $19.95
GOA. THE GARDEN OF ATON by Nora Boyles ISBN 1-56935-011-6 $6.00 plus $1.50 S&H

FOR INFORMATION OR ORDERS CALL: 1-800-800-5565

PHOENIX SOURCE PUBLISHERS, Inc.
P.O. Box 27353
Las Vegas, Nevada 89126

MASTERCARD. VISA OR DISCOVER CARDS

TAPES, TRANSCRIPTIONS & VIDEOS

THE WORD NOW ACCEPTS VISA, DISCOVER AND MASTER CARDS

In addition to audio tapes of meetings with Commander Hatonn, THE WORD is now offering written transcriptions of some taped topics.

Donations to cover the costs of tapes are $4.00 for one tape, $6.00 for two tapes and $2.50 per tape for three or more. The transcriptions are $3.00 each. (Mexico or Canada add $0.25 and other foreign countries add $0.50 per tape or transcription.)

Please send check or money order to: THE WORD, P.O. Box 6194, Tehachapi, CA 93582. Call 805-822-4176 if you have questions or you wish to use your credit card.

If you desire to automatically receive tapes from future meetings, please send at least a $50 donation from which tape costs will be deducted. We will try to notify you as your balance reaches zero.

Special Order tapes are noted below by * and are not automatically sent since this material is either already in print or will be soon. Available written transcriptions are noted by #.

The following is a complete list of meeting dates with the number of tapes in bold in parentheses and mentioning if the meeting has a special focus:

4/25/92(2)*# "The Photon Belt";
5/11/92(3)* "Silent Weapons For Quiet Wars";
5/13/92(3) meeting with European visitors over lunch;
5/16/92(3); 5/23/92(2);
5/30/92(3)* "The Divine Plan and Places In Between" tapes 1-3;
6/1/92(3); 6/4/92(2);
6/6/92(4); 6/13/92(3); 6/21/92(3).
6/27/92(2);
6/28/92(2) radio program, KTKK, Salt Lake City, UT;
6/30/92(3)* "The Divine Plan and Places In Between" tapes 4-6;
7/4/92(2) radio program, KTKK, Salt Lake City, UT;
7/12/92(3);
7/18/92(2) radio program, KTKK, Salt Lake City, UT;
7/26/92(3);
8/3/92(2) radio program, KTKK, Salt Lake City, UT;
ARE YOU UP TO DATE WITH KEY ISSUES?
LEARN THE TRUTH BEHIND WHAT YOU'RE BEING TOLD.

PHOENIX JOURNALS BONUS SELECTION OFFER

Choose from the following BONUS SELECTION offers and save!

Bonus Selection 'A': Single copy Bonus price $6.00 (Was $7.95)
Bonus Selection 'B': Any 4 Journals - Bonus price $5.50 (Save $2.00)
Bonus Selection 'C': 10 or more Journals - Bonus price $3.00 ea. (Save $10)

Shipping and handling extra. Credit Cards, Check or Money Order accepted. Complete the order form found in this section, enclose payment and mail. Please allow 30 days for delivery.

PROGRAMMING, PITFALLS AND PUPPY-DOG TALES
BY GYEORGOS CERES HATONN
(J61) $6.00 244 pages


CHAPARRAL SERENDIPITY or THINGS FROM UNDER THE BUSHES
By Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn
(J62) $6.00 247 pages


---

THE WORD, P.O. Box 6194, Tehachapi, CA 93582. 805-822-4176
VISA, DISCOVER AND MASTER CARDS ACCEPTED
THE BEST OF TIMES;
THE WORST OF TIMES
By Gyeorgos Ceris Hatonn
(J63) $6.00 228 pages

Some of the important topics covered in this JOURNAL are: The "Banned" JOURNALS And The University of Science & Philosophy—Ban On Blood Donations By Gulf Veterans Lifted—Sudan Denies Parasite Has Killed Thousands—Sananda/The Christ—Incorporation —"Green" And "Gold"—Water Purification—Cloning And Possibilities—RTC Problems?—Maynard Campbell—Gunther Russbacher—lluminated High Freemasonry—New York Trade Center—The Ekkler Property—The Art Of Global Politics—Watch The Philippines!—The CFR: Funding And Members—The Bilderbergers—The New World Order—Mr. Sessions Of The FBI—Perot And Con Con. (INDEX INCLUDED)

TO ALL MY CHILDREN
AS THE WORLD TURNS
By Gyeorgos Ceris Hatonn
(J64) $6.00 252 pages

In this JOURNAL we are given more examples of the snares and traps of the Adversary to place this planet under the iron fist of the Satanic, Zionist/Khazarian Elite. Some of the topics included are: Jack McMllan/Police action—James "Bo" Gritz Senate Hearing Deposition—Special Police Officer Bulletin—Our Sworn Duty—The Fourth Reich: Toward An American Police State—Map Of 10 Regional U.S. Gov't Districts—Police State Tactics—Computerization Of The Public—Russbacher—More Military Bases To Close—Immaculate Deception—Mount Carmel/Waco Massacre—Seven Main Periods Of Man Expression—Property/RTC. (INDEX INCLUDED)

THE LAST GREAT PLAGUE UPON MAN:
AIDS AND RELATED MURDER TOOLS
By Gyeorgos Ceris Hatonn
(J65) $6.00 242 pages

This is the first JOURNAL which is being updated and rewritten. Some of the critical topics included are: Gene Engineering—The Total Manipulation—Intrusion Into Genes—Why Is Gene Engineering So Dangerous—Genetic Manipulation Blocks "Our Emotional Life"—The Library Of Life—Breaking The Code—Man As Genetic God?—What Is AIDS And What About A Plague?—Most Common Misconception About AIDS Virus And Condoms—Royal rifle, Greatest Inventor Since Tesla—How The Epidemic Spreads—Hazards Of Behavior—Nikola Tesla—Antoine Priore. (INDEX INCLUDED)

ULTIMATE PSYCHOPOLITICS, MASS MIND CONTROL &
THE GLOBAL CONTROL SYSTEM
BY CERES
(J66) $6.00 221 pages

"When Control is gained—the masses can be programmed to do anything told to do and thus become as robotic slaves".
Some of the topics covered are: Nuclear Black Market—Emergency Shelters—The Waco Texas Siege—COM-12 Briefing—Black Rose Organization—The Promis Program—Russbacher And October Surprise—Giandriani—Human Genome Project—Microwave Harassment And Mind-Control Experimentation—The Existing Directed-Energy Arsenal—Overt & Covert Harassment—The "Stalker" Phenomenon. (INDEX INCLUDED)

THE BEAST AT WORK
BY CERES
(J67) $6.00 221 pages

This JOURNAL comes with a warning that the contents are going to be shocking, incredible and then, difficult to find full realization of how far down the slide we have slipped in our worthy, blessed nation. Some topics included are: Wacko Waco—A "Who's Who" Of American Business And Politics—Child Pornography Ring—Justice American Style—Summary Of The Bush Tour And The Australian Connection—The Crime Control Act Of 1993—The Hoaxer Project Report—The "Rising Tide" Of Racism, Anti-Semitism—U.S. Judges Accused Of Jury Tampering—Judges Are Government Agents—Seven Noahide Laws "Public Law 102-14"—Newstates Constitution Preamble. (INDEX INCLUDED)

"SPECIAL FAVORITES"

AND THEY CALLED HIS NAME IMMANUEL — I AM
SANANDA
BY SANANDA & JUDAS ISCARIOTH
(J2) $6.00 156 pages

The story of the life of the one known as Jesus of Nazareth (Immanuel) is told by Jesus and his disciple and scribe, Judas Iscarioth. Judas' name is cleared and the actual one who betrayed Immanuel is revealed. Clarification is given concerning Immanuel's life and teachings, such as: The Purpose of His Life—His 40 Days With Cosmic Beings—His Crucifixion, Resurrection and His Journey after Resurrection—Clarification Regarding God, The Creation, The Laws and Commandments. (INDEX NOW INCLUDED)
SPACE GATE
THE VEIL REMOVED
BY GYEORGOS CERES HATONN
(J3) $6.00 125 pages
(A3) $20.00 BOOK ON TAPE (4 Tapes)

Hatonn provides facts concerning the governmental cover-up of extraterrestrials visiting and crashing upon Earth starting in the late 1940s. He discusses various "secret" agencies and societies, such as MJ-12, The Jason Society, The Bilderbergers, the "Grey Men" along with details regarding their strategies and operating methods. Also, we are given clarification about the mission of The Hosts of God vs. Satan during these "end times" and the correlation between Christ and extraterrestrials. (INDEX NOW INCLUDED)

THE RAINBOW MASTERS
BY THE MASTERS
(J7) $6.00 150 pages

This JOURNAL is a manual for living the life blessed of God. Cuts to the core of the nature of man, yet offers gentle direction filled with compassion beyond measure. Each energy is uniquely powerful, yet, together they form a team of one. The Masters offer insight to the planet, our purpose, God's involvement and will, our journey home, the Greater Vision. The messages resonate as musical chords within the very soul essence. The words shared renew hope and give the phrase "Trust in God" a deeper meaning. (INDEX NOW INCLUDED)

PHOENIX OPERATOR-OWNER MANUAL
BY SANANDA, MICHAEL, GERMAIN & HATONN
(J27) $6.00 144 pages
(A27) $20.00 BOOK ON TAPE (4 Tapes)

This JOURNAL, is GOD's deliverance of Truth to YOU, His blinded fledgling creatures. HE is offering YOU the instructions for reaching the 'Lighted' Path back home to HIM, AND THUS TO ONENESS. You will learn HOW to recognize the Anti-Christ, (that which is AGAINST GOD and therefore AGAINST LIFE) within you and why, through your gift of free-will, YOU allowed the Anti-Christ within your temple of God. You will learn about: the "Deadliest" Sins (errors), Personal Responsibility for consequences and experiences. (INDEX NOW INCLUDED)

---

**PHOENIX JOURNAL BONUS SELECTION ORDER FORM**

**BONUS SELECTION OFFER**

Choose from the following Bonus Selection offers and save:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bonus Selection</th>
<th>Offer Details</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A*</td>
<td>Single Copy Bonus price -</td>
<td>$6.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>Any 4 Journals - Bonus price -</td>
<td>$5.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>10 or more Journals - Bonus price -</td>
<td>$5.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**SHIPPING CHARGES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Shipping Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>USA (except Alaska &amp; Hawaii)</td>
<td>UPS-$3.75 1st title, $1.00 each add'l</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALASKA &amp; HAWAII</td>
<td>Bk rate-$2.50 1st title, $1.00 ea add'l</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CANADA &amp; MEXICO</td>
<td>Surface-$3.00 1st title, $1.00 ea add'l</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air Book-$4.50 1st title, $2.00 ea add'l</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Name ___________________________
Address _______________________
City, State & Zip ____________
Telephone ( ) ____________
Credit Card # ____________
Expiration date ____________
Signature _____________________

Allow 30 days for delivery. We accept Visa, Master Card and Discover. All payments in U.S. Funds to:
Phoenix Source Distributors, Inc. P.O. Box 27353 Las Vegas, Nv. 89126
Phone 1 800-800-5565
DO YOU KNOW SOMEONE WHO WOULD LIKE THIS BOOK?
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Yes, I would like to order ______________________ (insert book name).
Please send me ______ copies at $6.00 each plus shipping charges (see below).
Allow 30 days for delivery. We accept Visa, Master Card and Discover or send check or money order in U.S. FUNDS, payable to:

Phoenix Source Distributors, Inc.
P.O. Box 27353 Las Vegas, NV 89126
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SHIPPING CHARGES

USA (except Alaska & Hawaii)
UPS-$3.75 1st title, $1.00 each add'l
Bk rate-$2.50 1st title, $1.00 each add'l
Priority-$3.40 1st title, $1.00 ea add'l

ALASKA & HAWAII
Bk rate-$3.50 1st title, $1.00 ea add'l
Priority-$3.40 1st title, $1.00 ea add'l
UPS 2 Day-$9.00 1st title, $1.00 ea add'l

CANADA & MEXICO
Surface-$3.00 1st title, $1.00 ea add'l
Air Book-$4.50 1st title, $2.00 ea add'l

FOREIGN
Surface-$3.00 1st title, $1.50 ea add'l
Air Book-$8.00 per title estimate

QUANTITY ORDERS - BOOK RETAILERS
If you would like to order in quantity, please write to the Sales Department at
the above address, or call 1-800-800-5565.
WINGING IT.....

By Gyeogos Ceres Hatonn

As we move quickly along with offerings of information regarding the unfolding of proven corruption in your market places, your governments, your religions and the incredible corrupted control over you-the-people by the INJUSTICE SYSTEM, I can only say that, here in the beginning, we are just WINGING IT.... As ones "with" are willing to share with those "without" so that strides can be made in reclaiming that which was yours, we will move quickly in offering that which is pertinent in the changing times.

Some of the many important topics presented are: Hawaii State sovereignty - More from Ronn Jackson on "Camelot" & other information - Nixon's funeral - More from Rodney Stich - Israeli worldwide assassinations admitted - More on Treasurergate - The FBI blackmail files - Preliminary draft of a World Constitution - More on "Inslaw" and crimes by the Justice Dept. including killings - Crimes by U.S. Bankruptcy Court - Update on the Russbachers - Declaration of Independence of 1994 by Linda Thompson Americas take on the IRS.

ISBN 1-56935-044-2